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It's Two Minutes to Midnight, Do 
You Know Where Your Bioregion Is? 
Bein' here in the desert and in a city There is a distinctive resonance 

sure makes me appreciate the lush among living things and the factors 
forests (and rain!) of home .. . However, that influence them that occurs spe
I have been very impressed with the cifically within each separate place 
community of folks here in the city on the planet. Discovering and de
who have found their home, are learn- scribing that resonance is a way to 
ing their various local ecologies and describe a bioregion. (Source: Peter 
are building community and defend- Berg and Raymond Dasmann, www. 
ing nature. I am also impressed by the Sthworld.net) 
desert, which despite the misnomer, is Now, I don'twantto knockanybody's 
full of all sorts of diversity and differ- nomadic lifestyle, but it seems to me 
ent ecosystems. There is the influx of that if we are gonna git anywhere with 
"snowbirds," retir- this little project 
ees (and a handful of protectin' na-
of activists) from ture, revolution, 
distant parts saving the Earth 
'north, who are or whatever-you-
daily arriving to want-to-call-it, 
enjoy the mild eli- there best be a 
mate and the nu- whole passel of us 
merous 10-mile settled down and 
strip malls. But I i n f i 1 t r a t i n g, 
digress. working with and 

First, the basics... becoming com-
Bioregions are munities and 

geographic areas connections and 
having common part of the land-

. characteristics of scape all over the 
soil, watershed; dern place. And 
climate, native "' not just in the 

. plants and ani- a hipoisiecentersof 
mals that exist i; the universe ei-
within the whole ~ ther. (That's hip-
planetary bio- a wa-zeeforthoseof 
sphere as unique you without 
and intrinsic con- Eastern Tennessee hardwood forest much culture or 
tributive parts. A bioregion refers sense of humor-you know what I am 
both to geographical terrain and a talkin' about-Eugene, Northern can
terrain of consciousness-to a place fornia, Asheville, etc ... ) It seems to me 
and the ideas that have developed that om little aforementioned project 
about how to live in that place. A is gonna take some time with all the 
bioregion can be determined initially flag waving regression back to the '50s 
byuse of climatology, physiography, that's being spread about as oflate. So, 
animaland plant geography, natural as all y'alls attorney, doctor and spiri
history and other descriptive natural . tual advisor, I'd like to use this here 
sciences. The final boundaries of a stump/bully pulpit/space in the four
bioregion; however, are best de- nal'cause nobody sent in articles, to 
scribed by the people who have lived rant and rave and offer a little advice: 
within it, through human recogni- Go home and stay home! 
tion of the realities of living-in-place. continued on page 38 
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BY FAITH WALKER 

Fauna. n. animal life. 
Cabala. n. an esoteric, secret matter or 

mysterious art. 
In a finale of fervent foreplay, brown 

garden snails (Helix aspersa) impale each 
other with love darts. Being hermaphro
dites, these animals sport both male and 
female tackle and swap sperm in both 
directions during eight hours of slippery 
sex. Most sperm are immediately di
gested by a spedalized sperm-destroying 
gland, although a few sneak past to a 
storage organ, where they dwell for up 

© 

to the devouring gland and allowing 
sperm to pass freely into storage. If a 
snail is a poor aim or is caught empty
handed, which is quite possible since 
darts take 10 days to produce, it com
pensates by delivering extra sperm to 
its prickly partner. This species exem
plifies a rarity: an intersexual arms 
race in which individuals are both 
genders. The male portion has evolved 
to impart increasingly more sperm 
while the 'female portion has evolved 
to digest it. 

to four years. The point of r------------..;;.."""""-----, 
the sharp, calcareous, centi
meter-lo·ng snail nails is to 
short-circuit the gland. A 
swooning snail will aim for 
the genitals, located to the 
right of the head, and push 
the dart out of its body and 
into its partner. Darts are 
·coated with a slimy cocktail 
that causes contractions in 
the female reproductive 
tract, closing the entrance 

Dear Shit Fer Brains ... 
Dear EF!J, 

I was just reading the controversy about Alexander 
Cockburn's latest screed printed in EF!, and am forced to take 
pains to remind you for about the fourth time that Cockburn 
is a very dubious "friend" of the radical ecology movement at 
best. He has a long-and often ugly-history-of attempting 
to smear radical environmentalists he disagrees with, such as 
his campaign in conjunction with Murray Bookchin back in 
the 1980s to discredit EF!ers and deep ecologists as being eco
fascists and virtual Nazis, often on the basis of one or two 
outrageous statements by the likes of "Miss Ann Thropy," as 
if they represented the elegant philosophy of Ghandians like 
Arne Naess or Bill Devall! (References available on request.) 

around-from The Sierra Club to the Earth Liberation Front
with the same brush. Some of you may be too young to be 
fully aware of his checkered history, and his on-again, off
again "environmentalism," and his dishonorable and vi
cious tactics. But as someone who's been reading EF!J 

Further, Ron Arnold rambles on for a good while about his 
great friendship with Cockburn in chapter 5 of his 1997 
book, Ecoterror, and Cockburn went out of his way to defend 
the wise use movement in The Nation, 8/14/95. I'm certainly 
not the first to say that Cockburn is a sort of left-wing 
McCarthyite, who, through guilt by association, will rip the 
most outlandish statement uttered by any environmentalist 
out of context, and then attempt to tar everyone else 

. since 1984, I can tell you that you are making a big 
mistake by continuing to give valuable space to this 
horse's ass, .and it's not as if Cockburn doesn't have an 
entire array of other media outlets to spew forth his 
views . Earth First! should be for 
Earth First!ers, not for neo
bureacratic, dough
faced, old-school 
party-liners like 
Cockburn, whose 
writing at times 
makes Bookchin's 
look flexible and 
open-minded. 

Sincerely, 
-BILL McCoRMICK · 

I<ENDIURAWA®io!MAn..a:M 

continued on page 34 
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Shakedown at the Trailhead: 
Trail Fees and Armed Goons 

BY GEORGE SEXTON 

Who Cares? 
While I share the widespread dis

taste for paying to visit publicly owned 
federal lands, challenging the trail fee 
program was somewhere close to color 
coordinating my black hoodies on my 
"to do" list. Lets face it, what with the 
imminent death of the planet we 
should all have better things to do 
than to quibble with a greedy agency 
trying to jack relatively affluent "for
est users" out of some of their latte 
change. So .call me a reluctant trail fee 
resister. But then something happened 
to get me riled about the Forest Service's 
"Fee Demonstration Program." 

Freddie Goes Apeshit 
My hiking partner and I were re

turning from a day in the field in the 
Siuslaw National Forest when we were 
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greet~d at the trailhead by two Fred dies. 
They had evidently been aroused by 
the notice posted on our car explain
ing that we were engaged in a non
recreational activity, and they were in 
qu~te an agitated state by the time we 
reached them. One of the Freds was 
Officer John Pino, who is well known 
from the Fall Creek campaign for fly
ing off the handle at any and every 
opportunity. Well, John proceeded to 
do some fine police work which con
sisted of rumbling out of his $50,000 
SUV, pushing "record" on his video 
camera, demanding our identification, 
attempting to separate us from one 
another and threatening us with ar
rest for "impeding his investigation." 

We told him that failure to pay a fee 
ain't a crime since the Fee Demo pro
gram is a demonstration project de
signed to test the public's willingness 
to be fleeced at trailheads; that failure 

to pay a fee isn't even a midemeanor 
and hence, sure ain't arrestable; and 
that we were not there for recreational 
purposes. Never one to be deterred by 

· the facts or the law,John started in on 
his bad cop routine and generally 
proceeded to act like a dolt in front of 
his camera. Later, John would testify 
under oath that his video camera "had 
failed to record the incident." Sure it 
did. But I'm getting ahead of myself. 

Origins of Fee Demo 
Those who want to commodify our 

public lands knew that they lacked 
the congressional support to send 
armed thugs to the trailheads to 
shakedown hikers for using trails that 
had existed for decades. So, much 
like the infamous Salvage Rider of 
1995, the pro-fee crowd attached the 
Fee Demo authorizing language to 
an interior appropriations bill. This 
meant that Fee Demo never went 
through an open hearing process and 
never received a stand alone up-or-· 
down vote on its merits. Instead it 
piggybacked on other legislation. 

Despite the backdoor nature of the 
authorizing legislation, Fee Demo did 
come with some significant limits on 
the agency's ability to shakedown the 
public at trailheads. When Congress 
authorized the fee program it limited 
the fees to 100 "areas, sites or projects" 

. and made it clear that the purpose of 
the program was to gauge public sup
port for coughing up a tithe to visit 
federal lands. Additionally, the fees 
were intended to be collected from 
recreational users, not from activists 
attempting to influence federal land 
management policies. 

With the sound of cash registers 
ringing in their ears, the Forest Ser
vice quickly proceeded to ignore all 
of these limitations on their ability to 
fleece the sheep. Trail fee signs went 
up at more than·1,400 trailheads in 
the Pacific Northwest. Paying the fee 
was tallied as supporting the demon
stration program, and failure to pay 
the fee was met with a $50 citation. 
Everyone who entered a fee site was 



charged regardless of whether their 
visit was recreational, educational, 
political or spiritual. 

Gimme Money! 
As implemented on the ground, 

the Fee Demo program is as ethically 
bankrupt and physically destructive 
as the rest of the Forest Service's 
treatment of our lands. You know 
what they say about trying to teach 
an old dog new tricks. 

According to the government's 
General Accounting Office, about 20 
percent of the fees collected go to
ward "administration" of the pro
gram. In this case "admi~istration" 
is a euphemism for SUVs, guns and 
law enforcement officers. 

When the remaining trail fee dol
lars do get spent on "site improve
ments," the projects often involve 
widening or paving existing 
trails, erecting large plastic 
signs and cutting down "haz
ard trees." Hazard trees are 
the Forest Service term f or 
standing snags, perhaps the 
most valuable habitat for mi
gratory songbirds and a vari
ety of cavity-nesting species . . 
Oh yeah, and sometimes they 
spend the dough on making 
bigger parking lots. 

Roads and Trails 
While the maintenance 

backlog for logging roads on 
federal lands is over the bil
lion dollar mark, the Forest 
Service prefers to speak about 
the cost of maintaining "rec
reational opportunities" in 
the forest. This is much like if 
you or I ~ften spoke of the need to 
cut down on our meager food budget 
by dumpstering while continuing to 
make monthly payments on several 
sports cars. The real Forest Service 
budget crunch has nothing to do 
with maintaining hiking trails. 

In the Willamette National Forest 
for example, back in 1960 there were 
1,600 miles of hiking trails in the 
forest, and over the next 30 years the 
tra~l mileage actually shrank by 300 
miles. During this same period, the 
miles of logging roads in the forest 
skyrocketed from 1,800 to over 6,600. 
While hikers are expected to pay to 
subsidize the agency's recreation bud
get, the timber industry is off the 

hook for the massive costs of main
taining their bloated network of log
ging roads. But don't hold your 
breath waiting for officer Pino to 
start shaking down Boise Cascade for 
the costs of maintaining the logging 
road system. 

Adios Wilderness . 
The spectacular Hardesty Mountain 

trail system provides a particularly . 
tragic window into the Forest Service 
mindset regarding who should be 
charged for what. During the Salvage 
Rider, timber planner Wayne Kleckner 
of the Cottage Grove Ranger District 
had carte blanche to log old growth 
and roadless areas wherever he saw 
fit. Where he saw fit was in the middle 
of the Hardesty Roadless area. Well, 
how do you yard big Doug fir fatties 
out Qf the middle of a roadless area? 

Wayne put on his thinkin' cap and 
came up with the idea of putting a 
lqgging road over the Hardesty Way 
trail leading smack dab into the 
middle of the roadless area. But what 
if the logging company doesn't want 
to eat the expenses of punching a 
road into the middle of a rugged wil
derness? Well ya give them credits to 
log more big old trees via the pur
chas~r road credit program! 

Nowadays if you were to hike on 
Hardesty Mountain, the agency will 
charge you five dollars at the 
trailheads for the privilege. It really 
is the best of all possible worlds, the 
USFS paid the timber industry to 
wipe out trails and then charges the 

public to use the trails that remain. 
Machiaveli would be envious. 

Legal Smackdown 
It was only a matter of time before 

someone noticed that the Forest Ser
vice was abusing the Fee Demo pro
gram as if it were a pinata full of 
cheap booze and cigarettes. In our 
case, the federal magistrate oversee
ing the proceedings held that the 
agency had clearly overstepped its 
authority by charging at over 1,400 
trailheads when Congress had only 
authorized the demonstration 
project for 100 "areas, sites or 
projects." Big victory right? Wrong. 

When it became clear that the 
agency was going to lose the case, 
they managed to get their fr~ends in 
Congress to eliminate the "100 
project" restriction on their cash cow. 

So much for the "demonstra-
. tion" angle on Fee Demo. It's 

pretty much standard operat
ing procedure when the For
est Service loses a case for 
them to attempt to change 
the rules rather than their 
behavior. Would that we were 
all so well connected! 

Furthermore, the agency is 
appealing the magistrate's 
holding to the Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals. Fortunately, 
there's a good chance they 
will lose there as well . 

Fight the Power 
So where things stand right 

. now is that if you've paid a 
trail fee in the past several 
years or if you've been hit 
with a citation, you might 

want to consider asking for your 
money back. Next fiscal year the "1 00 
project" limit will be lifted, but for 
now the Fred's really can't enforce 
the program. Feel free to reference 
USA v. Siart, number F22 97624. Be 
aware that this could change should 
we lose on appeal. 

Also, the mother-of-all trail fee 
fights is brewing in Congress this 
year. A lot of folks who are wiser than 
I believe that the Fee program will 
either be killed or made ,permanent 
this session. Get the latest from Wild 
Wilderness, 248 NW Wilmington 
Ave., Bend, OR 97701; (541) 385-5261; 
www.wildwilderness.org. 
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NEOLIBERALISM AT .\VQRK -
IN THE AMERICAN SouTH. , 

' OR. THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE EATS 

THE MIXED MESOPHYnc FoREST FOR FuN AND PROFIT! 

BY john johnson, I<ATUAH EARTH FIRST! 

The forces of global capitalism are busily eating the 
'native forests of the Southeastern US at an alarming rate. 
· These beautiful, biologically diverse forests are being 
· converted to monoculture pine plantations, and the fiber 
extracted from them is being used in the pulp, paper and 
engineered lumber industry. Rampant clearcutting is 
decimating wildlife habitat, degrading ecosystem health 

·and impacting water, air and soil quality. 
now pulp mills are closing 
and economic chaos in rural ._._,_ .......... 

The Southeast produces 7 S 
fiber supply and 25 percent of 
'The corporations operating 
· southeast include (British 
· Bowater Inc. , International Paper 
; largest paper company in the 
·Weyerhaeuser (infamous 
·raw logs arid woodchips from 
Northwest), Willamette (also 
Pacific Northwest), 
(international manufa 
mills-based in Georgi 
wood and fiber broker) 

·Corporation. Kimberly 
:Mobile, Alabama, while 

. •' facilities at the port. 
, '. The most insidious and unregulated arm of the neqliberal 

pulp and paper globalists are "remote-sourcing, high capacity" 
chip mills. Chip mills have spread across the Southeastern 
landscape like a plague oflocusts, devouring important forest 

· ·ecosystems and leaving degraded landscapes in their wake. 
The wood chips are used for domestic pulp and paper , 
production, as a fiber 
·source for rayon, for 
engineered wood 
products and for export 
to the global marketplace. 
rr'he chip mills are 
indiscriminate as to 
where the trees come 
from. Some logs come 
from corporate land, but 
most comes froni small 
landholders and tree 
farmers bamboozled by 
industrial foresters into 
fiber production for the 
quick buck. Some wood 

is also sourced from the many small national and state forests 
across the Southeast. 

The mixed hardwood forests of the Southeast are some of 
the most biologically diverse and significant forests in North 
America. The forest of the Cumberland and Appalachian 
Plateau has been named the "mixed mesophytic" by eminent 
ecologist E. Braun. It is thought to be the "mother 
forest" of eastern North America hardwood forests. 
The South give rise to river systems 

and at 

"''-~'nlJL>L<>>uas some of the most biodiverse 
on the planet. 

were just starting to recover from 
boom of the late 1800s and early 
and paper industry decided to 
its operations in the South. The 

Southern forest types are pretty 
but whether or not they can 
from another round · of 

L(UJUUIL"'- cutting remains to be s'een. 
American South, like many places 
the globe, is considered a mere 

colony to the forces of global 
The transnational 

jobs and community, but 
profits and pleasing 

investors up on Wall 

the late '80s and '90s, Champion International 
ly complained about regulation of its pollution of 

the Pigeon River in the Smoky Mountains. The company 
repeatedly told its employees and residents of Canton, 
North Carolina (a typical Southeastern company town), 
that it would have to close the paper mill if 
environmental restrictions were enacted to protect the 

Pigeon River. This 
caused much hostility 
between Canton, • 
environmentalists and 
the communities that 
had to live downstream 

1- from the discharge 
~ pipe. Now Champion 
ll has sold the mill-so 
~ much for commitment 
~ to t~e community. The 
~ river is still being 
~ polluted, despite a so
~ called technological 
~ improvement in the 

wastewater treatment. 

Giant clearcut in Humphrey County in Tennessee continued on page 39 
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ARGENTINA 
. GLOBALIZATION REACHES 

mE BoiLING PoiNT 
It began on Decem

ber ~8 and spread to 
the suburbs of Buenos 

Aires. Food riots and 
other examples of direct 

action were reported 
throughout northeastern 
Argentina-in Buenos 

Aires, Cordoba and Rosari. 
Looting occurred at several stores and supermarkets. Thou
sands of poor Argentineans banged pots and pans, de
manding food outside of businesses, only to face state 
repression. Stores were counseled by the government to 
not give food otit independently, but often the clamor of 
the people forced them to. Argentina is Latin America's 
third largest economy, but in recent years it has been in 
serious economic crisis. The unemployment rate of the 
country is 20 percent and 2,000 people a day fall below the 
poverty line. The week prior to the rioting, a general strike 
and road blockades were gaining momentum. 

These food riots quickly turned into massive anti-gov
ernment demonstrations as more than one million people 
in Buenos Aires, out of more than two and a half million, 
marched through the streets demanding an end to the 
neoliberal economic policies of the International Mon
etary Fund (IMF) and the 2002 austerity plan. In order to 
pay back IMF loans, poor nations are forced . to accept 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAP's) which mean the 
gutting of social services and infrastructure. Argentina is 
$155 billion in debt, and the neoliberal economy has 
meant suffering for the vast majority of Argentineans. 

. When the government began to 'see the food insurgency 
for the threat it really was, it immediately tried to crack 
down on the revolt. Confrontations between demonstra
tors and police in Cordoba and La Plata became common, 
leaving 28 dead, hundreds injured and thousands arrested. 
It's unfortunate that these 28, who died fighting capitalist 
globalization as Carlo Guiliani did, aren't given nearly as 
much attention in activist circles. 

The government declared a "state of siege." Assembled 
groups of three or more people were made illegal and all 
constitutional rights were disbanded. The army decided : 
not to aid in the repression of the populace, which led to 
a serious crisis. At this time many cabinet ministers ,' 
resigned, and Argentina was in utter chaos. ' 

On December 20, President Fernando De la Rua and the. 
Economy Minister Cavallo, adamantly pro-privatization, 
resigned after two years in office. De la Rua fled into a 
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helicopter to save himself from the anger of the demonstra
tors surrounding the Presidential Palace. The "Pink Palace," 
the Argentinean equivalent to the White House, had been 
taken over by the people. There was an air of defiance, but 
also of hope as the corrupt administration was toppled. This 
looked like a potentially revolutionary situation and the 
question became: What are we going to do next? Various 
answers came from different sectors of the population. 

Hundreds of demonstrators clashed with security forces 
outside of the Congress building when Argentina's con
gress named Eduardo Duhalde president (the fifth within 
two weeks) on January 1, 2002 to serve until the 2003 
presidential elections. This was ~learly a move to maintain 
capitalist social "peace" and to prevent an insurrection. 
Duhalde, an old style Peronist, was forced to make cautious 
statements and to make some sort of concessions to the 
people, with empty platitudes about "populism." Hundreds 
of police surrounded the Plaza de Mayo to quell the unrest. 

Duhalde is a former governor of Buenos Aires whose 
government was frequently charged with corruption. Jorge 
Ocampo, a 38-year old electrician said, "The problem is 
that there aren't any alternatives; our political leaders are 
all either scarred by charges of corruption or seen as part of 
the system." It's clear that nothing at all will be changed 
through electing a new ruler, and what is required is 
complete social transformation. 

SAP-ping the Lives of the People 
Privatization in the 1990s under President Men em led to 

massive layoffs and price increases for public utilities,· such 
as electricity and phones. The IMF made it clear that they 
were not going to lend Argentina money. In December 
2001, people not wanting their pesos to be devalued 
rushed to the banks to convert the pesos to dollars on a 
one-to-one rate. Economy Minister Cavallo made a ·law 
limiting the withdrawals to $1,000 a month, angering the 
middle class. This is one reason why the middle class has 
joined the demonstrations. Very few people in Argentina 
have money in the banks, and the impoverished masses are 
making more radical demands than the middle class; 
fighting for the end of capitalist injustice and for a truly 
democratic, humane and just society. . 

Mark Weisbrot, co-director of the Center for Economic and 
Policy Research, a Washington DC based think-tank writes: 
"For 20 years now, Latin America has followed Washington's 
advice and slashed tariffs, swallowed IMF austerity plans and 
sold off tens of billions of dollars of state assets to foreigners." 

continued on page 40 



Wnn ROCKIES EF! IN THE B rr! 
BY GRUMBLE 

This year the new adPlinistra
tion has launched an all-out cam
paign to dramatically increase the 
amount of logging occurring on 
national forests. The sale that will 
make or break this boondoggle in 
the Northern Rockies is the gigan
tic Bitterroot Fire Restoration 
Project on the Bitterroot National 
Forest. The agency is using the fires 
that burned in the 2000 season as 
an excuse to implement one of the 
largest logging operations ever pro
posed on a single national forest. 
The US Forest Service (USFS) has 
issued an Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the project. On 
December 17 Mark Rey, under-sec
retary of the Department of Agricul
ture, signed the record of decision 
for the Bitterroot Restoration 
project. The decision mandated the 
destruction of 41,000 acres 
through the use of industrial log
ging on 763 units and exempted 
the sale from the normal appeals 
processes. Shortly there after, a coa
lition of environmental groups 
filed for and received a temporary 
restraining order, from District Fed
eral Judge Molloy, preventing the 
agency from implementing the 
project. On January 7 Judge Molloy 
ordered the Bitterroot NationalFor
est to follow the normal appeals 
process as mandated by Congress. 
The Judge, however, left the agency . 
with a loophole through which it 
could exempt 4,800 acres from the 
stay of action pending the resolu
tion of the appeal. This means that 
the USFS could have contractors 
out logging at any time in the next 
couple of days or weeks. If this 
happens, Wild Rockies Earth Firstl 
(WREF!) will be in the field engag
ing in nonviolent direct action to 
slow or stop the destruction. WREF! 
has made the defense of the Bitter
root its top priority. 

The USFS has based its entire jus
tification for this sale on the need 
to return the forest to its idea of 
pre-European invasion wildlands. 
The problem is that the Forest Ser-

Yice continues to apply the same 
solution of logging and fire suppres
sion that it always has. This is ironic 
due to the fact that the agency says 
these are the very things that have 
caused the forest to become more 
vulnerable to catastrophic wildfire. 
While claiming that it wants to re
duce fuel loads in the wildland/ur-

ban interface, the Forest Service is 
planning most of the units outside 
of that area. The sale includes 
23,9 38 acres to be logged in roadless 
lands-core bull trout habitat and 
core westslope cutthroat habitat. A 
major problem is that this sale will 
remove most of the biomass that 
will regenerate the soil. The agency 
admits that only 31 percent of the 
logged areas will have effective 
ground cover. The removal of dead 
and green trees is likely to cause 
major mud slides and destruction 
of critical aquatic habitat. The 
project will also remove trees that 
provide foraging and nesting habi
tat for many birds that survive in 
burned areas. 

WREF! supports alternative G, 
whic.h was put together by a coali
tion of environmental groups and 
residents of the Bitterroot Valley. 
Known as the Conservation and 

Local Economy Alternative, itpro
poses a real restoration project for 
the Bitterroot Valley. The proposal 
includes rippingand reconnoiter
ing 513 miles of road, some hand 
thinning in the wildland/urban in
terface and the creation of a con
servation corps to help residents 
create a fire resistance space around 
their homes. This alternative in
cludes no commercial logging, 
money to study the effects of fire, 
and emphasizes hiring local folks 
to carry out the much-needed res
toration work. It also directs the 
Forest Service to let fire function 
in the ecosystem outside · of the 
wildland/urban interface. While 
this proposal makes the most sense, 
the agency is bent on choosing the 
option that includes a massive tim
ber giveaway. 

We have been preparing for the 
real possibility of a long-term cam
paign in the Bitterroots. WREF! has 
been taking the public on tours of 
the logging areas since June. We 
have given several presentations 
about the issue on college campuses. 
On Halloween we joined Friends of 
the Bitterroot and Native Forest Net
work in protesting the sale at Bitter
root National Forest headquarters. 
WREF! held an action training camp 
in the Bitterroot Valley in early De
cember. We are continuing to do 
field assessments of the proposed 
cutting units in support of the law
suit. But with logging on the imme~ 
diate horizon we are also preparing 
for direct action. 

Please come out and join us this 
Winter and Spring. This is a struggle 
that we must engage in to save the 
largest intact ecosystem in the lower 
48 states from a plague of misguided 
and destructive timber sales. We 
are in desperate need of your help. 
WREF! can provide you with free 
food, training and a great time in 
the Wild Rockies. We need dona
tions of cash, cold weather gear, 
coffee, tea, energy bars, batteries 
and bulk food . To get involved, 
contactWREF!, POB 1742, Missoula, 
MT 59806; ( 406) 549-8863; 
wref@wildrockies.org. 
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BLM Protects Endangered Bighorn Sheep 
Habitat from Off-Road Vehicles 

On November 30, Greg Thomsen, US Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) El Centrofield office manager, season

. ally closed· two environmentally harmful ro.ads crossing 
public land in the Coyote Mountains, near the San Diego/ 
ImperialCounty line, from January 1 until June 30. 
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Winter and Spring are critical biological times for sheep 
to give birth and raise newborn lambs, and Carrizo Peak 
within the Coyote Mountains is a known important 
lambing site. 

This wildlife recovery action arises out of a landmark 
agreement between the BLM, the ·Center for Biological 
Diversity, the Sierra Club, Public Employees for Environ
mental Responsibility and five off-road groups to protect 
more than 24 species and their habitat across the 25-
million-acre California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA). 

In Mojave, Tortoise and Milkvetch Delay 
Expansion of Army Base 

The US Army's Fort Irwin National Training Center in 
Southern California is attempting to expand into im
portant desert habitat. But efforts to expand the train
ing ground are being delayed by two endangered spe
cies, the desert tortoise and a plant called the Lane 
Mountain milkvetch. Environmentalists and wildlife 
biologists say ~hey fear that the mock combat will 
furtherimperil the species. . 

Military bases already occupy about 25 percent of the 
more than seven million acres of tortoise habitat in the 
western Mojave Desert. The land currently at issue is 
hoine to two~thirds of the known population of the 
LaneMountain milkvetch . 

:Regional environmental groups have vowed to make sure 
that the US Army complies with all federal environmental 



• • ~ • ::t ';' :\. • ' .... , I' • • • • : :. ' • ' .~~ •• :., . . . ·.; ·~ ·.,' ' • ' ' " • ' '· ; :~ 

protection taws. This r~&titato~; J?:ro~es~, 'topped . ~t:h u1:i.: , .'tidn · i,s laughing ·at us. They're saying, iwe . dd-~'t :give ~" 
gation, will hopefully significantly slow the Army in fts . damn about;your, history. '" Willa Scott, a member of th~ . 
expansionist plans. · · . Quechan Tribe's. Culture Committee, ha.s stated, "If these · 

· · 'sites are destroyed, we will lose our ability to pass down out 
Proposed Gold Mine will Wreck Public Land beliefs ... We will have lost our cultural gatherings, funeral 
and Tribe's Cultural Heritage rituals, singing, ~tory-tellings and teachings. Without these 

Secretary of the Interior Gale Norton is poised to practices, our people will lose the most important part of 
allow the destruction of 1,600 acres of a fragile desert who we are." 
ecosystem at Quechan Indian Pass in the California The 25-million: acre CDCA was created by Congress 
Desert Conservation Area. A Canadian mining com- in 1976 to protect significant scenic and biologically 
pany, Glamis Gold, Ltd. , wants to dig a mile-wide, important areas in the southeastern corner of the 
800-foot-deep, open-pit, cyanide leach, gold mine in state, including lands in Imperial, San Diego and Los 
the desert . The proposed mine would destroy Native Angeles counties . The conservation area extends from 
American sacred sites, cultural artifacts, trail net- the Mexican border north to Death Valley and · the 
works, petroglyphs, ancestral grounds and 55 eastern Si(!rr.a Nevada Mountains. · 
archaeological sites eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places. 

Almost a year ago, outgoing Interior Secretary · 
Bruce Babbit caved in· to public pressure and denied 
the permit to mine. This past November saw Norton, 
true to form, reversing Babbit's denial and reopening 
the permitting process for Glamis. 

In a truly hypocritical stance, Norton, who 
has criticized Babbit for ignoring public senti
ment on natural resource issues, doesn't seem 
to care that the Quechan Tribe, local, state and 
federal elected officials, concerned citizens and 
environmentalists have all been vocal in their 
opposition to the proposed gold mine. 

Quechan Tribal Council President Mike Jackson, 
Sr., was quoted in the December 28 edition of the 
Wall Street Journal, as saying, "The Bush administra-

A 1997 Earth.First! protest . 
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At Home wi.th the Flying Squirrels 
BY K 

I was snug in my sleeping bag in a 
hanging hut in the ancient forest 
canopy of the rainforest of the Pa
cific Northwest. And just be
fore I was asleep, I 
felt a light, 
shivery 
weight on 
my legs. It 
was tick
lish, the 
way the 
little feet 
quivered with 
energy, the creature 
so high on life, on curi-
osity, on the will to sur
vive, as it travels the 
branches in its nightly forage 
for food. 

Startled by quivering-creature- con
tact, I shitted and sat up. The rodent 
scampered up the tree, but just a little 
ways. Realizing I had been visited by a 
Northern flying squirrel, I smiled and 
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bade it good night and again nestled 
down feeling safer and more comfort
able in my treetop bed knowing the 

natives felt approaching 
me. Then it ran up my body and wel-

corned . me face to furry face. I think 
I'm going to stay awhile! Then briefly 
and tentatively, a flying squirrel sat 

on my face. 
The next morning I 

watched a pair of 
these wing

flapped ro
dents as 
they sat 
on our 
porch 

. check
ing out 
us and 

our food. 
Our food 

secured in 
buckets, 

they settled 
for gnawing on 

newsprint. They 
looked at us bravely 

with black eyes that said, "Okay, 
you can stay." 

There is no question who is a guest 
in whose home here. Have you ever 
seen a flying squirrel "fly"? A flying 
squirrel can leap from a tree branch 
and glide up to 200 feet downwards 
through the canopy to another tree. 
They glide on flaps of skin that unfold 
between their forearms and their sides. 
. They can steer themselves left and 

right as they glide, and as they land 
their flaps come all the way out like 
parachutes and they land gently and 
stealthily on a branch. They can also 
dive-bomb. 

I'm sitting ISO feet up between the 
massive trunks of two magnificent old
growth Douglas fir trees and one old 
hemlock. This 96 acres of publicly 
owned, rare, low-elevation, old-growth 
forest is slated to be clearcut by Zip-0-
Sawmills of Eugene, Oregon. This area 
was once set aside and protected as a 
critical habitat for the Northern spot
ted owl. The spotted owl is an indica
tor species, which means its decline is 
a reflection of the decline of many 
other rare species that are dependent 



on old-growth forests. 
The Forest Service is breaking the 

law by logging US Fish and Wildlife 
Service designated "critical habitat" 
and by not surveying for ·rare and 
sensitive species. However, the Forest 
Service continues to maintain that 
Congress has given them the author
ity to break the laws in order to put out 
the annual yield in board feet that 
they have promised to industry. 

Since the Northern flying squirrel, 
prime spotted owl food, is not consid
ered "threatened," their habitat is con
sidered expendable by Congress, 
though the truth is that the unpro
tected old-growth patches of this for
est are one last sancturary for these 
beautiful native aeronauts. 

And since a squirrel rarely ranges 
beyond a 30-acre area, these Fall Creek 
flying squirrels certainly will die. We, 
their human relations, can help them 
by living with them in the trees. You 
can help us by sending a message · to 
your federal representatives: Stop log
ging our public lands! 

I am not uncomfortable or unhappy 
here on this dark Winter night, on a 
hanging cushioned platform with a 
tarp roof, listening to the radio and 
writing by candlelight. 

I am not cold or hungry; there is 
nothing I need that I don't have. I 
don'thaveanymoney, butwhatwould 
I do with that up here? 

When I go to bed and blow out the 
candles, a flying squirrel might ap
proach me and run across my face. It 
might even bust into the flour bag by 
my head again. I don't mind, I like the 
little critters. 

As comfortable and happy as I am in 
their home, I know there are plenty of 
other places I could go on this Earth 
and survive. Not so for the flying squir
rels. If we leave the treetops, their 
homes are coming down. Our depar
ture would leave the squirrels at the 
mercy of the US Forest Service and Zip-
0-Sawmill trying to make a quick buck. 

And the trees would fall. And the 
\ , 

squirrels would fly from tree to tree. 
Tree after tree would fall and still they 
would flee, until nothing was left but 
the few sparsely separated trees marked 
orange in spray paint around their 
trunks, the diseased trees, the dead 
snags, the "not suitable for timber 
harvest" rejects. 

But these would be few and far be-

tween, further than a flying squirrel 
can fly. And there's nowhere to go, 
nothing to eat in the air or on the 
ground and there are gi:mt industrial 
machines turning and churning all 
around. The flying squirrels have no
where to fly, and so they die. 

How could we possibly leave these 
trees, knowing the flying squirrels and 
their plight? 

People tell me I'm wasting my time, 
to get a "real job" and to live in the 
"real world." But what could be more 
real than the wind and the rain, the 
sway of a big ancient tree, mountains 
in the distance, red-clouded sunset, 
the hoot of an owl or growl in the 
night and the fluttery, fidgety feeling 

·· of furry little feet on my face and in 
the flour. 

This story was written in the trees in 
Fall Creek in 1998 and appeared in the 
Winter 2001/2002 edition of the Green 
Canopy newsletter from the Cascadia 
Forest Defenders. It was recently pub
lished in the new book, A Tree is My 
Friend (Arboreous Amorous): Poems, 
Stories, Thoughts, Images, collected by 
Lee Murray, available online at 
www.ncf.ca/-bh295/treesong.html. · 
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DIARY OF A HUNr SABOI'EUR 
BY BARRY BIGHORN BRIGADE 

Just eight miles south of the interstate 
that links Los Angeles to Phoenix, we 
enter the Kofa. This 660,000-acre wild
life refuge was established in 1939 for 
the protection of desert bighorn sheep, 
according to a sign at the entrance. 
Once plentiful throughout the state's 
arid regions, desert bighorn sheep now 
number only approximately 5,000 ani
mals in Arizona. Their dedmation is 
the result of competition with livestock 
for food and water and the accompany
ing diseases domestic sheep bring. What 
smallpox did to this nation's indig
enous people, diseases like blue tongue 
have done to the nation of bighorn. 

the Kofa Mountain range from the north 
after changing a tire punctured by the 
sharp lava rock that lies in every direc
tion. As we round a bend in the road we 
encounter a camp of several vehicles, a 
horse trailer, mobile homes and canvas 
tents. This is the camp of Desert Creek 
Outfitters, the professional hit men of 
the desert bighorn hunting industry. 
For $6,500, Desert Creek will guide you 
on a 16-day "hunt of a lifetime" com
plete with gourmet meals and the vid
eotaping of your kill. 

Despite this, the Arizona Game and 
Fish Department, in collusion with the 
US Fish and Wildlife Service, has al
lowed 2,000 rams to be shot since the 
hunts began in the 1950s.Although we 
haven't heard yet how many sheep . 
were killed this season, 102 permits 

were issued for · the state of Arizona. 
Seventeen of those were for this "ref
uge" which is anything but a refuge. 

Trophy hunters in Arizona, Cali
fornia, Nevada, Utah and New 
Mexico frequently pay tens of thou
sands of dollars to hunt desert big
horn in an effort to achieve member
ship in the North American Sheep 
Hunters Association's Grand Slam 
Club. Trophy hunters earn this pres
tigious title by successfully killing 
each of the five subspecies of North 
America's bighorn sheep. Of the five, 
desert bighorn are the rarest, with an December 1, 0900 hrs: We approach 

GREEN SEA TuRTLES ARE A KEYSTONE SPECIES 
BY LYNN HAMILTON 

They're cute. They're charismatic. They inspire artists. 
But a recent study by scientists at the Archie Carr Center 
for Sea Turtle Research, in conjunction with scientists 
over the world, found that green sea turtles are a lot 
than that. · 

They also groom the seagrass beds in 
keeping the grasses healthy and able to 
marine animals, including manatees, sharks, 
number of fish that appear on restaurant menu · 
economy. When green sea turtles started 
seagrass off of Florida and Australia grew 
started to rot, eventually dying. 

In the absence of grazing by turtles, the 
grass impede the natural water currents 
floor fresh. The long blades also shade the 
sun. With less fresh water and light, the 
blade starts to rot. Eventually a mold forms 
the grass susceptible to disease and it dies. 

For many years, scientists looked to other 
including pollution and temperature change, 
the strange die-off of the sea grasses that began off 
in the 1980s. 

The true solution to the dead sea grass mystery starts 
with the first attacks on the green sea turtle in the 19th: 
century, when they were hunted for food. Modern fishing 
technology, especially the trawl net, continued the wor~ 
of decimating the sea turtle population in the 20th cen
tury. Also guilty in the demise of sea turtles generally is 
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coastal development, especially development that comes 
bright lights and lots of traffic on the beach at night 

nesting season. Florida, which is a textbook case of 
ve1opm~nt, became inhospitable to the turtles which 

traditionally nested there as beachfront condos and 
QU,>lV>U Sprang Up. 
An article entitled "Historical Overfishing," recently pub

in Science magazine, says that turtles and other 
mammals used to swarm the seas, in numbers that 

explorers. Where there were millions of 
and whales, now there are only thou-

fewer, of most species. Sea turtles especially 
at unsustainable rates, the Science ar-

is rich in artistic homage to the sea 
along with manatees, whales and dol

in murals. Sea turtle sculptures 
"'"-au•a'""· Most upsetting to me 

sea turtle angel, sporting 
the Chapel-by-the-Sea in 

m not content to believe I'll meet 
turtles in heaven, as this statue implies. I want sea 

. back here on Earth, swarming the seas and messing 
with ships, as they were meant to do. . 

For more information on sea turtles and current cam
paigns to save them, contact the Earth Island Institute, 
(415) 788-3666; wwW.earthisland.org; or the Sea Turtle 
Restoration Project, (415) 488-0370; www.seaturtles.org. 

Lynn Hamilton is a freelance writer from coastal Georgia. 
Visit her website, www.reptilemom.com. 



estimated national population of 
only 20,000. 

1300 hrs: We reach the summit ·Of a 
rock crag near Owl Head. A hawk sails 
below us as we scope the surrounding 
mountains for hunters. Their tactics are 
basic, spot a ram with a trophy size "full 
curl" set of horns and then stalk quietly 
within high-powered rifle range, usu
ally 200 to 400 yards. Our tactics are 
simple, spot for the hunters spotting for 
the sheep and should they approach 
within range, create a disturbance to 
frighten the sheep away. 

1700 hrs: As the sun casts blazing 
and pink hues on the 
tain, we scramble into positi1on 
Bighorn Pass. No sheep are in 
but three new 4x4 trucks 
rifle cases attest to the hunters 
With visibility fast -.u.,,, .. ,u•~<uu 
efforts are rewarded with a 
silence, not the loud crack of a 
powered rifle slug hurling towards 
vital organs of a bighorn ram. 

1900 hrs: We1re 1We<lril,vtnJdl:!in2: 

vehicle. From our position we can see 
360 degrees of mountain tops peppered 

. with ocotillo, palo verde, saguaro cactus . 
and the jojoba bushes desert bighorn 
love to eat. At this vantage point we are 
confident that any approaching hunt
ers will be seen. None are. 

1600 hrs: A light breeze has begun to 
blow off the mountain as we begin our 
precarious descent down a steep slope 
of loose lava rock the size of melons. 

to give these 17 rams a 
at life. The legal sla:ugh

desert bighorn will con
long as the state's Fish and 

Commission continues ·to be 
by hunters and ranchers. Still, 

as there are a few humans willing 
alive the ancient worldview that 

bighorn as sacred beings with lives 
their own and not just trophies on a 

there is hope. . 
Our rag tag campai~ is the product 
frustration. Our members have at

countless public hearings to tes
against the prostitution of our state's 

to the highestbidder, namely 
"sportsmen" who dominate public 

on wildlife issues at all levels. In 
defense of bighorn, elk, mountain 

bears, antelope and all other 
"'"'ntP•rl wildlife, 
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HousE APPROVES MoRE WELFARE FOR NuKEs 

BY HARVEY WASSERMAN 

If terrorists turn a US nuclear plant 
into a radioactive holocaust, the 
House of Representatives wants you 
to pay for it. But the Senate can still 

Price-Anderson was just a "temporary" one died at Three Mile Island," with 
fix until private insurers gained cu,t!4!:IDMi!ilWJtn1:.u ~~~~ ::Jil'l<fllDt~H;t§~l_~·nem(!nn dis-
dence in reactor safety. 
exemption was to last 

That was 44 

say otherwise. ···"'"'''""" '"'""''"v+HT<> 

The House 
virtual secrecy 
builders from 
ity, even if they 
contain radioactive 

Only a handful 
were present for 
Texas Republican 
Michigan Democrat 
2983 sailed through 

rules, II UO.U<'LlVJl 

reso 

limiting the .. ... ·• ... •·.····. 
lia The Act's current on 
allows public indemnification only 
up to roughly nine billion dollars. 
Private citizens who lose their health, 
families or property would have to 
beg Congress for more. To this day, 
all US homeowner insurance poli
cies claim exemption from damage 
caused by a nuclear accident. 

But the public was originally told 
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tive releases at the 
1979 Three Mile is
land accident still 
can't get their cases 
heard in fede.ral 
court. Thus the 
industry's infamous 
assertion that "no 



Depleted Uranium Weapons: another 
Deadly Environmental Legacy of War 

BY ALMOND 
of nearby people and animals. Eventu
ally, it enters the groundwater and the 

"From the point of view of longevity, food chain. 
DU is worse than a land mine. The DU ammunition has already poi
human senses cannot detect it and it can soned Iraq, Kuwait, Serbia, Kosovo, 
cau~e years of agony and death for Macedonia, Bosnia, Puerto Rico, At
women, men and children well into the ghanistan, Scotland and the Sudan. 
future. No law, treaty or custom requires The UN has classified DU weapons as 
the US to decontaminate weapons of mass de-
the poisoned Persian . struction and called 
Gulf environment." for banning their 

-DR. ROSALIE BERTELL USe. Italy pulled itS 
Every nation with a troops out of Kosovo 

nuclear .industry can because of the leu-
make depleted ura- - kemia threat from 
nium (DU) weapons. '/ / · DU. Other European 
There are l9 countries :: · · ' / fJ countries, including 
known to have DlJ Greece and Ger-

. weapons,. including manyhavecalledfor 
'Russia, . Tutkey, Saudi . :' / · the banning of DU 
,Arabia, l?a\dstan, Thai- · ( · weapons. The Euro-
land,Isriiel,Fi:anceand · >;-;-r<~ pean Parliament's 
.the US, with the latter ~ · ·' ' •., ·Green Group de-
f:?eing the: only country that· has. used mands a· total prohibition on the 
DU weaponsiin war or outside its own producti<;m of DU weapons'.· · 
ncttional ,borders. · i • '' · · · . ' · Federal studies now admit that DU 

US military A-1:0 Warthogamrnuni..: aill'munhion' contains isotopes mote 
.tion and DUi shields are ·dangerous, · deadly than just uranium-238. The 
radioactive ; materials··made 'from ' ·studies show 1the presence of pluto
nJclearwaste:. DU-tippedammunition nium~239 which is 2001000 times ·as 
hds the ' pyrcitechnic ability ito bum radioactive as· the uranium ! in DU. · 
thtough the! !steel plating ·of t~nks. ·· The us 'goveininerithas kllown about 

1 
• Seventy percent of the radi'oactivema- · the deadly darigers of DU since 1991 
.. terial is :vaporized' as it burns. This accordingtoDr.DougRokke,aformer 
' Vapor thrns lin to , a ·radioactive: .dust' i ' head df the Pentagon's DU program~ 
that settles on the soil, water'and:lungs1 i ' . . continued on next page 
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A-10 carries 1,350 rounds 

continued from previous page 

But as recently as April' 26, 1999, 
William Arkin, a former US intelli
gence officer, stated to the Wash
ington Post that people "shouldn't 
overstate the dangers of DU." 

Britain 'has upwards of 100,000 
tons of DU waste piling up at un
safe storage sites. Thousands of 
tons have even shown up in local 
landfills. 

In 1997, a British defense paper 
warned, "Inhalation of uranium 
dioxide dust increases the risks of 
lymph, lung and brain cancers." 
The experiences with leukemia 
death rates following the 
Chernobyl nuclear disaster has 
lead many scientists to believe that 
the risks of DU-induced leukemia 
may be 100 times greater than pre
vious estimates. 

No one knows how much of the 
former Soviet Union and other 
countries are contaminated with 
DU weaporis from bombing prac
tices and testing. 

Tomahawk cruise missiles · con
tain significant amounts of DU
just for ballast! More than a dozen 
US cruise missiles struck the Sudan 
in 1998. in the last three years as 
many as 200 · cruise missiles h~ve 
struck Afghanistan with their toxic 
cargo. This is nuclear terrorism. 

For more information, contact 
the Military Toxics Project, :POB 
558, Lewiston, ME 04243; (877) 
783-5091 toll free; (207) 783-5096 
fax; www.antehha;nl/wise/Ura-
nium/dnitp. · 
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Shut Down the Y-12 
National Security Complex! 
BY PALOMA GALINDO 

You may have heard the news con
gratulating President Bush on his an
nouncement about reducing the US 
nuclear arsenal over the next decade 
from well over 6,000 nuclear weapons 
to aro:und 2,000 "operationally de
ployed" weapons. The incentive? The 
US gets away .with pulling out of the , 
Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty which pro
hibits "National Missile Defense"
the Trojan horse for US weapons in 
space. The real kicker is that the US 

wouldn't even be eliminating · those 
weapons. They would be put in stor
age, ready to be put back on line in 
hours. This point is not lost on Rus
sian leaders, who also seek to reduce 
US and Russian stockpiles, but want to 
make sure that the 
reduction is verifi- , 
able arid irreversible. 

Looking backstage, 
we found that the US 
actually boycotted 
the re'cent interna
tional Collfereni::e.on 
Facilitating the Entry 
into Force of the 
Comprehensive T~st 
Ban Treaty (CTST). 
This sends a clear 
message that the· US 
c:loes t;~.ot plan to 
ratify the : CT8T qnd 1: 

that it believes this treaty to be irrel
evant. As the Native Americans found, 
if there is no power to enforce a treaty, 
the US acts like it no longer exists. 

The US nuclear arsenal is moving 
in iii new direction and is being con
\rerted into a leaner, meaner, more 
versatile arsenal of low-yield nuclear 
weapons or mini-nukes. These weap
ons would be built to use in cities, 
and with some propaganda prepara
tion and back-door pressures, the US 
would eventually get away with first 
use. In the beginning of the war on 

Afghanistan, many 
high-ranking gov
ernment officials 
were urging the use 
of mini-nukes. Any 
nation that stands 
against the US could 
be the next Afghani-

., stan . Emergency ,.. . 
~ workers attemptmg 

to enter a recently 
nuked area would 

~ face widespread fire 
~ and radioactive fall-

out. The contamina
tion would extend 
for generations into 

the future, damaging all manners of 
living organisms. · 

While patriotic fervor continue~ to 
be stoked, the budget for nucleflr "Ve~p~ 
ons work has gone up ';\gain and the 
Department of Energy (D()~) .has 'Qe-

, . ·;'' 1' . 

,1 '. ' 1 . 



::>• 

gun the . process of rebuilding the 'joined by the eriviroriinental move
NuClear Weapons Complex, The Y~12 ; · ~ent, .people conc~tned with esca
National Security Complex in Oak>dating cqrporate dQll1i:Il.iiJiC{l apd so
Ridge, Tennessee, has started alO-yeai, .' . ciaaju'stk~t :advocates:,ilfJnH~d, '\-V~. can 
four-billion-dollarmodemization p,lan 1 r staJ;ld befor:e th.e: p:\ilitary r;n.a¢hine, 
c;alling for complete replacement .of ariq it will ~be stopped.. . . . . 0 

the weapons manufactQring ,facilities. . · yc;m are invited' to, join w!,fl1 peace~ 
the new facilities will be more stream- . ma'ker.s from all:oMer the us:commJt~ 
lined, 'allowing a higher ·output in a ted to altering the' course of the US 
shorteramount oftime. . . death machine.Join us on April13 
! Y-12 is the iast full-scale m:iclec;tr and 14 atthe gates bfY-12, therotten 
weaponsproductionfacilityin'the us. neart Mthe death compiex:We are at 
With ~ri~q~e wea~on~ mafi~fattui"ing 'tJ;te . cros~r~ads . avq 'w~ . ·t?ust I mo~e 
capabilities; Y-~21s responsible forth~ t~'r~-~d Lifr .. Foo?, ~~t B~rn~s . grou.ps 
therm,onucleat subassem91y ~or all US f~qm fcro,s's tpySplftp.e~s~ :WIP :~e put
nuclear weapons. Y-12 IS currently tuig the '~Not Bombs" back m FNB 
. pt~Hqm~ par.ts tp ,4pgr~d~. a,1_1q :~xt.~nd , .. <H~4.~W.?.,~ s~~~ri~' ve,~e·tt\ri~~ food~ A 
; thf( l.~(e ofthe W -87 (M_X misslle war- t~;qpp ?r,~~P;~ftist~~ Wit~ i;uger,-,t~ai?
h~~d) ; ~ J-;1?,~ new Y-12 Is expe~ted to .. hfe~.]:Htpp~ts t~~d excellent muslClans 

; p~tf~K~~;~ant~facturing rol~ :ippro~ i ·, ~j~lj>~ff.Alf#~ ~t ~tie ·.r~I~)'})~f?re_ the 
: qlffm'g ~ wr•;n,tH<es, . r>oe~; tli1~ , pta~e ; . a,cti<?4i ~~Cli<l~Wa~e~~~~~n srn~ratwns 
~ .s·· . ~ ... 11.·. s~.)bra. :· n ... atio. h .. ·.·· ·.s·.\lP···p. o ... ·. se .. ~lt;w.· 9f.ki.n;g. ; w ... ~.·· p .. ·b .. r.:.· i~.·ip· :· .. l.J .. \. ¥. tog~m.~r. f. dr .. ~lJ.is ;c. onifto ?'reduqe its a~senai?:'· .. '! ·· •. . ·· ··:. mort: ~:(lc!fe ~ rtbe ma'xirriun'l' ·~ity fine 
:; t wnne:.at: _ttte ia~t. ~Pn;~~~H(eratlon fo~ : ai\tj~~h »~ be~~ : r~14~~q i by the 
!1'~~fj}' i ~~~~.ewSol1te,wl1ee ;~H~nded :rm1~~se~ :su.wreJ?~ . cpu~t ff~m $500 
i ~Y ; f~~t~~enta~tves frqtn all ffver the to $5Xh Jn }\pr1I YC?P ~an .hsten to yow 
f~o. ·~. ~. :.: ~!I:P-4 of¢<?wse. :~. n .. ' ti. ~rtu~e g~6\lP. s ; ·, c;o11sc. ~. ~~~If.; v ..... h ithqHt.; b~ea_f~pg, your 

i , ! like .ourse~ves) ~ : I ·. was ·told : that. "fhe ' · bahkh}oihlu~land in <ike a :stand. The 
· 'us IS'notgoing to change its course time is now. 

tf8J!HI~~~t1f~~lft~t~a~·~r{i~f1~fQ· :~& , · · th!?~t~Z~~··nf~:~:t~~k;6~;~:~~~~ 
current course." The good news? The ronmental Peace Alhance;' (865)' 483-
peace movement is growing, being 8202; www.stopthebombs.org. 
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I MARCHED AGAINST THE: BILL, 

JAIL ME-THOUGHTS ON THE: U K's 
N E:W TERRORISM Bl LL 

BY CAT HEMLOCK 

A few months ago, the son of a 
well-known peace activist was 
stopped ·in London by around 30 
cops. Four cops pointed machine 
guns at his head and screamed at 
him to get out of his van, which 
was then meticulously searched. 
He was informed by officers that 
this was justified under the new 
Terrorism Act. 

The Terrorism Act became part · 
of UK law in February 2001. It 
seeks to redefine the legal defini
tion of terrorism in order to give 
the State more power to pros
ecute those individuals and 
groups seen as a challenge to the 
running of the State. The new 
act defines terrorism (in the first 
clause) as: "the use or threat, for 
the purpose of advancing a po
litical, religious or ideological 
cause, of action which involves 
serious violence against any 
person or property; endangers 
the life of any person or ere- . 
ates a serious risk to lhe h('!alth 
or safety of the public or a 
section of the public." 

This broad definition of 
terrorism is extremely prob
lematic. It means that anyc · 
one who acts illegally in 
order to bring about a po
litical end can now legally be 
defined as a terrorist. Because 
of this, the act will round tip · 
many nonviolent direct action 
groups who engage in property 
damage. The sabotage tactics , of 
Earth Firs~! a_rtd anti~GM. groups will 
make them a prinie target , for this 
ne~ legislation. 

1 

• • • , 1 ' 1 , 

This act is very much a knee jerk 
reaction to the r.ec~nt resurgence of 
the activist cqmmunity as.' de_fit~.n~ 
strated by the ma,ss protest~ qf 1,18, 
~eattle, Mayday 2K and Prague, as 

.. ' ..... ,, ... '"" ., . " ~·' 
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well as the more militant faction of 
the · anti-GM movement. It high
lights a basic desire to punish those 
who seek to attack and condemn 
the capitalistic and fascist nature 

of the state and ; i ~ , <11SO fl. major 
challenge to ou,r, ilght;to piptesp. It 
seeks to take awa~ .od r righ\t. tQ; act 

• . ', , •".1·),, . ~ I ' ( .' ' 

out agi!,iP.st th~ : o~~j_?;,<~:tio:~~ · that 
~re dest,f;:~~i.pg life 'On this P!~#~t. It 
1s a furtl\ier. attempt by the{ ~~';ern
ment to take power away ftortdhe 
people _an,d c<;mso,ligat~. it il), .1the 
hands; of ti1e 'si:at~ and the coi:pora
tions;lsin.ce; a<ho/O'Il~ :·wh9?spea:tss. o,ut 
against . thenNew. ,}Vqf}p ., qr.<J~~~. ~m. 

now be vilified as a terrorist. 
So I'm worried, not so much for 

myself because I know the risks I am 
taking, but more for the other people 
in my community whom I care about 
and respect. I worry about the fu
ture, because there is a storm brew
ing and I qon't know the exact effect 
of this bili; it's too soon to say how 
things will go. However, charging 
people with terrorism or conspiracy 
to commit terrorism is going to stack 
the odds against them in a way that 
standard charges like crimina,l dam
age, breach of the peace and ob
struction of the highway will not. 
Indeed, the fact that charges and 
convictions like this were not dis
couraging people is partly what 
led the government to see}.< 
harsher punishments. 

·I want to place this into a wider 
sphere of violence and terror, 
because after all, the real terror. 
ists .and instiga,tors of violence 
are the same governments that 
seekto imprison and destroy our 
activist communities. Terrorism 

· is ,a mother ~atching her child die 
because she fed her Nestle milk 
formula mixed with polluted w,a, 
ter instead of breastfeeding_. It's 
the East Timorese being bo.mbed 
by Hawk jets thflt Britain sold ~o 
Indo~esia . and ~ the Kurds. being 
~ill~d by,weapomy Britain has solq 
to Turkey. Terrorism.is people dy
iqg . of . cancer in Hiroshima . ap_d 
Nag_as~ld 56 years af~et'tbe atpmic 
b<;:mibs were dropped. Terrorism is· 
h!lving to liy,~ oppo~~te nucle,ar 
subm~rines (j.lld s.eeing them ,in 
tl;J.e ,Loch. It's tne nucl~.aq:onvoys 
tl:plt ~~rry wa'rheaps ~r?Ip .the ~~wtp 
ot~,ngJand '-'PY? t~e we,~t C()~s,t of 
Scotland, through cities, towns 
an~. ,v~l~~ges,. ) lllag~J;le ' ,t,b,e t ,er):,or 
that would happen if there. were a 
s~:riou~ · !lc~iqent . · '· · 

, . : . conHnu~d '~n ~~ge 53 



.:. WildLaw Denounces 
November 28, 2001 
The Honorable Scott Mclm'lis 
United States House of Representatives 
320.Cannon House Office Building · 
Washington, D.C. 20515 s' 
Dear Congressman Mcinnis: 

fro-- ' 
TmROR1SM 

I am in receipt of your letter of October 30, 2001, which you sent to numerous 
environmental organizations "calling on you and your organization to publicly 
disavow the actions of eco~terrorist organizations." On behalf of WildLaw, the 
nation's foremost (and best looking) non-profit environmental law firm, I am 
pleased to extend our thanks to you for your courageous stand and to set forth 
our strong condemnation of "environmental terrorism." 

We have long fought against those secretive multinational organizations that 
have sponsored "environmental terrorism" in America. Throughout our great 
land, these groups are poisoning our <lir, our water and our food supply. Children 
have been hurt. People have been killed. Landowners have had their property arid 
profits taken from them. Rivers have had all their fish and other life killed, being 
rendered so unfit that no one is allowed to swim or fish in them. Law-abiding 
corporations have been damaged by these outlaws who do not follow the laws of 
the US. Often, these "eco-terrorist" organizations are .state sponsored. Indeed, 
here in Alabama, the stateitself defends every group that citizens have tried to 
stop froni committing these acts of "environmen.tal terror." 

These international organizations have cells in many countries and in many 
places here in the US. Most of them have active and heavily-financed operatives 
right in Washington, DC. These groups often do not recognize the ruleoflaw. In 
their fundamentalist view of the world, they claim that they have more rights 
than US citiz~ns, and they threaten that people must do their bidding or suffer 
great consequences. They target innocent citizens and even politicians who do 
not agree with them and their goals, a:t:!d they use their vast resources to destroy 
the lives of those who (}are question them. Therefore, knowing that these 
international organizations have the ability to take even you out of office, I must 
applaud your heroic effort against these groups by calling them"environmental 
terrorists" and looking for the support of the environmenta~ community. 

As part of our work against terrorism, . ~· also wish~ .to report two acts . of 
extremely costly and illegal sabotage that should be investigated as 'soon as 
possible: One involves the destruc- -
tion of corp<;>rate property ih 'Massa~ in keepit\~ :with +\\elr ef'f'~rtS . 
chusetts. In .complete defiance of the +• Ki\t th.« ~"'4.anJereJ.S'pttetes 
law and international treaty, anum- · ; 'A c.+... · 
ber of disguise:d 'men boarded several· " · 
ships at night an'd destroyed the· goods 
on board, causing a great deal of pol
lution. I do not know their identities 
other than the dngleadet who used . 
the name "Sam . A.:"' 1 Ais6, iri Rhode · 
Island, a ship by the naine of Gaspe . 
was destroyed' by arson'. by saboteurs . 
who took the Utw ih~o·· their owri 

I J ·' ' ,,; • · . ! ' . 

hands, · contrary to eveiything y<;m 
wrote in your fine letter.' Piea~e pass 
this infbrmatioii 'alortg . tb : Attorney 
General Ashcroft arid' the FBl$6 'that . i I 

they dm look into these iilegJhck!' 
. ' Thcimk you. It is 'd)mj:>letely un- . 
American to terrorize the enVironment. 

SiriCeiely' ' ' · ; · · · ! : ' · '·1 ' • • : 1 · -, . 

-RAY VAUGHAN, EX.Ettt.in;;E biJtietoR, 
,;: .. •. , ,,, WILDLAW 

• • , , .. • • • • 
1 
,: .t~e . ~~f}~~ ht.~n~ 

h•ve ru:,estecl th& t , •u~ 
n&tfoMf 1ft•ttof btr ~clrFad:.. 
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A FRAGILE TRUCE 

SACRED LAND vs. LOGGING IN THE ELAHO 

BY }ANE DoE 
building and logging further into 
the forest each year, but the ruckus 

, For more than four years, environ- raised by tree-buggers turned public 
:mentalists and loggers have. been opinion in BC sharply against the 
locked in a sometimes-violent company. Hundreds of people came 
·struggle over a network of remark- to the peace camps in the forest, 
able old-growth valleys in Brit- despite threats and acts of vio-
:ish Columbia's (BC) southern _.rl!f((fl-~~ lence by the loggers. Dozens 
•Coast Mountains. Now, of peaceful tree-sitters 
.an uneasy peace pre- and blockaders were 
:vails in theElaho Val- arrested in the 
ley, the result of a 
!moratorium on 
:logging called by 
the Squamish l\ A 
Nation, which .. . · · 
.~l3ims.1;he area as 1~ · 
1ts unceded tra- · · ~ 
:ditional territory. · ').. ... 

, The Elaho ·· oft.' .· ... "" .. ·· .. (River and its · --~ ~ 
,~~~~t::~~:pe~~ .,h /\ 
~~~~sh~;:~~~~ '\ · ~~~ 
leys and jagged 
'canyons from 
the coasta.l gla- """""'_.._ 

~. ·· . ~ · . . ---

summers of 
1999 and 

2000, 

• WJIIS1lfl( 

~"..,. 
1'1 . 

A 
·· sa&MtiH 

."4 ·, 
·'(\ .·.1\. ...... ' .. 

Five areas called Kwa kwayx welh
aynexw, or Wild Spirit Places, form the 
heart of the Sacred Land plan. These 
areas encompass the remaining an
cient forest on Squamish land. "Wild 
Spirit Places have always been impor
tant to Squamish people for spiritual 
reasons," explained Chief Bill Will
iams, the Squamish Nation Band 
Council chairman for the last eight 
years. He said the nation is asking 
people to stay away from areas like the 
upper Elaho Valley, where Lava Creek 
forms the · boundary between the 
clearcuts to the south and the vast 
untouched forest to the north. 

"We hope people will respect the 
request of the Squamish people, that 

these areas are set aside for the 
future. And future generations 

will only benefit if the Wild 
Spirit Places areleft alone 

by everyone, Squamish 
and non-Squamish 
people alike," Chief 
Williams said. The na
tion is determined to 
protect these an~(ls, 
and current activities' 
in wilderness • a'reas 

. , . . . . 1: , . ' . , > 

should have "little, if 
·. ~ ' : ~ !. . \ : • ·. , , ; ' ' ' .. 1 . 

any, Impact. . .. 
' In fact, .last year"s 

: ; . ;;T '; logging ()perations 
· ",,: : have ieff an eriorJ 

ciersdown to the 
isea. Meanwhile, 
,the temperate 
·coastal rainforest 
grew to be domi
nated by an
cient red cedars 
'a11d some.of the 
oldest Douglas 
firs .in• North 
America, the 
Elaho Giants. : 

\ ·' ; t j', ; ' ' , , , ' ,. in'bus ,ihlpact a~dng 
'-~-, ·' --- tli~ -Eia·ha·· Rivet 

.·.,-/ I 

.... .-••• .. •.- • ......... .,., .. ~,..,. ',~l!ti~,.~, .. .., •.; ~ i i: rtorf~ pf p1~~ ·cr,e~e~ ) 
·USA ·• · · +i·t·h; ... . ·· ·, . ,;t·.< · Desptte .QJ.ltigatmg 

. . . S ; , · .... , .. :_;~i/ J~tt,ots.ltk~.$~l¢ctivej~~-e'nti:6h, ~il,q~ 
Environmentalists resorted. to and most received 1J.~C!:~ sentep¢e~ . l~ · Jif~ tre~ . l?~t~hes ail'~ l)~ffet, zones,' 

blockades, treesits ·and even '13<; C()qrt,s. ' . ··.·. ; ·Li"n ~ ·, p;;:ni; , ;th~D?,ug1,<W~tr todp grbye ·J:Iasbeen. 
,rriohkeywrenching in '1999 and 2000 .. : ~ But . l~st year, . t~~\Jyqi?t~sR~ i ~li~ ,; r ;;stri:pp~~ of~~Jorwe~' l~)ih! ; p~~cef~l 
to defend the ecosystem and its in.i J9U.~Imsh : l'j~;~w.ll;.\l$tP{l;P~~ ):,t~"E? b }Vel~?p-te; , Jn!~rfs>t l_ogger.~ . c~~P,P~cl 
habitants: iricludi'ilg a' ·nest ·of .tare', •tliatps~n:,~: ?'-n: ·tQ.~ ,r~tl'l::~r~~t:; ~ij. : ~~:n~fi ~?ff, ~; ~~~t~Olfr.!ff; t~,e .F,~r Lp9p 1ra?.l ap~ 
Nmtliern. goshawks, ·. grizzly pea'rs) . ·zopt, ~lir ·~•mo.lJ-ret,~~,s.~d a:c44~~la.tt<h ; .. J s€!.~~~ry,(llyc~~~ge.~ . P~8~t 9f ,t~e . ,~eo 
blac'k bears, moose, .mburitain goats,' use plan called Xay Temixw or Sacrei:t ·' cedars, '' Douglas' fiis 'arid 'hemlocks 
mountain lions and spotted owls;; ~~~;: :, \Th~ . :yO?R1~~R.t1L :~qu~m~~Pt ' 'Jb,~tn'f;~:q~~'r <l:. pe~.f. '!-!}~ Bea,r Wt~ffs_. 
The logging company licensed tq · ff~tip~~~a,~JJ;e9:f<l;9,8~~mN.ts~t!'stSBt~I1& i!i~n~m'l~J~f~;,~oo~y,~ar~ol?~i<Inti; ~t.I~~ 
JPK _tv~ . .<H~.q, Jnt~w.a.ti<?Jla,l f.<? .r~s.t : a:fi:~~ 'ye·ars' :of ths~ssi'Oh '· artd, pub lit' '·, '· stand ''iri' tlit~>rava'ged cutblock, sdrri'l' 
P~~s,tucts (Ip.terfpr)! pre~s~.d itHC?~~h meetings aboutia:hd use. . . . . . leaning at crazy angles, roots cut and 
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trunks damaged by the logging. The 
Welcome Woman, a hand-carved tra
ditional cedar statue placed on Bear 
Bluffs by the Squamish Nation last 
year, looks out on the devastation. 

Since the draft Sacred Land plan 
was released, it appears Interfor has 
backed off logging in the upper Elaho 
Valley. The company made only one 
foray into a Wild Spirit Place in 2001, 
using helicopters to clearcut part of 
the ancient forest on the west side of 
the Squamish River shortly after the 
draft plan was made public. Now, 
company spokesq1an Keith Rush will 
only say that Interfor is "studying" 
the Sacred Land plan. 

The Squamish people are determined 
to protect the remaining ancient for
ests on their land. "Ninety-two per
cent of our territory 
is 'open for busi
ness,"' Chief Bill Wil
liams said. "Nine 
companies hold li
censes to log in our 
territory. We're nego
tiating with them to 
limit and prohibit 
logging in the wild 
places." Only eight 
percent of Squamish 
land is still un
touched; the rest has 
been developed, 
roaded and opened to 
resource extraction . 
. The Sacred Land 

plan summarizes the 
Sq~amish Nation's 
goills, maps its land
'QSe vision .and quotes 
hundredsofintervie"Ws 1 
with community · 
members. , The docu
ment represents a 

I . 

comprehensive vision for a future ' in 
wl)ich theSquamishNation willhavea· 
major voicein managing the resources 
on its· land. ·According to Chief Will
iams, the, Nation's biggest c~allenge 
now is publicizing the land-use plan 
and . gaining public acceptance for . it. 
"People need to write to the Minister .of 

· Sust<linable Resources, Stan Hagen, and · 
· urg~ the BC government to accept the 
Sa<;:red Land plan," he added. 

The new vision for the Squami'sh 
people in~ludes plansfor restoringand 
rehabilitating forest .arid stream eco
systems, increasing employment in 
resource management . and seleCtive 
logging on parts of the territory; The 
way ·the forests are managed now, 
"thre,e-quarters of our forest is between 
two weeks and 40 years old," said 
Chief Williams. 

Read the draft Sacred Land plan on . 
the web at www.squamish.net or cail · 
(604) 980-4553 for a copy and color 
map. The Squamish Nation is expected · 
to release the final draft Sacred Land 
plan this year. 

Contact Stan Hagen, Minister of 
Sustainable Resources for BC, and 
urge him to support the Sacred Land 
plan, PO Box 9054, STN PROV GOVT, 
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2, Canada; (250) · 
356-9076; (250) 356-8273 (fax); 
stan.hagen.mla@leg.bc.ca. 
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Blast From the Past 
EARTH FIRST! 

BRIGID EDITION 
February 2, 1989 Vol. IX, No. III 

THREE DOLLARS 

Surf's up! An Australian protester rides the bow wave of an American warship carrying nuclear weapons . 

. Australian Creenies Confront Warships 
BY}OHN SEED 

- This article originally appeared in the February-March 1989 
issue of the Earth First! Journal. 
; On October 12, before our roadshow at MelbourneUniver
isity, Stella and I headed to Port Melbourne for an action to try 
~o p~eyent the docking of nuclear-armed warships from the 
US, _ Urn ted Kingdom and France, here to join Australia's 
,bic~nt~nnial ~elebrations. We watched from shore with 70 
pther protesters as warships moved toward the jetties. Fifty 
people out in the water with all manner of boats, surfboards 
and swimgear tried to block the nuclear-armed craft. 
. Earth First!ers Rob Burrows and Ian Cohen swam through 
,the police cordons and grabbed the bows of the USS Ingersoll, 
a destroyer carrying two Tomahawk cruise missiles, and the .. 
French warship Colbert. TV footage that night showed police 
'zipping around in inflatables beating the fingers of the two 
with .rods to dislodge them and then · arresting them. Two 
Gteenpeace inflatables played cat and mouse with the police 
fleet, tempting them intb a chase away from the piers imder 
which surfboarders waited for an opportunity to dash toward 
the warships. . ! . . 

Onshore, police on horses kept the gates clear. As sailors of 
different nations drove out, subversive bumperstickers were 
l:f!.if!, ~1 J;aTiJ:If'(~stt - Prigi~ 2002 · 

slapped on their cars, as well as on the horses' rumps. 
Ian had followed the warships down, taking part in actions 

in Brisbane and Sydney. He and Rob had both also taken part 
in the actions against the Rika, a ship carrying rainforest 
timbers from Sarawak, which traveled to Brisbane and then 
Sydney in _the shadow of the warship fleet. 

Shortly after our roadshow took us west to Adelaide, 1QOQ 
people protested in Melbourne alongside the Ingersoll. Among 
protesters were 12 wearing caps of fluorescent red and yellow, 
colors that are the international symbol for lifesavers. The 12 
swam toward the Ingersoll, planning to raise a rainbow flag up 

. the anchor chain, to hripound the ship for bringing nuclear 
weapons into the Port of Melbourne. Nuclear weapons are 
illegat'in Australia, violating 12 treaties of international law. 
One of the group made it to the ship and was raising the flag 
when the poli~e dived into the water and .arrested him. That 
day, 21 were arrested (one fcirdischiuging a "missile:'-an 

. apple tha.t hit a French ~ailor in the head!). Meanwhile, the 
Seaman's Union refused to tow the British nuclear-armed 
aircraft carrier Ark Royal to its 'qerth, ~o .the ship had to capcei 
its Melbourne visit. This got front page coverage in the UK as 
well asOz. , . . . , . . 

Back issues of the EF! Journal a_re avqilable for$5 each or $$00 
. for our near-complete 21-year set. · · · 



BY DAN BRISTER 

The buffalo appear every Fall, trick
ling from Yellowstone along the path 
of least resistance. They follow the 
drainages of Duck Creek, Cougar Creek 
and the Madison River. When winter 
turns fierce and snow obscures . the 
grass from which their bodies are built, 
they flow out of the park....,...migrating 
down the watercourses to lower eleva
tions. This is often ·a one-way migra
tion, as they are kmed when they 
follow their instincts into Montana. 

The past twO' Winters were relatively 
rriild, with six buffalo being slaugh
tered. This Winter is shaping up differ
entiy, seven have already been killed. 
We fear a bloody winter like 1996-97, 
when the Montana Department of 
Livestock (DOL) slaughtered nearly 
1,100 buffalo. 

In the :wake of the i99.7 slaughter; 
we organized the Buffalo Field Cam
paign tocallAtention t<;> the killings 
and to focus opposition. Our head- . 
quarters is a large log cabin on the 
north shore of Hebgen Lake, near 
West Yellowstone .. Volunteers, the 
backbqneof our daily buffalo patrols, 
are provided with room a:nd board for . 
their efforts~ ' ' ' ' ' 

The wbrk c;arries bittersweet wages. 
Sweet are thE; sunrises over the park, · 
when we ' watch bison· .assume their 
daytime 'shapes _in the emerging light, 
their silhouettes resembling the moun~ 
tains behind them. Sometimes we're 
blessed with the presence of eagles, 
herons, elk; moo~e, wolves 'or coyotes. · 
Especially gratifying are the weeks 

agents to a trap. 
when the agents aren't around and we 
can ski backcountry "recons" into the 
park to locate shifting herds. 

To gain a · sense of community, sit 
and watch a herd for a morning. On 
one patrol we watched an old bull, 
injured in a fence during a DOL haz
ing operation, collapse beside the trail. 
As the agents approached, six other 
bulls, burrowing their noses un,der his 
body, lifted him to his feet and. SliP
ported him as he limped to the safety 
of some nearby willows. 

Spending so much . time with the 
buffalo deepens our connections with 
them and makes it extremely difficuit 
to watch animals you recognize as 
individuals stuffed into the trap's cold 
steelcorrais ~ith 90 of theirki;n-or 
shot dead while, grazing in a meadow 
along the Madison River. If recent 
events are any indication, this Winter 
will bring such scenes. · 

During the past month, the DOL has 
been busy hazing, killing and captur
ing. On November 28, the DOL shot a 
mature bull on national forest land a · 
fewmiles'ftoin our cabin. A week later 
they hazed two ~thers to the bison trap 
at Duck Creek, then. sent them to a 
slaughterhouse. On December20, they 
slaughtered four more. This is the ear
liest that the' killing has started in our 
five-year existence. 

we' always need good volunteers, 
winter gear and donations. l( you'd 
like to heJp defend the last wild buf
falo, please contact Buffalo Field Cam
paign, POB 957, West Yellowstone, 
MT . 59758; (406) 646-0070;, 
buffalo@wildrockies.org. 
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FEDERAL CoURT REsTRICTs UsE oF PEPPER 

SPRAY ON NoNVIOLENT AcTIVISTS 
BY LEGAL EAGLE Q-tips directly into the eyes of non-

violent Earth First! · activists. munity is often awarded to officers in 

• I! .. t I • .. I 

The system handed down a court Ninth Circuitjudge Harry Pregerson excessive force cases as a loophole that 
ruling on january 11 that is critical of wrote in the unanimous decision, "It circumvents the supposed "account
police use of chemical agents in certain would be clear to a reasonable officer ability" of the state. The fact that this 
Earth First! protest incidents. While all that using pepper spray against the ruiing denies the officers immunity 
of us should know that this kind of protesters was .excessive under the cir- will have ripple effects in related civil 
token deliverance of" justice" is a mixed. cumstances. A rational juror could con- rig~ts cases a~d at future protests when 
victory at best, it pays for radical rnove- elude that the use of pepper spray of~Icers consider what b~tality they 
ments to take note of what goes on in against the protesters constituted ex- might legally get away With. 
the legal arena and what effects laws cessive force and [the officers] were· .. The legal and political climate that 
might have in our struggles. liable for the protesters' unconstitu- • put the Headwaters c~se back in front 

For the third time i'n two years, the tiona! injury'., . . _ ?f the Ninth Circuit should also be of 
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in This ruling provides .helpful legal mterest to agitators. After two wins 
San Francisco has issued a . decision precedent for other rabble-rousers by fo_r the p~ppe~-sprayed a~tivists in the 
restricting the circumstances in con4emning the misuse of pepper Nmth ~ucmt, the pollee appealed 
which police can use pepper sptay spray (and by association, all chemical · ~read whmed) to the US Supreme Cou'rt 
on peaceful protesters. This third win weapons) in similar protest scenarios. · m early 2001. Directly after chickens 
is the latest chapter· in the Headwa- More significantly, the decision also camehometoroostonSeptember 11, 
ters Forest pepper spray lawsuit, denies the top off~cers "qualified im- t~e Sup~eme <:ou~t reversed the pre
which first made headlines in 1997 munity" protection and holds them vw~s Nmth Cucmt Court appeal vic
with the release of police video foot- personally and legally responsible, . ~ones ·a~d thr~~ t~e case back for 
age of officers forcing pepper-sprayed opening them up to the threat of pu- · ~eCOf1Sideratwn. The Supreme 
r;;;::J~~~·..-n:,. ...... ~.-.!1111""• · · Court managed this maneuver be-

cause it had just issued an overarching 
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decision in another protest case 
(Saucier v. Katz) which agreed with .· 
Justice Department lawyers that 
courts generally should defer to the 
"split-second decisions" by officers 
on the street. Fearful arguments of 
this sort from the powers that be are 
noticeably more vehement since the 
riotous, show-stealing anti-globaliza
tion demonstrations of recent years. 
I~ spite of this, and contrary to the 
Supremes' aims in killing the Head
waters suit, the Ninth Circuit upheld 
its previous decisions in the activists' 
favor even more strongly than be
,fore. As a result, the Headwaters case 
· is now qn course for obtaining a 
second jury trial. · 

As always in lawsuits and revolution, 
st!ly ·tuned . for further developments. 
Every temporaiy win has the great po

. tential to be subverted by permanent 
~ loss. <Uie officers will almost certainly 
~ appeal again to the Supreme Court. 
~ Meanwbile, let's use the eurrent tum of 
~· events to our str~tegical benefit in what- . 
t ever w~ys possible, and remember kids: 
§: Lawsmts can have good effect, but di~ 
, frectactiongets the goods! Please get the . 
"' word out and defend land and freedom! 





The Earth First! Journal, in collaboration with Dictator Watch, intends to create a directory of 
the individuals responsible for the widespread crimes against nature perpetrated by humanity 
upon the Earth and its creatures. This directory will include the sources of death and destruction 
that come from industry, government, and other institutions. For example, many religious 
organizations, through their beliefs and practices, have terrible environmental consequences. 
The directory, which will be published in the ·EF! Journal and Dictator Watch (and respective 
websites) is intended to serve as a resource and guide for activists worldwide. 

We need your help in this project. Please provide 
recommendations, and relevant information, to 
submissions@earthfirstjournal.org. 

A few of our ideas: 
Extractive: Timber, oil & gas, mining, pulp and paper, 

ranching and farming etc. 
Land development: commercial, residential/sprawl. 
Consumer: .Globalization, Chain Stores. 
Biotech: Big pharmaceutical and biotech, niche genetix (GE, cloning, xeno), brain 

researchers (much neurological research involves animal Vivisection). 
Other industries: Nuclear and chemical, "waste" management, automotive, tourism, 

computers and communications, media and advertising, scientists and technologists, 
animal exploitation. . 

Dictatorial political systems and their subordinate government agencies: Country 
by country, starting with the countries where the stakes are highest arid where the most 
environmental destruction is taking place. 

Other institutions: Supranational groupings, religious organizations, international 
finance organiztions, academic institutions, labor unions, etc. 

Any other good ideas y'all might have ... 
For submissions, there is no need to 'limit your ideas to organization leaders. We also 

want to expose company field and division executives, lab researchers, government 
legislators and agency heads, judges and police, professors, missionaries, etc. 

s u h rn iss ion s(a' 

earth fi rstjou rna l .org 

·For each individual, our 
goal . is to compile a mini
dossier, including: 

1. Color photo (when 
.available), full name, and 
organization name. 
· 2. The individual's 

compensation information 
(when available). We 
intend to point out how 
Well these creeps are 
rewarded for their 
qestruction by our current 
social struc~re. 

3. Contact info, 
including organization 
website, HQaddress, phone 
·and fax numbers, personal 
email, and home address 
(the latter two where 
available). 

4. Concrete examples of 
·the organizations', and 
individuals', Earth and life
destroying activities, both 
d~ect and indirect, i.e., why 
they are on the list. 

The cloning industry is a maze of interconnections. This 
journey through it starts with: · 

AcT; ip October · 2001; Cloned the first htpnan embryos, 
·creating six-celled bla_,stocysts; . ' · 

Ann Kiessling, Coo pet of ·Duncan· Holly Bio'medical, 
SomerVille, MA. She collected .from doi'iors the 19 htiman 
eggs that Acr tried to dorie. · 

ACT alSo clones mice, cattle.iind chickens. To green-wash 
their image, theY ti:ied'to clone ari endangered species, a gaur, 
which died in two days: InrespbQ$~ tothis attempt, we lllust 
remind people that sp~des "go extfriCl:becau5e they a're hunted 

•Advanced ''Cell,.Technology (Acn, 1 Innovation 
Drive; Biotech '3\ 'Woicester,MA01605; (508) 756-1212; 
www.advance~~~Il.coin: , ·. · . · . 

President:·Miehttel West,mw,est@advancedcell.com 
· VP,~ of ResearifiYJose Cibem,· jdb,elli@advaricedcell.com 
VP: of Medica[.';and Sdentific ·J)evelopment: Robert Lanza, 

rlanza@advancedc~ll.com : · · · · 
1Ch~irmqn of#th~c~ Advisory Bqard: Ronald Green,, ~eligipn, .: 

Department of Dartmouth College, 202 Thornton, 
Hinman Box p03,6, Hanover, NH 037~5; (603) 646-1263; 
ronald.m.greeri@d~utmoti'th.edu' : 
' ' 
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Many other scientists and companies clorie cattle, pigs Research Director: Alan Colman, funded Dolly's cloning, 
and goats. · · · 44-131-440-4777 · · 

These include: •Roslin, RcislinBioCentre, Midlothian, EH25 9PS, Scotland, 
•Genzyme Transgenics Corp. UK: 44-131-527-4400; www.roslin.ac.uk. . . 
CEO: Geoffrey Cox, ~75 Crossing Blvd., Ste. DepartmentofGeneExpressionandDevelopment:IanWilmut, 

410, POB9322, Framingham, MA01701; (508) ian.wilmut@bbsrc.ac.uk. · · 
620-9700; www.transgenics.com •Geron Corp. and its subsidiary Geron Bio-Med are also 

•University of Wisconsin, 752 Animal . .involved with Roslin, 230 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park, 
Sciences, 1675 Observatory Drive, Madison, WI CA 94025; ( 650) 4 73-7700; info@geron.com; www.geron.com. 

. Geoffrey Cox h h al 1 d 1 11 53706; (608) 263-4307 Geron, w ic is so invo ve in pig coning was actua y 
Neal First, nlf@calsbp.cals.wisc.edu, and founded by ACT's Michael West, but he left in 1998. · 

his graduate students Gabriella Cezar, Moving on to cloning monkeys we have ... 
gcezar@infigen.coin and ZeH Beyhart, •Oregon Regional Primate Research Center, 505 NW 
zbeyhart@students.wisc.edu . . · 185th Avenue, Beaverton, OR 97006; (503) 645-1141; (503) 

•Infigen Inc., 1825 Infinity Drive, 690-5532 fax. 
DeForest, WI 53532; ( 608) 846-0500; Senior Scientist and Associate Professor: Don P. Wolf Ph.D. 
www.infigen.com HCLD, parkerja@ohsu.edu. · 
CEO: Walter Simson, President: All of this brings us to the people who are 
Michael Bishop actively marketing human cloning services. 

•Prolinia Inc., - · • RAPRUI (fertility clinic in Italy) 
450 ADS Complex, 425 River Road, www.raprui.org; raprui@raprui.org 
Athens, GA 30602; www.prolinia.com Scientific Director: Severino Antinori, 

CEO: Clifton Baile, (706) 542-4094; antinori@raprui.org., and his associate at the; 
cbaile~prolinia.com. President: •Andrology Institute, 2134 
Michael Wanner, (706) 714~4389 ;.: Nicholasville Rd., Ste. #3, Lexington, 
mwariner@prolinea.com . . KY 40503 and POB 23777, Lexington, 

•University of Tennessee, Joseph E. Johnson. Animal Kentucky 40523; (800) 998-4567 (note 
Research, Brehm Animal Science Bldg., 2505 the toll~ free phone#) or (859) 278-6806; 
River Drive, Knoxville, TN 37996 (859) 278-6906 fax. 

LannettEdwards, 206 Brehm; 865-974-7286; Professor of Repro-
jedwards@utk.¢u and Neal Schrick, 2~3 Brehm; · ductive Physiology-
(865) 947-3147; fschrick@utk.edu Andrology · at · the 

Regarding pigs, two groups announced this University of Kentucky and Chief Andrologist 
January that they combined cl9ning with of the Andrology Institute: Panos M. Zavos, 

genetic engineering to create pigs whose organs could be drz@aia-zavos.com · 
harvested for xenotrartsplantation. What an accomplishment, • Richard Seed plans to clone the · first 
three biotech crimes in one! The first group involved . human, he has an extensive background in 
researchersattheUniversityofMissouriandacompanycalled · fertility treatmentand embryo research: 79 East Quincy, 
Iriunerge Bio-Theraputics Inc. Immerge is a joint venture of Riverside, IL 60546; jseed@pol.net; seed@interaccess.com. 
Novartis and a company called Biotransplant Inc. Check ,out www.humancloning.org for more info. 

•University of Missouri~Columbia, S110 Animal Sciences And last but certainly not least... ' 
Center, 920 East Campus Drive, Columbia, MO 65211 •Clonaid, The First Human Cloning Company, 

Randi:lll Prather, (573) 882-8336; PratherR@missouri.edu . www.Clonaid.com is active • but Clonaid has gone 
•Imnierge, Buildirig 75, 3rd Avenue, Charlestown Navy , underground, opening a new secret company in the US. 

Yard, CharlestoWn, MA 02129 '. · · ' ·To contact them use: help@clonaid.corri. Cloriaid . was 
President: Julia Greenstein, (617) 241-5200; · .founded by·the Raelian cult (see www.rael.org.) The new 

julia.greenstem@biotransplant.com secret , <;OrtP~I1Y . is run by Brigitte Boissel~er, 
The second · group is 'PPL biologist@cloriaid.com. · · · · 

Therapeutics US, which is f;mious 
for its inyo}yem~nt in the,clo$g' 

: . of the sheep Dol~y,. nowr~vea,led . 
to havedeveloped prem~ture arthi;iHs. . ·. •· , 
· •PPL t~erapeutics US, 1700 Kraft Drive; ' 

· Suite 2400, Blacksburg, .VA'Z406o;· (~ . · 
www.ppl":~erapeutics.~om . , · '" · 

.- ., ! . ~ ... . ,_. - " :_ - : :-/·: ~ · . : :· r ·--~ ,, VJ>:· Q,( Research: •l}a:Vz;lJ ·Ayares :''H''i:>':VY·,:.:r<>J:.Itilrlr. 
. ~- >:/· -~ ' . ' . ' .< 

un;:~a~'"u 
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Wolves and Poodles 
, A file-deletin', hetwork"cloggin' wolf to the creator of 

the "Goner" computer virus that appeared on December 
4, affecting networks worldwide. 

The virus spreads via email and is activated when the 
victim clicks on an attachment masqueradi:p,g as a screen 
saver. Once activated, Goner deletes antivirus security 
software and installs some software that experts say could 
later be used by hackers to launch further attacks. 

According to Carnegie Mellon University's CERTcoordi
nation center, "numerous" large companies and organiza
tions reported being hit by the virus, causing some to 
temporarily shut down email services. 

A biocentric-soundin', howlin' wolf to US District 
Judge Edmund A. Sargus Jr. for recognizing the value of 
nature for its own sake when he sentenced logger -Larry 
Blair to eight months in prison for illegally cutting 112 
trees in southern Ohio's Wayne National Forest. 

Noting that it's difficult to place a value on 100-year-old 
trees, Sargus said, "Trees have an intrinsic value beyond 
their commercial value." -

Four years ago, Blair had a contract to log trees on private 
property abutting the national forest, but he ordered his 
crew to tear down ribbons that marked the boundary. His 
men then began chopping down trees-some up to 100 
years old-in about eight acres of national forest land, 
yielding 28,610 board feet of lumber. 

After _ his incarceration, Blair will be on three years of 
supervised release, during which time he will be prohibited 
from working in the logging business. 

Judy Rodd, senior vice president of the conservation group, 
said scientists they hired to conduct research had a state 
permitthat allowed for the "taking" or accidental killing of an 
endangered species, so federal laws were not violated. 

A hypocritical, sleepih' -with• the-enemy, turncoat poodle 
to former Greenpeace UK Executive Director Lord Peter 
Melchett for accepting a salaried job with public relations 
giant Burson-Marsteller whose clients 
include Monsanto. 

Lord Melchett, who once led 
the Greenpeace campaign 
against genetically modified 
(GM) crops, will head a 
committee advising 
companies on how 
to deal with con
troversial issues 
.such as GM 
food, toxic 
waste and child 
labor in the de
veloping world. 
The company
which has repre
sented some of 
the world's most · 
notorious pollut
ers, including the 
Exxon Corpora-

.· .. 

. tion, Union Carbide and Babcock and Wilcox {owner of 
the Three Mile Island nuclear plant)-said Melchett may 
also give them advice on how to cope with environmental 
protests. 

A nasal, whiriey, nails-on-a-chalkboard voiced, politi
A killing- cally flip-flopping poodle to Neil Young for proclaiming 

critters-to- his support for the USA/Patriot Act at_a December 11 Beverly 
· s ave -t h e m Hills banquet where he was given the Spirit of Liberty award 
poodle to the by the -organization, Peopl~ for the American Way. 

West Vjrgirtia "To protect our freedoms," Young said, "it seems .we!re 
Highlands _Con- going' tq h_ave to relinquish some of our fre.edoms for. a 
servimcy fo~reck- . mort-Period ()ftime." Saying that people shouldn't worry 
les~ly causing tlJ.~ i1Jecatise the situation is only temporary, he added~'These 

deaths>. of wood- areour rights and we can get them back." 
land ___ ani_mals they-' 

were supposedly try~ _-_ ., •- A threaten-us-with-felonies-and-we'll•cave~in poodle 
- ing to is;iv:e>•.: _ ;; ; ') ':)19 Green peace USA for agreeing.to halt civil disobedience 

The grou},?'trapli~d •_ at a:Il US military installations involved in the "Star Wars" 
animal's in-the;Win· , :: ~hti::missile defense program. 
ter of 20Qf on'ta,rid ·:"' The~·January 8 agreement with federal prosecutorswas 

owned by Allegheny part of a deal that led to the dismissal of felony charges 
Wood Products in Blac_k-. against 14,Greenpeace activists and two free-lance journal• 

water Canyo~, West Vir- ists stemming fi0m an attemptto disrupt a missile launch 
ginia, .tq establish. ,~-hN _timl:>er at Vandenberg Air Force Base in July. ' L 

. , _ haryes!i~g :would adverst::ly( Cif.f_ect ; ~, The organization also agreedto.pay a -$1SO;OOO•fine to the 
_ Or ~ill emlanger,e~ species . . , , , ,:: i· ,',; , feder_ai -gi\Wemm,ent, withOUt-'~admitting any wrongdoing." 

_ _ _ _ According to c,qurt qoquments, the trappings : , • 1 G:r~e:I;lpea.ce .USA Executive Director John Passacantando 
resulted .in the deaths of one-third ofthe aiJ,irnals, sapW,_r~d, ; -saj_d, tha.t reba<;J:uishing· civil d-isobedience in the ;protest 
including one endangered Virginia northern flying squir- campaign was a "worthwhile price to pay because we 
rei. and 11 other ani:mals-;-southem flying ~quirr~ls, .red , WAn~e4 the prosecution to) drop.those completely-unwat
sc_iuirrels,. chip~unks al'ld deer mice, · .. l: : . ra.nted fel<my charges/' ., _, ; . ;- ,-, r,' ' 
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LynxHijinx: Fools Foster Feline Fur Flap 
BY jj 

just when you thought the postur
ing couldn't get any worse, the wise
use lobby, big timber's congressmen 
and the corporate press have made 
fools out of themselves once again. In 
December, the reactionary Washing
ton Times circulated reports of federal 
and state scientists "planting" fake 
hair in a deliberate attempt to skew a 
study of the federally listed Canada 
lynx.Anti-environmentwise~use 

groups and congressmen 
joined the fray in releas
ing false information 
and calling for congres• 
sional hearings and ter
mination of the scien
tists involved. They even 
went so far as to claim 
that the scientists were 
slanting the study in order 
to shut down millions of 
acres of public land and de
stroy rural communities · 
across the Pacific North
west. In the resulting cries 
of indignation and per
petuated media uproar, 
the truth behind this so
called scandal got lost. 

The real story is that 
the scientists, in an ef
fort to . test the accu
racy of the private lab 
they were using to test 
lynx hair, sent in clearly 
labeled control samples. 
They did step outside the 
established scientific protocol for 
this particular lynx study, and in 
true bureaucratic form (in triplicate . 
please!), they were subjected to a brief 
investigation and the most minor 
disciplinary action. In other words, 
they should have checked with desk 
jockeys farther up the hierarchy than 
they did. 

All of this does not matter in the 
game of eat-it-all-for-the-most
money-now, however. The likes of 
wise-use guru Ron Arnold, 'Interior 
Secretary Gale Norton, Republican 
Congressmen Scott Mcinnis (CO) and 
]ames Hanson (UT) and Senator Larry 
Craig (ID) have all been running their 

mouths and spreading lies, fear and 
loathing regarding the so called 
"abuses" of the Endangered Species 
Act. According to the Public Employ
ees for Environmental Responsibility 
(PEER), Norton, Mcinnis, Hanson and 
Craig h;lVe all violated a little-known 
federal law known as the Hatch Act. 
This law was designed to eliminate 
political patronage and pressure on 

government employees. Apparently, 
it is illegal for a merriber of Congress 
to call · on a department head to fire 
an employee, and it is illegal for that 
department head to receive that kind 
of communiCation. PEER has also 
called for a Congressior:1al Ethics com
mittee investigation into the matter. 

Lost in the fray, of course, is the 
Canada lynx. Ittook about 10 years to 
force the US Fish and Wildlife Service 

to put the rare feline on the Endan
gered Species list · in the first place. 
Now, right wing wackos are trying to 
sabotage studies that are just trying to 
get baseline information on the cats' 
current range and population. 

For those of you lacking any trouble 
to cause this Winter, please send ridi
cule and spite to some of those whose 
lies and anti-Earth bias have per

petuated this hoax. Ron Arnold of 
the so-called Center for the De
fense of Free Enterprise wants 
would-be co~conspirators to 
contact him with ,informa-
tion linking the .scientists 
to environmental groups 
so that he can continue to 
prove our "nefarious con
trol over federal agencies." 
Drop Ron a note and tell 
him what you think! His 

special email account for 
this "investigation" is 

lynx-links@cdfe. org. 
Ron says "Messages 
will be forwarded to 
law enforcement 
and legislative per
sonnel for investi
gation ... Hate mail 

·and hoaxes will be 
forwarded to the 

FBI." You can also 
send email to the mo
rons who pass as re
porters and editors at 
the Washington Times. 
Address email messages 

to letters@washington 
times.com and Deputy 

Managing Editor Fran 
.Coombs, fcoombs@washing 

tontimes.com and Editorial Page 
Editor Hell.e Bering, hbering@ 

washingtontimes~tom. Please also 
feel free to drop ~epresentative 
Mcinnis (or any other elected bozo) 
a line and shareyour tpoughts. Rep
resentative Scott Mcinnis, Subcom
mittee on Forests and Forest Health 
Chairman, 320 Cannon House Of
fice Bldg, Washington, DC 20515. 

For more information contact PEER, 
2001 SSt. NW, Ste. 570, Washington, 
DC 20009, (202) 265-7337; info@ 
peer.org; www.peer.org. 
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ARME:D 
WITH 
VISIONS 
GOING .. GOING .. GONE 

The woods I knew as a 
and are no more. 
Theyve been replacea 
a strip mall .. conaos .. a 
can .. t (ina a nurse log 
moss to curl up on. 
I listen .. but can no 

Going .. 
The stillness 
among which I 
From my 
Oh .. the ... u ........ 

If only I can .. 
ana be so 
Barefoot ana 
Wanaering .. 
Lost among 

Going .. 
Those aays 
I can revisit 
But the woods 
The granaeur 
No more to feel 
or to hear the 

Going 

The e~ma il queues 

CLeaR as cuT qLass 
& JUST as 3anqeRous 

Fur apd feathers no stamp will 
M.o:Untains tq.o,heavy to lift or weigh. 
Rivers that' s<>(lk through their wrappings, · 

~ Crawdadsscur:ryiri~ to escape the fluorescent lights, 
Hormone-addled elk running madly down th~ aisles. 

BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF BFAR 
AND HUMAN CONTACT IN THE 
NWROCKJES 

Up in the hills of 
Idaho and Montana 

and struggles 
make us wqrthy, 

Of the darkest nights 
That define our brightest days. 

Who will name this great hunger, 
And who will feed it? 
Who will name the cure, 
And whowill ·admit to•rieeding it? · : ·· 

-Jesse Wolf Hardin 



SOUTHE:RN UTAH SUNRISE: 

First 
Then an open tire 
the taste of Mexican 
the laughter of friends 
And the coolness of the Colorado waters 
enveloping m~ sand on the wa~ to the sea 

Or so I like 

This is the 
Things are 
opc;n, free 
and full of · 

-E>art Semcer 

Send poems to · ' , 
Warrior Poets Society · . . · 
P. 0. Box 14501 · 
Berkeley CA 94712-55~} · 

. ·_; 

All rights reserved to the authors . 

JETS 

Redwoodsg· 
make ratcfi'e · -~~ 

like the, cloc~s that tick inside bombs. · 

Then we hear it. 
Echoing far up · the canyon 
whose chert outcrops rise 
strata on strata 
like a geologist's open tombs. 

The vaporous whinnies of engines! 

&rage. 

... 

crouch instinctively 
lr~;:· nri'ICn & manzanita, . • 

While 
underneath the 
the spirit 
pretend sleep. 

Somnambulists 
gathering 
the magma 

Union of 
Kuksu Brigade 

· · 4mayS0001 



Greetings All, 
I'd like to respond to 

Critter's-my .co-defendant
critiques of my statement at 
sentencing. He's right. I was 
attempting to get across to 
the court and all those listen
ing that sabotage, my action 
in particular, are the actions 
of desperation, actions taken 
because all else has failed. For 
me these actions are the lesser 
of two evils. I wish that they 
weren't necessary.· But they 
are. Wehavenochoicebutto 
fight. Literally, fight,, in the 
physical sense of the word. 
There is too much at stake for 
us to be tame in our struggles. 

For years, decades, we have 
pleaded and petitioned those 
in power, those responsible for 
injustice, genocide and 
ecocide. This pleading has gone 
unanswered. It is time to use 
actions that can not be ignored. 
In defense of life, these actions 
are justified. "Strike a match, 
light a fuse. We only have the 
Earth to lose." 

Don't get caught, 
-FREE 

Dear SFB, 
If radicals don't seize this 

moment's opening and op
portunity then the Trade 
Center dead will have died 
in vain. 

We have to explain to ev
eryone why we seek to bring 
down civilization, as we know 
it. We have to put the prime 
equation deeper into public 
awareness. US corporate and 
military domination will 
equal global death through 

ecological collapse and social 
disintegration. Only a total 
attack on all industry-the 
permanent death of the whole 
concept of industrialism
will equal the end of US cor
porate and military domina
tion. Massive suffering Will 
result from a collapse of in
dustrial economies. Massive 
suffering and ecocide will re
sult from a continuation of 
industrial economies (US
type development). 

If the first casualty of war is 
the truth, then we better be
come medics fast. A lot 
changed on September 11, 
there is a hole in the Matrix 
big enough to drive-by a revo
lutionary change of con
sciousness and even a real 
revolution too. All of the 
communiques of ELF and ALF 
and almost every other 
anonynl.ous group we have 
learned of have all been well-

. written, restrained and from 
the heart: One hopes that ELF, 
ALF and all the righteous en
ergy building up among 
youth who want to try their 
own way will keep on and 
seek creative appropriate tar
gets. Keep the rad dialogue 
alive. Continue to be careful 
of all life, yourself (kind of) 
and consider the conse
quences of direct action. 

Earth is for Liberating ... the 
Possibility of Joy ... Joy is Lib
erating,the Earth. 

Sharpen. your claws and 
hone "The Pack." The Oil 
Barons are coming back. 

Love, 
-ELF 

www~sec;urethehomeland.com 
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Dear EF!J, 
The James Bell essay on the 

"Technological Singularity" 
trend that has almost en
gulfed us was very valuable. 
Of course, The End of Nature 
by Bill McKibben . alluded to 

~ the theme 13 years ago ... but 
Bell does us a service by hint
ing at the emerging ramifica
tions and dangers. But he 
doesn't mention one very 
specific vector that is usher
ing in the hellish scenario 
where there will be no mean
ingful distinction at all be
tween nature and technology: 
microwave pollution from the 
wireless revolution. 

Radiofrequency pollution 
has obviously increased tre
mendously in the last 10 
years; and everyone is brain
washed to regard it as harm
less. Just like in the '50s
everyone thought that pesti
cides and radioactivity 
couldn't really contaminate 
the Earth or hurt people in 
any serious fashion. Now, we 
see such naivete as incompre
hensible lunacy. Some of us 
are aware of scientific evi
dence that even low levels of 
exposure to microwaves are 
biologically harmful to all 
sorts of tissues-they some
how increase the permeabil
ity of the blood-brain barrier. 
There is evidence that people 
are already being sickened by 
the invisible hazards of mi
crowaves-with the pathol
ogy usually not understood 
by the medical industry. The 
people are being brainwashed 
into clamoring for the luxury 
and convenience of instant 
information everywhere. We 
are being seduced or manipu
lated into cell phone reliance 
and therefore. tolerance for 
communications towers ev
erywhere. We are conditioned 
to go along and not question 
what these towers do to bitds, 
bees, animals and people. Our 
consumer dollars are paying 
for an ' all-penetrating com
munication system that will 
benefit the police state of to
tal control. But people will 
become sicker and sicker, and 
the system will exploit that 
problem for its own aggran-

dizement. The health of the 
masses will decline, and when 
mjllions of people face 
chronic, intractable, mysteri
ous illness, they will surely 
clamor for genetic engineer
ing. Industry will come for
ward with some gene therapy 
for asthma, for example, 
which has been increasing ex
ponentially .. . Yes, with all 
forms of human genetic engi
neering-that will be intra-

. duced as therapeutic, hu
manitarian and salvefic-we 
cross the border into the hell 
of the end of nature. 

For more information, 
please contact Cellular Phone 
Taskforce, POB 1337, 
Mendocino, CA 95460. 

-RoBIN CoHEN 

Dear SFB, 
. This is a response to 

Marilyn (may you soon be 
free!) in Samhain who asked 
how we can be environmen
talists in Israel while the is
sue of Palestinian indepen
dence remains unsettled. 

Simply, we are environ
mentalists here because we 
are environmentalists wher
ever we find ourselves. If our 
planet is to have a future ev
eryone must be one nowa
days. Should Americans stop 
working for the environment 
because the US is bombing 
Afghanistan, or is, more to 
the point here, occupying 
Indian land? · 

The whole world is in dis
pute over land, and no one 
can sort it out. We feel it is 
time to move beyond nation
alist thinking and into the 
bio-regional. Once we tried 
to research water quality here, 
but could only find discus
sion of "Arab water" versus 
"Jewish water." This helps 
water quality not at all. What 
does it avail to fight for a 
nation if there's no· Earth left? 
Earth First!, remember? 

Our hearts ache with our 
passionate desire for justice 
for all the people here, Jews, 
Arabs and others, and break 
over the reality. As in the US, · 
many people here ·lorig for 
peace With nature and their 
neighbors, but governments 



and terrorists prevent its com
ing. Environmental action is 
one of the few areas where 
Jews and Arabs have been able 
to cooperate in Israel. There 
is also a struggling regional 
eco-peace movement that of
fers a more positive vision for 
the future than either Jewish 
or Arab nationalism. 

To quote a popular Israeli 
song, "No one is leaving 
here ... so start loving." 

For the Earth and its humans, 
-SHMUFL AND AillsoN 0FANANSKY 

Greetings! 
I , Andrew Quinn, am a 36-

yearteacher in Dekalb County 
schools. I have two young 
sons and live in Chamblee, 
Georgia near Atlanta. I had 
vaguely heard of Earth First!, 
mostly negative, until I de
cided to investigate for my
self. There is a tremendous 
amount of conspicuous COI)

sumption in the Atlanta area. 
The amount of development 
and sprawl here is intense and 
often stultifying. I read the 
story of the sentencing of 
"Free" and."Critter" from Eu
gt!ne, Oregon. I have felt what 
they have felt. A war is being 
waged upon our planet with 
no regards to long-term con
sequences. I don't speak of 
my views often in my.subur
J:>an community, and when I 
qo, people look at you .. like 
you are crazy, Keep preach
i,ng y'all's mess~ge .. As a 
·Roman CathoFc, l hav,e no 
choiq~ but ,to e~ercise .. ~~ew
ardsJl.ip .for creation, not 

.~xploiting it for one's short
term-gra!ffication, I. am ap
palled, di~turbed, but n()w 
motivated by,wpat you .. are 
doing at Earth First!; rn~ny.of 
the .greats .were · abo. ,called 
st,t,bv~rsiye i:P. their lif~times.. 
··'- Keepitup! .. · . 

, , ·' ., ;ANO!l-J;:W: QUINN 

Sl}it FerJb:a~ns, ' . 
Your .t~~rpr~~t website , h;:ts 

been ,.t;eport~_q to:tl,le, FBl,• . 
C' ' ,( : ' ;i ' ,.,-,,.-_, ,.,_J~S:-v~NSP!' 

,., ,_, .JRSWENSON@HOME.COM 
~ , "• ' . · ." · ", · ' '• ~ , ' ,'.I ~ ·-' ~ 

Greetings, 
. :) work Jq11 t)l,tt~ . Mm?~.na 
l).~qq~tic, f;axty, I,su:p .~Is() , ~ 

member of the Sierra Club, 
the Wilderness Society and 
the Nature Conservancy, and 
I've been known to make con-
tributions, do volunteer work 
and get personally . involved 
in the political process. Ac
cording to your website, that 
apparently makes me a 
"namby pamby" environ
mentalist who supports orga
nizations that "suck up to bu
reaucrats." I can assure you 
that my involvement in any 
one of the above-mentioned 
groups makes me someone 
who is thoroughly despised 
by the majority of the popu
lation of Montana and the 

tremely long hours, immense 
pressure, hatred,. resentment 
and intimidation. Deallng 
'with that on a daily basis is a 
bit , more ~halleng~ng. t,hal}_ 
pouring sand in gas tanks. 

Like it or not, any environ
mental vi dories in this coun
try have been won through 
politics, the courts:or the ef
forts of "namby~pamby" en
vironmental groups. While 
we share many of the same 
goals, I. disagree with your 
methods. I can appreciate the 
risks of monkeywrenching, 
and I can understand why 
people feel driven to destruc
·tive methods when au the 

I harbor no illusions that 
my opinions will alter your 
approach in anyway,but there 
.is one thing yoti should do: 
Get offyour high horse! I alone 
have done more positive; tan
gible things for the planet than 
all of Earth First!. You need to 
redirect your energy. 

-PAUL SUNDBLAD 

INFOSYS@MONTANADEMOCRATS.ORG 

Dear SFB, 

inter-mountain right steps 

In regards to the letter from 
"Peggy Sue" in the Samhain 
edition (Nov/Dec 2001) who 
was "elated" when she heard 
that the "exploding jets had 
hit the World Trade Center," 
thinking a Palestinian group 
was behind the attack ("Woo 
Hoo! Go Palestine!"). What 
world is this person living in? 

West. Peop~e PI L. ·h a v e 
like my- . . eo.;;,e.. "ee.p ~ou..c been 

:~~v~~nao~ leffe.rsfo les5 . ·. ~:~e~ 
~'::t ~~~~h thaJ1 300 wor--tlsl t~~t1; 

After her feeling of elation, 
"PeggySu.e" learns the Palestin
ians are not suspected of the 
attack and she "grapples with 
the reality" of the situation. She 
then starts to quote Martin 
Luther King, Jr. only to bounce 
over to movie nostalgia and 
talking about nonviolence. 

we are 
lazy, 

no qifference., Not true, I ~;e
seath,avingmycommttment, 

. ~incerity and . effectiveness 
crit~ciz~d , Jg~t th_atcrap from 
numemus ·squrces ,on a rem.t
lat b<~,si.s;.~ut L ~l).oul<:ln ~t l'!.ave 
1to ,_endureitfrom.EF!. I~. my 
iPl?JilJone, I ; s~~watl?lood . for 
,J;Il.any, qf t!J.,e .~amecideaJs tpat 
yqu snpport-.. ;l?()litic~.Js a very 
·~()l,lgh, sport; . ~t ()an ' qe ; p~rty 
.(l(m : nqtn~~ye),,~n~:it~ some;
~es,i~q'4ir~~;fwsha,tip.g !=.()Ill" 
promisel!, ,At.,~e level ,0f,m;y 
involvement, my "rewards" 
~p.,~Ju4~ lqyt"~p,ay (l~ql}la m~~e 
mMJ.:h; ,_m.f?l"~ Jflsewllere), ~~~ 

bad deci-
sion·is made 

anyway. 

"Peggy Sue," if you are lis
tening, make an appointment 
for mental health counseling 
as soon as possibJe. Anyone 
who is elated one moment 
over people crashing airplanes 
into the World Trade Center 
buildings and then: talking 
about nonviolence the · next 
is really very much mentally 
disturbed and in need of help! 
· In the same Samhain edi
tion, the "Wolves and 
Poodles" section commends 
Representative Cynthia 
McKinney for sendinganapol-

. ogy letter to Saudi "Prince" 
Nonetheless, Alwaleed bin Talal after his 

impactof your organization is $10 rnillion · dollar donation 
detrimental to the environ- was rejected by New 'York 
mental movement. You make Mayor Giuliani. This rejection 
.n1Y.~tfl1ggle mo~e diffiW~~ by was due to.the "Prince's" sug
' galvanizing resistance to all gestion that US foreign policy 
environmentalists. I can list was partly to blame for the 

:'numerous exampl~s ,of posi- September 11 (l,ttacks. .. , 
:tive progress 'tri'ade ''through While aspeCts of U~ for
' the p,plit~~a~ pr9~ess, the,fopJ1s eign\::Rplity make we sick, I 
': an<f.';tlle <U:qyi~.c:;s ofp~h¢j' pro- :. can -~ciertainly .. ti,)}dersfanq 
ienvironmentgroups. Can you · GiulianV~ . statenfe11t in . re~ 
1 do tlfe ~m,e.Jo~ th~ .. effo.rts of sponse to the "Prince's" com~ 
Earth First!? I doubt it. 'Your mei;ltS. Giuliani stated there 

:mainaccomplishmentismak- was no moral" equivalent for 
~ ing people angry. the 9/11 attacks and people . 

~~- "'" ~ .,. , : ·-· .. ~~:. l:~~-i':~lif~J:c~ 2002EU;rt,'#!firs~! ~~ge ~~ 



lost any right to justification 
when they slaughtered inno
cent people. It's nice to see 
someone in elected office, for 
once, reject money for the sake 
of prindple. 

And did the "Wolves and 
Poodles" contributors even 
think about where this $10 
million was coming from? 
Alwaleed bin Talal is estimated 
to be the sixth richest person 
in the world. His wealth did 
not fall out of the sky, but 
instead had a basis in the prof
its the Saudi royal family has 
reaped off the sale of oil to the 
gas guzzling Americans. 

In her letter to Alwaleed bin 
Talal, Representative McKinney 
mentions the documentation 
Amnesty International has on 
problems with Israel and the 
Palestinians. But she doesn't 
offend ''the Royal Highness," 
as she calls him, by going into 
the Saudi Arabian human 
rights history. 

According to Amnesty In
ternational, in Saudi Arabia 
women face severe discrimi" 
nation, political activists face 
arbitrary arrest and secretive 
judicial procedures deny the 
most basic rights, such as the 
right to be defended by a trial. 
Torture arid ill treatment of 
prisoners are common. The 
"Prince" ·and his pals in the 
Saudi government also con
tinue to enforce a ban on 
politician parties and trade 
unions. It's not a surprise then 
that there are no Earth First! 
groups in Saudi Arabia. 

Prince Alwaleed bin Talal is 
still free to travel to the US 
and shoot .his mouth off on 
any street corner about for
eign policy opinions. But to 
allude that the "Prince," and 
his supporter Representative 
McKinney, are some type of 
heroes; is really off the mark. 

Sincerely, 
:-BOB l<RzEWINSKi 

Dear SFB, 
I'd like to thank you for my 

issues of the Journal. Plus I 
have to say "thanks .for the 
kind w<;>rds," that North 
American Earth Liberation 
Prisoners' support Network 
has said about us convicted 

of felonies. It really is nice to 
hear like minded people, and 
to be included in thought and 
knowing what's up while we 
are on the inside. 

I'd also like to send my dis
gust to Huckleberry the rap
ist. Man! What's wrong with 
you? I have to say Mr. Huck
leberry that you are no differ
ent than the government on 
how they rape us and other 
countries. Even I feel violated 
with your actions. 

I'm going to keep this one 
short. But again thanks for 
everything,.and I look forward 
to being on the fran tlines with 
all of you again. Plus I hope 
that people start writing me, 
and others soon. 

Fall Creek, Free and Critter! 
Get in touch with me! 

Sincerely, 
-RODNEY MARCO WADE 

#38058 ICC N-15-B 
POB 70010 

Dear Earth First!, 
Hello, I write 

to you because 
a friend of 
mine is re
ceiving and 
participating 
inyourbi
monthly 

and petty, then you haven't 
done anything to change the 
focus of humanity and it will 
keep raping every planet it 
comes into contact with. 

Looking for the solutions, 
-ROGER GEARHART 

#50558 N-13-B 
ICC POB 70010 

BOISE, IDAHO 83 703 

Dear SFB, 
I want to thank you with all 

my heart for the article on 
prisoner support in your Dec/ 
Jan issue. 

I've been in prison for eight 
years and for me the most 
important support possible is 
a letter from the real world. 

Nothing is easy in here. They 
put you here to suffer and 

that's exactly 
what you're 
going to do. 
Prisoners 
have many 
natural en
emies, but 

magai~ne. ~ hav~ heard of the : . the biggest, the one constant 
fight of Earth vs. mart. Hu- that threatens to destroy our 
mallkino has raped this planet . . very soul, is loneliness. 
and Will contjnue to rape it. I ·. You may never see a man 
hearofthesmallfiercebattles smile in here-that is uritil 
for atr:ee here,an acre ofland he hears . his name during 
the,re, lwould lik{! to .tharik rriail ca\1. 
each and .every effort. Thanl( ..•. · · A,Ietter .for me is the most 
yotJ! The pply thirig I ~m not :valuable gift in the world, it's 
hea:ting · i~. how we ,plan .to :a .b~acon of hope, it's a win: 
replace the-luxuries of indus,; . ; do* to a world that~s fading 
trial civ.? Because as a race we fi:ommymemory. It's the one 
are selfish. And reality as it is . happy event that no prison 
now will continue to produce guard can take away from me~ 
people that are selfish. As a The famous question: What 
race, humanity has.no goals, would I say in a letter to a 
no outside driving force1 ~o prisoner?That'seasy!Didyou 
care for where it is headedj smell or touch the •petal of a 

So if your mind is caught real flower today or run your 
on what color the multi verse fingers through the soft fur of 
made you or anything small a dog? Did youwitnesSa(:hild 
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hugging it's motheror feel the 
wind stinging your face? In 
short, what would you not 
have to say to a prisoner who 
. finds even the most common 
event in your life wondrous? 
Just remember you're writing 
to a human being and the rest 
comes easy. 

The absolute best support 
you can offer a prisoner is a 
letter to let them know they're 
not alone and that you care. 

-jOHN ADAMS 768543 
RT. 1 BOX 150 

TENNESSEE COLONY, TX 75884 

Editors' Note: One of our 
artistic contributors has asked 
us to list his contact info for 
anyone who would like to 
correspond with an impris
oned Earth First!er: 

TIM BRANTLEY 
K 88441 

POB 3030 B4-119 
SUSANVILLE, CA 96127-3030 

Dear SFB, 
A spokesperson from , the 

Forest Service recently at
tended the Rainbow Family 
Thanksgiving council in 
Michigan. Anne Melle was 
there. to answer questions 
about groqp use permits 
which are required for gath
erings of 7 5 per:sons or more 
in national forests. The Rain
bow Family believes that their 
right to gather is protected by 
the constitution, and that no 
individual can sign a. permit 
for a non-hierarchical gath
ering. The Forest Service 
spokesperson made it pretty 
clear that she was not there to 
compromise -or negotiate. 
From what I've heard,. Earth 
First! was issued a group use 
permit last Summer without 
a signer. Perhaps the Forest 
Service is more inclined to 
compromise with a' group of 
activists. ·In an}~ ~ event, , the 
permit issue will no doubt ·be 
present again this summer at 
Rainbow gatherings. The:For
est Service,has~already reached 
the conclusion that regional 
gatherings can. effectively be 
stopped th{ough roadblock-s; 

· tickets and illegal searches. 
They. probably ., consi.dered 
shutting down lastyear's·na• 



tional gathering but deter
mined that it would · be too 
dangerous to try to arrest 
15,000 people in a national 
forest. Several gathering at
tendees from 1999 and 2000 
are s_till facing federal prison 
terms for "attending an ille
gal gathering." Those cases are 
bei.J;lg appealed to the Supreme 
Court. I hope that more forest 
activists will attend gatherings 
in the 'future. The federal gov
ernment is taking aim at the 
rights of all Americans to 
gather in national forests. Not 
only through group-use laws, 
but through a fee system that 
theywanttoexpand. For more 
information about legal issues 
see www.freeassembly.org. 
Eorinformatiortaboutllillnbow 
gatherings, the unoffidal web
siteis www.welcomehome.org. 

-jEREMY MILLER 

Dear SFB, 
You failed to list the single 

individual whose eco-terror
ism, world-wide in reach, sur
passes by an order of magni
tude the sum of the degrada
tions of the 24 corpo-pigs you 
featured in -the Journal's 
Samhain edition . . And, yes, 
we .have his name and ali
dress: , 

The Holy Father 
-WADDY 

pearSFB, _. 
Ok, so you can incenderize 

a fueftank~r, but much easier, 
more effecrtive in all ways is to 
simply put some Mother Earth 
in· the tank, thus · sabotaging 
many :vehicles; Enter Danna. 

In ·tove and rage . · 
• Bright· Blessings, . . 

··:-c:· ·:;'- -'-AMDO 

.! _· ~ ~ ' i : . ,. ; ' ' . ·' . :· \ : ~ ! ' 

hi, ·,; I ·, _ .. . 
,_ I~mav~gan;\l.Syearsold(Im 
be 116 OJl}uly 30) andfm ~nter
ested .:in:leftist· eco-defense ... I 
wanted to--express my opinioq 
to il ·omsomethirtg .. •; don't u 
thinklit's;:hypotritical -that 
SameBafth.FirSt!ers.:aren'teven 
fully,v,egi?: I\ think anyone irt• 
Vl)lvedwitlfEarth First! should 
be at·least·fiuJ.rl.y,_vegt,: including 
that they don't consume fish. 
Anyway,, <thanks ,for- your ,pa• 
tlence;:.Peace. ,,,. , _.,~, ·- · ;; 'i!' 

Dear SFB, 
Since ideas can be more 

dangerous than incendiary 
'bombs, I want to respond to 
three points in Mary 
Hanford's counterpoint to my 
essay that I found terrifying, 
and one misguided personal 
attack (Yule '02). 

1) I pointed out that Toby 
Bradshaw, the target of the 
May 21 arson attack at the 
University of Washington, 
had not conducted any ge
netic engineering. Mary re
sponded, "What better time 
to stop a project than before 

· it has started?" It's a good 
thing that criminal law 
doesn't operate by this ap
proach. Otherwise Mary 
would be irt jail right now for 
arson, as her writing alone is 
enough to dearly show she 
contemplates it. By her own 
logic, why should the police 
wait for her to actually torch 
something when she can be 
jailed for her destiny? 

2) Mary justifies the collat
eral damage done by the fires: 
"However, these scientists 
cannot be the environmental 
saviors that the media por
trays them as, otherwise they 
would have protested their 
colleague ... " It pains me to 
note the essential simila~ity 
of this to Osama 
bin Laden's state
ment that there 
were no inno
cent victims. of 
the WTC attacks, 
because even the 
Muslims that died, 
in the build,ing 
were not fully en
gaged in his jihad 
(and everyone 
else was an infi
del!). ._ I further 
hope that Mary 
knows . what all 
hed'riends, neigh
bors and ·co-workers are up to, 
because some fanatic might 
likewise hold her accountable 
for their deeds and beliefs. 

3) I proposed an,axiom to 
guide action: 'The more ex-

, treme your. tactic . of cnoi_ce, 
the more responsibility you 
have fot knowip.g .the culpa" 
bility.an!i appropdat~mess of 

your target, and for thinking 
through the human and stra
tegic implications of your ac-

- tions. Mary oddly referred to 
this axiom as "elitism" and a 
"double standard," and pro
posed reversing the onus such 
that " ... those who are not 
fighting with all the tools at 
their disposal be subject to 
the higher standard ... " Such 
is the arrogance of true be
lievers of. all stripes
mujahadeen, wise use, militia, 
neo-nazi, anti-abortion cru
sader. Itrustthat Mary would 
want those lunatics to think 
hard before setting fire to 
anything dear to her. Does 
she have complete confidence 
that her cause is more pure 
and righteous than . any of 
theirs? Even if it is, is every 
blow for the cause equally 
essential? Is a fur farm the 

same as a timber mill the same 
as McDonald's the same as a 
genetic engineering: .lab the 
same as a.nuke plant-or do 
the details not even matter? 

For my par.t, I've seen 
enough · terror around ·.the/ 
world to believe that we're 
better 'on dueling for the fate 
the Earth :with ideas .ratther 

than bully tactics. 
But who am I? Mary ques

tioned my credibility, going 
so far as to say that I ": . .inter
rupted a planned protest dur
ing Clinton's Timber (sic) 
Summit in Portland by threat
ening to turn in the activ
ists." I tried hard to recall 
what incident she might be 
referring to. The Forest Sum
mit was a hectic period and 
every faction was active. For 
instance, we organized a For
est Celebration that attracted 
over 70,000 people to 
Portland's waterfront in the 
rain to ·hear speeches and 
musical stars. I thought this 
event was our brightest hour, 
crowning a decade of orga
nizing. But others thought 
the focus should have been 
to honor forest protesters 
rather than forests, and ten
sions ran high. Still, I 
couldn'•t recall anything like 
what Mary described. 

Then I remember one ac
tion that did happen a couple 
of days before Clinton arrived. 
Some radicals climbed, the 
Forest Service Region 6 head
quarters and hung a banner~ 
I've attached a photo from 
the event. That guy on the 
left', 30 feet up the exposed 
wall, is me. · · 

-MITCH FRIEDMAN 

De at Dirt Flrst! shit fer brains, 
Watermelon, watermelon! 
• Ho Chi Mirth! 
Yer green on the outside, 

yer red on the in! 
Quit :bashing the white 

middle tlass.:.:.:..cJose the bor
ders now. ' 
' 1Fttck you and your Che 

Guevara! 
. . . ,; . , ' '(,;. ·. 

·,., ' ·' 
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Do You Know Where 
continued from page 2 --

Now, I don't . mean stay in yer . 
house and outta the streets, courts, · 
forests, deserts, etc. I mean find your 
streets, forests, courts, deserts, moun
tains, neighborhoods, 
swamps, prairies, etc. 
Find your places and be
come them. Y'all know 
as well as I do that this 
struggle is riot some ab
stract struggle for the 
Earth, the wild or for 
justice. It's for real, with 
real places, critters and 
folks. To win the trust of 
the land and critters and 
folks who live there, we 
have to settle down and 
live there too. Traveling 
across the country and 
globe is fun and excit
ing. But I don't believe 
we will be successful un
less we s.ettle down, 
make some serious con
nections and get to 
work. Now, last year I -
did a ·t()t of reading on 
ali this glohalization 
hoopla and found some 
pretty good stuff on al
ternatives to the global
izing/ eat-the-planet/ 
make-money/ · pave-ev
erything paradigm of 
MtWorld . . Wendell 
Berry and · Helena 
Norberg-Hodge have · 
taken to calling it local
ization. That• name and · 
idea appeals' to me. The · 
basic ~ idea·" is that we 
should ·have . local needs met With 
localptodtiction,with surplus traded 
regionally and· internationally only' 
when really necessary·.\ Pulling this 
"turn to the local" paradigm•shift'off 
willentail'a,major re~workingofour 
·Earth·kUling infrastruCture. -We need 
localization ·of ·economy, .· ·ecology;. 
culture, politiCS; etc W.e rieedto take 
seriou~ly.that old hippie granola slo
gan; "Think Globally-Act Locally." 
Now;protest.and·campaignhopping 
m·aybe,atlot' of tun, butwilUt:teaHY 
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contribute to long-term change? 
How about the harder work of tak

. ing folks out to learn their local 
; e·cosystem-even if it is not as glam
orous as the ancient redwoods or 

other than where we live. In some 
places, we will always be" outsiders." 
But if we work, play, protest and 
organize real hard and sink roots, 
someday we or our kids might just be 

accepted as "insiders" and 
be able to affect some real 
change. So, give yourself 
to the land, not abstract 
notions of the Earth or 
the wild, but to real 
places, with real live 
plants, bugs, animals and 
people that you interact 
with, serve, teach and 
learn from. Commit your
self to home, land and 
community. Know where 
you live. Sink roots, get 
to know people, learn and 
know the flora and fauna 
of your place. Ask the fun 
questions:· Where does 
the water go and where 
does it come from? What 
is possible in your home: 
gardens, restoration, 
wild crafting, resistance? 
What is . the natural and 
humyn history and 
herstory of your place? 
Fall in Love. Defend what 
you love, what you are a 
part of and what is a part 
·of you. Practice resurrec
tion (not of dead guys~ 

1. s~lly-'-the la~d!)._ But most 
1 of all, ·remember · Cactus 

I 
;E. ·d's advice~be · out-wi.th 

· the land; ·have · fun and 
·outlive the 'bastards! · · · 

··.' · · c.:_ john johnson 
john johrtsbn is active With 

KatuahEarth First! in Southern Appala._ 
chia.; 'He . doesn't capitalize his name 
because he doe5n't b'elieVe:incapitdiism. 
His deep,' darkseeret is that he-is• really a 
yankee (tom New]etsey who moved-south 
at :a tendet•ag:e and ·went ~1native." t ?aJl 
go visit;-ya hear?: ·, · · · · , · 
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NEOLJBERALISM continued from page 6 

Recently, International Paper took over Champion 
and its operations in the South. This follows a rash of 
corporate take~overs and mergers that has led to much 
consolidation in the industry. The paper companies 
get bigger, jobs become more uncertain and forest 
ecosystems continue to disappear. 

The pulp and paper industry continually refers to .the 
American South as the "fiber basket" of the world. This 
exemplifies their attitude toward the forest as nothing but 
a crop to be harvested and local communities as share
croppers to do the harvesting. The industry also introduces · 
expensive big machines to the logging business, forcing 
small loggers to cut more and at a faster rate, trapping 
them in a cycle of debt and dependency. 

Industrial-scale logging impacts the soil far niore than 
previous logging because the machines tear up the Earth 
and compact the soil, leaving it vulnerable to erosion from 
the wind and rain and exposure to too much sunlight; 
Who knows what kinds of vital soil organisms are lost to 
UV-b radiation and erosion. The chip mill propagandists , 
would actually have us believe that clearcutting is good for 
the forest. How do they expect to "grow" a better forest 
when they are depleting the soil? 

Multinational corporations seek to use so-called free 
trade agreements to "liberalize" trade and . investment. · 
Along with pressuring governments to enact . business 
friendly legislation and international financial institutions 
to lend money to "development projects," the corporate 
agenda is to lower trade barrie~ and bypass environmental, 

worker and consumer protection standards in the name 
of efficiency, profit and "free markets." These free trade 
agreem,ents make it easier to exploit natural resources 
and workers alike. The global marketplace means 
disruption and even death for local communities, 
economies and especially for the natural systems that 
support them. Corporations owe no allegiance to 
communities, let alone nation-states. They are in the 
business of making a profit and all other considerations 
take a back seat to the bottomline. Industry bends nature 
and communities to its will and the twisted logic and 
imperative· of profit-above-all. 

In our work to protect the forests, we must recognize that 
they are the victims of a global system. We must see that 
these corporate forces are destroying lives and ecosystems 
across the planet. Our struggles of resistance should also 
include a global perspective. We will not be able to protect 
. our home forests until all forests, communities and wild 
areas are safe. Just as we do not want our homes in the 
American Southeast to be global sacrifice zones for so-called 
progress, we do not want sacrifice zones anywhere. We will 
not fully 'protect our forests until we have dismantled the 
modern industrial-capitalist infrastructure and replaced it 
with something new that is local, just, equitable and 
sustainable. We've got a lot of work to do-lets get busy! 

For more information on the . campaigns to protect 
beautiful Southern forests, please check in with the various. 
local"factions." qf Katuah Earth First! listed in the back of 
the Journal. Please . also contact the Dogwood Alliance, 
info@dogwoodalliance.org; wviw.dogwoodalliance.org; 
and visit· wW"W.stopstaples.net. 
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continued from page 8 with most of the country shut down 
When Argentina was forced to "peg" by a general strike and road blockades 
its currency to the dollar, which made throughout most cities. The town of 
the peso overvalued, it made it nearly Cochabamba won a victory over cor
impossible to escape recession. A mild porate takeover of their water, but 
recession was turned into an inter- unfortunately they eventually gave 
national economic crisis created di- in to the reformist pleas for order. As 
rectly by the IMF. some of the graffiti from Paris in May 

In 1999, the World Bank and In- '68 said, "Those who make revolu
ter-American Development Bank tions only half-way merely dig their 
(IDB) approved the use of SAPs. They own graves." 
were approved as part of a two-bil- As anarchists, where do we stand? 
lion-dollar pilot expedment. The How can the masses of working 
"budget cuts" that President De la people form a dual-power to the state 
Rua promised the IMF were not fully and organize their society along lines 
pushed through, so the IMF, which of direct participatory democracy, 
has lent Argentina $18 billion since socialequality and mutual aid?What 
1999, decided to end finanCial aid. forces in Argentina already exist that 
The IMF demands fiscal austerity, have a coherent theoretical under
which hurts the poor most of all and standing of anti-authoritiuiim prin
demands that social services be sac- ciples and tactics. How are these 
rificed to the business interests and principles and tactics going t() be 
financial investments of multina- · ... popularized and agitated for?, : 
tiona! corporations. The most promising artswer to the 

Which Way Forward? 
It's imperative that people don't 

fall into the dead-end of social de
mocracy or reformism.lt doesn't look 
very likely that the government will 
succeed in enforcing a military dicta
torship onto such an ungovernable 
populace, so their only other option 
is to use social democratic politicians 
who vaguely promise change and re
form claiming to be on the side of the 
people. This is just-another tactic used 
to pacify the unrest _.:.once theh power 
is consolidated! they. will build, up a 
highly powerful police state to make 
sure nothing lik~ this e\'er h<~;ppens 
again. · This happened in Bofivia .in 
2000. There was a riear~revolution, 

question of organization are:thebur
geoning Argentin.ean · sciv.iets 
(Asambleas Populares). The people of 
Almagro, Buenos Aires, have fOrmed 
a popular assembly as a real air¢'rna-
tive to the state. : :; L., 
. In their "Declaration" .theywrite: 
"The state. of assembly an·~, n,}~pili
zatiori (is) the only way ,hfg.'Uaran
tee· our rights as workers>neigh}Jors 
and Argeritineims .. We ;. call .all! the 
neighborhoods of the Capit;l.l#>:cre
ate and take partin all the ~ ~ssem-

. blies and forms of Organiz~ti¥.~ set 
t!:P by their ne~.ghba:tS'~Vand 
organizations.And we call to' create 
connection commissions, (comisiones 
de el'llace) with the assemblies al
readfformed or about to 'Qetotmed." 



Among their demands are the immediate resignation of 
the Supreme Court, the immediate liberty of all political 
prisoners and an end to the neoliberal policies of the IMF 
and World Bank. Their call for a "convocation of a free and 
sovereign Popular Constituent Assembly in all the coun
try, based on popular assemblies in the neighborhoods, 
factories, counties and provinces" is clearly a revolutionary 
one, demanding the solidarity and sup
port of North American radicals~ 

After September 11, the US government has a new 
arsenal of repressive legislation and a new batch of 
excuses with which to crush popular dissent. A popular 
revolution in <\rgentina could be conflated with "terror
ism," and moral legitimacy for a military attack would 
be maintained in the eyes of the US. 

This would be espedally bolstered by the fact that the people 

of t•rot<?sters occupied 

of Argentina might have to arm them
selves in self-defense against any kind of 
imperialist attack. This is not unlikely; 
arms already played a part in the political 
scene,asanti-DuhaldeleftistsandPeronist 
supporters fought in the streets. 

Hopefully these earthquakes will 
shake the rest of Latin America and 
help mobilize the people of Ecuador, 
Bolivia and Brazil, whose militancy is 
not in doubt. These countries are 
equally tucked by the IMF and World 
Bank and only self-organization and 
practical self -sufficiency will be able to 
create a credible alternative. 

If North American anti-capitalists 
remain in solidarity with the people of 
Argentina, and real links are built be
tween the two continents, then Bush 
is going to have a hard time planning 
a military intervention in the coming 
struggles ahead. 

A danger to keep in mind is that if a 
populanevolution becomes successful, 
and mutual aid counter -institutions are 
created on a large scale, the US or the 
UN could ~ntervene militarily as a ' 
"peacekeeping force." This is not as 
unrealistic as it sounds. There are nu
merous examples of states or coalitions 
of states intervening to crush popular 
revolutions and experiments in self
sufficiency (Nicaragua, Chile, Cuba, 
etc.). Apart from the Leninist fake-over 
of these revolutions, there were also real 
practical experiments in self-organiza
tion, direct democracy and mutual aid. 
Keep in mind that Bush described Ar
gentina as a "key friend and ally" and 
isn't too eager to lose US hegemony in 
Latin America. The truth is, Argentina is 
a resource-rich country, and could pro
vide the means of subsistence for every 
individual if organized rationally and 
with people in mind instead of profits. 

an Argentina and raised an 
For more info and the latest news 

visit www.argentina.indymedia.org, 
www.ainfos.ca and www.infoshop.org. 

anarchist flag on the building. 
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BY ANAMARfA FLORES 

Hippies, a familiar trope of popular 
culture, have become something of a 
mythical figure in the US. Popular 
culture, with its portrayal of hippies as 
spaced-out stoners incapable of string
ing together more than two sentences 
at a time, has done more for the cre
ation of this myth than any move
ment or actions hippies have ever been 
involved in. Anyone who believes in a 
relationship form outside of the stan
dard Noah's Ark pair-off (vegetarian
ism, veganism, environmentalism, 

First!ers attempt to accomplish. 
To begin with, what precisely is the 

definition of a hippie? The word itself 
is so arbitrary andsubjective that one 
is hard pressed to come up with a 
single definition. Although my own 
definition has certainlybeen shaped 
and formed to some extent by popular 
culture (including the History 
Channel's special presentations on the 
Summer of Love), the core of my defi- · 
nition springs from my experience on 
Dead Tour for many years surrounded 
by those who lay claim to the moniker 
"hippie~" A bi-layeted definition of 

consumer awareness, "hippie" is the result of my year~ of 
class consciousness or ' ...-~ ...... ~.,.....~ 
anticapitalism)is 
branded a hippie by those 
living stagnant status 
quo lives. However, in 
the hands of popular cul
ture, the joke is always 
on the hippie who insists 
upon living as if the 
1960s have never come 
to an end. Hippies are 
hippies. That it is 2002 
seems to make no 
difference-or does it? 

The difference thirty
odd years makes is poi
gnant. Although many 
Earth First!ers look like hippies (long empirical research. 
hair, patchwork · clothes), smell like Privilege forms the first layer of my 
hippies (the scent of body odor .com- definition. Hippies are , privileged: 
bined with patchouli or sandalwood sometimes class privilege, sometimes 
both precedes and follows individuals white skin privilege. The two are not 
as theyw,alkdown. the street). arid liye mutually exclusive, nor are they al
llke hippies (~o-ops; coJlective living, ways paired. To ,choose to live a cer
fanps); . spmething IS radiCally differ- tain lifestyle outside of the status 
ent . . It isJhis d~ffere~ce that I wi~h to · . q\lo is a privilege, the key word being 
e~plore 41 this artide'. Why is this 11'thoose. 11 Take v;egetarianism for ex
•iin'portanf an<:fiwho really cares? I ample. For most people in the world, 
W.OUJP; like·,Jd, suggest t4# any d;edit' : the abilitytoichpose J19HO ectt SQme
cated Earth First!er should care. Asso- . thing is unattainable. The lifestyle of 
ciation·wi,tl).the myth of theJuppie,is . ·. the . hippie piyots a~ound the free
detrimetitai, to the w.6:rk ! that Earth don'tto 'chOose. Hippies choose not 

•,' -:· .. :··. ' ,. i :~ :·.: .. : ' . ~· ~·_:j · ~~.\,· ··,·. :·'• ·.:'·f. \ 
'• '. . ''• -,''l ,, _,_· . ' . . :_. 
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to bathe. They make a choice to live 
in collectives ·with two, three or 15 
other people. In contrast, working class 
and poor people do not possess the 
same freedom of choice nor would 
they make the same ones if they 
could. The hippie's lack of class con
sciousness is as shocking as it is 
absurd. This deliberate mis-recogni
tion is a hallmark of bourgeois privi
lege. How is it possible to ignore the 
fact that hippies are able to live 
their freechoicelivesonlybecausework
ing-class and poor people live hand-to
mouth or in abject poverty? 

Narcissism and hedonism, com
bined with collective 
self-deception, form the 
second layer of my defi
nition of "hippie." With 
the freedom of choice 
that class privilege pro
vides, hippies engage in 
a never-ending cycle of 
pleasure seeking. They 
travel all over the world 
with their US passports, 

~ spend thei,r evenings 
!;!. cooking potluc}<s and 
§' socializingwithfriends, 
t smoke r.eal,lygoodbuc,l, 

never ,wprk nine~to
five, winter in the 

South and summer in the North. Fo.r: 
hippies, one's individual ·pleas:ure is 
always at the forefront. Never mind: 
that corporations are running amuk!k 
through old-growth forests / that 42 
million people in the . us· heive ·no· 
health insurance, that one in 'fotk 
Africans is infected with·HIVlAIDS/' 
that the Palestinians :aie oeing anni
hilated by Israe~, thatevery~iightof 
the week right ·here' Jdth'¢ \South
west thousand~ ' bf pepple ~ist< 1t~W\r' 
lives fleeing through the deSert' fol
lowing , th~ . open yei~s. of , ,Latin 
Am eric~ into the b~lly qf tn~ be~~t. 

• ' ' . , t • ) ., ' .. _. ,): 



""ou have to be seH-crlti
cal~ ·recogldze your privi

lege, challenge the myth of 
the hippie as it is associ- . 

ated With your movement. 
You have to stop treating 
workers with contempt. · 
you are confused. 

~ ' ; ,., 

kid yourselves; · "redneck", punk or envircmmentaland/ot humari rights 
black-clad ·hippies don't ~scape ,this . move111ents cal) of(¢r monet~ry s~p~ 
judgement nor sbo4ld they (a hippie :portfoiqeferise 'attorrteys, g~tiiwolvect 
by any other name). As I noted,_ popu~· qrthe political prisoner letter- writing' 
lar culture and even those who area:' campaigns and, most impor,tantly;, 

. little more "in the know" do not take :: ':·'heipt6 make others aware of the im~ 
hippies seriously: Why would tP,e:Y., :;. goft~nce ·of Earth First! actions;' 
and why should they? Hippies don;L J!t.~.~~by en~blirig Earth First!ers . to. 
take themselves seriously. Earth:: "'ciQ'npi;me to carry on with their work. 
First!ers, on the other hand, ate not to ''::jifi 6i:Cler for all this to happen; how
be taken lightly. Why then do Earth ever, Earth First!ers must disengage 
First!ers do nothing to <;iisengage their themselves from the image of the 

Again, the lack of class conscious- movement from the myth of the hip- tree-hugging apolitical hippie in or
ness is as absurd as it is shocking. How pie? Why are Earth FirstJers not more der to engage themselves with the 
does one go about living a life d'e- clas,s conscious? What purpose does it e-yerydaystrugglesofthewo,rkingclass 
voted to the pleasure principle in the serve harassing the Staples wo~kers in that so impact the environment. Part 
face of life's little realities as noted Burlington, Vermont?(seeEF/JDec/Jan ofthi~ will come with the recognition 
above? It's easy to do so when one 2002) How are Earth First!ers "getting of tl}e privilege that allows Earth 
uses their class privilege and/ or white right in the face of the beast imd spit- First!ers . to be Earth First!ers. The 
skin privilege for their own narcissis- ting in it" by making more work fot same spirit of militant dedication to 
tic and hedonistic purposes. people making six dollars per hour? saving old-growth forests must be 

So, what makes hippies today differ- To say that the relationship between ap'plied to each individual Earth 
ent from the hippies of the 1960's and EF!ers and workers is characterizedby First!er. You have to be' self-critical, 
what does any of this have to do with animosity is putting it kindly. It is rio rec6gnize your privilege arid ch~l~ 
Earth First!? To begin with, the privilege wonder that class-based movement.s lei).ge the myth of the hippie as it is 
to choose can certainly be applied to in New York City such as Vieques asso'ciatedwithyourmovement. You 
many Earth First!ers. It is a privilege to Support Campaign, Mujeres Para Pi;iz y have to stop treating workers with 
choose to fight for Mother Earth. It is a Justicia1 Al-A~da:,ThePalestini(li1Right contempt. You are confused. 'The 
privilege to choose to become a t.ree- To Return ~<;)alition, the ,G~~~n, 'Gro.qer re9tl~enem1es are the owners and the 
dweller. It's a privilege to obtai.nileces~ · Movement and New York: No. tIn Ou. r ;e;'"t 1· t t th t · · 1 ·t d 
sary gear for building a base camp using · · ca,era ~s sys em a exp ~H s an , 

. Name_· ~res. uspicious of Earth Firs. t!er,,s. . ·~~pe.$.and ... pillages irt its never-end-a "five-fingered discount" as suggested . 
in the Earth First! Direct Action Man4al Are there. no. affinities betWeen rriove~ · iri:g q~est . for rna tetial goods to _sell 
(blondes with bltle eyes are much less ments .or{ the East 'Coast, where the ':_, aiid':cons'ume.· Look around at the 
likely to be followed around>a . store ¢mph,as1s,ih~laced on the urban, and (Peoi\i~ ·,Iti::the movement with you: 
while shopping). Ifjailedforanyreason, movements on the We~t':Coastwbete . Ask ypu.rselves . why there arert't 
frequently a paren~ knows of (or .is} 'a :. the ·ernp~asis,isp.l~Fed on(t~e, en~iiqp- ' · .. wany;:!\ti\Ican Americans, Latinos or 
goo~lawyerandtheculp~itisfreedwith : m~n.H If affinities do rtot 1exi~f,::·~e. :~ !pdig.~p:o~s ~orth Arn~rican~. · ~o"' 
just a "slap on the wrist." Privileges alL. have to ~ ask: wl!y .don't they? ;If:tlle ,-\·'1Jlany};workmg-class people swell 
: But EartP,First!ers are different froni ' stniggte _for revoiution affects tW.all, . :ydur :~rapks? · Challenge yoursei~es 

the hippie as· defined above. Wfiat thenwhyarewenotworkingtog~thei? and yo'iitprivilege. there is nO more 
mikes them so is tbeit militancy and ;How do struggles such as; those fot time for self-gratifying sep~ratis'rn. 
their absolute dedication to Mother imrtiigration rights fit int'd: 'the sche- Here in the beiiy of th~ beast, 'nidve
Earth rather thim hedonisrr, ()!: na,rci~~ . . maff of.Earth First!? ., . . ·'· ... ments are stagnant and nothing' is' 
sism. R~th7r than th.e apoliti~a~ hippie, _ The locus of resp~msibility l~es ~n cha~g~ng .. W~ ~ie, , in _fa~c~, · slidi~i 
Earth Fust.ers ~re highly. political, fre- the ~arth. First! :p10veipent'.'It is' up to ba,~,kward. What bridges_ witl ·_Ea'rth 
quently ro.oted m an~rchism. The wor~ y6u all td'·iriake public 'the knowledge FitS't! build wi'tn other movements' 
tha~ is ·bemg do~e . IS good:work, en-. you possess 'iri regards to''eri\riron~ qtoundtheCOUUtry;WhatheWl~veJ' 
ablmg .tne survival. of , ~mmals . and: nientar destrucHort' :arid to ' explain of rrtilit~ncy will Earth'FirH! add~t?' 
p_eop~e Ill the.pre~ent and Ill the f,UtUr.e_. the 'taCtiCS, OUUSe . ' ·· i ' i <'. ·. · ; · . • ':.. ' - \;. ·: '· 1 i 
ActiVIsts are ~ervmg long seme.nces m -, 'd ' Wh yEa : h - ·. 
prisqns: around tlle CO\lntry a~d soweA a~ 

1
- • Y · ,. ,r~ . : 

su~J;l. ,as . David ~~Gypsy"_, ~ham, hfi\;'~ ~I.~~~· ~oul~ use the 
been, m_urder.eC\ fo~ their J1lili,tanj:y. Ye:t, support o~, ot9er 
tl~~ 1J?r~y~lege ,stillef.ists:. E~rth Fir~~!ers . m, ? v e_ m ,~ , n t s , . 
fre<J.Hent\y ~acati<_>p. ~ll ov~e~; tp.e g~oJ;>~' : atound ,t,J:>~ ~o~n~,: : ... 
(la~hing,~l;leir. ys pas~p_qrts, <\Od atte:r;td try1, M~_ny tF!er~ , · 
liberal arts · cdlleges. A' contradiction.- are lartguisli:mgni ·. 
What to do? jail and others 
· :t<?'begi~ with, Earth_First!e'rs s~Ottld w.iil; · i'n. a\}:1prob

cnall'enge the image rif their' lliove~ a'biiity; )61:ri them 
ment as a "hippie" movement. Don't in the future. Non-

·.!JU: ST .flO ... · . :lll!1f, .. 
.· . ' .· ; I . ,, ' , • : : • •: •• 
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BY HoLLY WREN SPAULDING 

Swiss-owned Perrier Corporation, a distributor of bottled 
water, has its sights set on Michigan water. Those, like 
retired librarian Terry Swier, who believe in protecting this 
precious resource, are bracing for a fight. 

Swier is president of Michigan Citiz'ens for Water Conser
vation (MCWC), a group committed to advocating for 
Michigan's water and the rights of the general public in 
this regard. To this end, her group has filed a lawsuit 
against Perrier. The company has proven its disregard for 
many water-related laws and standards in its bid to make 
Mecosta County in central Michigan home to a new water 
bottling plant. This has not gone unnoticed by some of the 
folks living in the areas surrounding the building site. "We 
have to be good ancestors," Swier said, "I have two genera
tions-my children and my grandchildren-that I am 
looking after." , 

Van dana Shiva, director of the Research Foundation on 
Science, Technology and Ecology, is one among many who 
believe that the wars of the future will be fought over water. 
She and other critics of corporate globalization have a 
problem with the fact that, in an era when drought and 
desertification are on an increase, global trade agreements 
are makirig it ever easier for large corporations like Perrier 

I 

IM 
(aka Great Springs Waters of America) to do their business 
irrespective of how this affects people and the Earth. 

Water is now officially designated as a "commodity" 
under various international trade agreements. According 
to WTO regulations and the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA), an:y impediment to the free flow of 
commerce (including environmental protections) is con
sidered a "barrier to trade," and in that sense, illegal. 

Furthermore, such trade agreements have guidelines for 
"preferential treatment," which basically say that if one 
corporation (whether indigenous or foreign) gains access 
to an area to extract a resource, no restrictions can be made 
on any other corporation that might wish to do the sanie 
because it would not be "fair." If future investors in the 
region were to be turned away for some reason, the state, 
and in some cases the Federalgovernment, would be liable 
to pay fines to the corporation for its "loss of potential 
profits" even though, according to federal law, all such 
diversion or "out of basin· transfer" would be illegal. This 
points to a conflict of interest between globalfree trade 
rules and the sovereignty of nations who have their own 
laws and regulations which, in theory, represent the will of 
the people. 

Swier and the 400 other members of MCWC are moti
vated to oppose the diversion of Great Lakes water. by 
Perrier because it could be . paving the way for other 
companies to come and exploit the area as well. It would 
be precedent setting, and potentially irrevocable. 

The Battles of the Future 
Michigan is poised to be at the heart of. at least ;;dew 

battles with its proximity to 20p~rcentof the world's fresh 
water. As early as the 1980s, us government intelligence 
services were reporting that at 'least 10 places in the world 
would soo:q be sites of '~water wars" due to lack df access. 
Kestalen.ts of Michigan ate well aware that shortages else
where will mean that Great Lakes water is 'going:to b'tHii 
high demand. · ' · · 

Meanwhile, the Midwest constitutes the largest groWing 
market for bottled water, so the battle will ,be 'dose · to 
home. The residents C!f Mecosta County have beeri on the 
frontliriesduringthepastyear: · ,,: - ·_ , , ._ '. 
, Perrier, a $5;6 billion; multi-national corporation owh~d 
by Nestle, ·knows what many people are jtist <startingrto 
figure out: There is money to be made in'extractirtg antl 
exporting water out ofthe Great Lakes Basin. BUt who :i:s 
making the money? And isn't there mc:>re to the Story tharl 
who the millions should go to? For rri:any people in these 

~ parts, this is not just a inatterof:jUstice/ PtJliticS:ot 

~-: =:~-~"'"77.,:, .;;.,_ '";'·"·--·...,.."tc"·;, •. ...,;. ... ·., ., .... :,.:.;..:.:.L ... a healthy distrust, of . corporations: • In 
;-:- . thiS· rural patt ofithe' court tty) 

the; latia ana th~ Jw.ater: is 
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often thought of as sacred, and more than anything else, it 
connects people to their ancestors. 

In a February 2001 referendum, there was overwhelming 
opposition to Perrier's presence in Mecosta County, even 
if only because many people still had questions about what 
this would mean for, the community. These people are not 
alone in their skepticism. Residents across the lake . in 
Wisconsin are also facing a similar plan by Perrier to extract 
water for corporate profit. 

In order to capture and transport water from 
underground springs, construction has al
ready begun on a 12-rnile stainless 
steel pipeline that will traverse nu- .. 
merous wetlands, streams and 
natural areas .. Wells and well 
houses are nearing comple
tion, despite their lack of 
appropriate permits. The 
factory, nearly the size 
of two football fields, 
is almost complete. 

In their May 2001 
permit application · 
·to the Michigan De
partment of ,Envi
ronmental Quality 
(MD'EQ), Perrier . . 
claimed that their 
plan will not have 
adverse ·affects on 
area residential wells, 
nearby wetlands, . 
streams and la~es, wa
tlushed ecology, aquatic 
resources .p.r threatened 
and el),c;:langered species. 
Ot:oers _, hav;e. poi!}. ted .. out 
that science will show this to 
be untrue. ,;Many people beJjev.e · 
the only teas.on Perrie,r has gotten as 
far <JS th~y,have with ,their plan has more ·· 
to do with politics and propaganda than any 
rea} evaluation of thejmplicationsoftheir project. 
. ,Jn tlil~_ \\T.i<;lnity, 10f tqe bottling plant itself, . ex~ . 
perts .Qave sho~ t}lat ~t least 40aq:~s of wetlands 
a,redire~tl¥ connectecl to the water table and will 
pe , ~ffe,cted, ~s ,the aquifer is drained through ·the . 
pumpi;ng:P,rQCess. ;:J\IJ. access rQaQ an~' a pe:rimeter 
road;' b9th·;Of• ~hich ,_are expected,Jo re~eive :h~gh 
tr~ffic) :~reloca:ted;extremely near an historic bald eagle 
ne~tHW1:li¢l:t·prodl;lGed.qne e~glet this year. Bald eagles are 
~moog tbe manyfw_IJls pf wildlife that stand to be affected, 
and are on the list of state and federal endangered species. 
By any account, Perrier's plan is far from benign. 

The company plans to bottle 24,000 gallons per hour. 
11his' translates in volume to a 125-acre, six-foot deep lake 
·\- ' . . ~ ' 

being drained every year. Retailing at $3.79 per gallon, 
with no actual cost to Perrier for the water itself, the well 
might seem bottomless. Perrier's share of the massive 
bottled water industry is 31 percent, twice that of its 
nearest competitor, with over $1.7 billion in annual sales. 
Their intention f9r the Mecosta plant, should they succeed 
in getting it off the ground, would mean additional rev
enues of approximately eight million dollars per year . . 

What Is In.This for the Locals? 
Although rumors have circulated that 
they may make their facility a fully 

automated "dark plant" which 
· would not require a large hu

~an work force, the new 
plant may result in be

tween 45 and 80 jobs for 
the area, a minor perk 
given the environ
mental impacts and 
the loss of local a~
tonomy. Further
more, the Perrier 
track record gives 
many people rea
son to worry that 
they'll be an unwel
come neighbor. 

Dennis Schomack, 
policy advisor to Gov

ernor Engler said last 
Fall that "the fact that 

Perrier defended its right 
to extract·water in Texas, 

despite nearby farmers; 
wells drying up, all the way 
tothe Supreme Court, is an 

example<?ftheirruthlessnes~." 
lJ} Florida,· Perrier has battled 

with locai , government and prop
erty owrt~rs for water during droughts. 

In fact1 citizens iil other -communities where 
Perrier operates have been s9 outraged' ,at 
their disreg,ard .. for environmental laws ·find 
the will of the local communities that a na
tional organization ·was formed caned Save 
America's Water (SAW). . ';:' . '' · • 

SAW's website; www.saveam-eri~asw~ter:com, 
· . has numerous . resourc¢~ including inforniatibn: oii the 

politics of water, som'e details about various local cam
paigns, current litigation, as well as a list of Nestle and 
Perrier products to boyc6tt. - · ' · ' ;: ; . 

Michigan Citizens for Water Conservati.oJl wil~ hope
fully have their day in court within the cominS:nionths. 
For mo.re information and updates visit MCWC's website, 
V'iww.savemiwater.com. 
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Live Simply So that Others May Simply Live 
BY GERARD ALBIN mention. Let's just look at the central issue that seems so 

hard to grasp. The high-tech growth boom means that the 
This thought pattern seems so passe'· today, because of internet is a tool for increasing the speed, power and 

course it doesn't fit into our riew seeularreligion~faith in environmental effects of all industrial technology. It is 
salvation through instant inform~tioJ( everywhere. How also a tool for destroying time and distance. But ecosys
quickly progressives forgot this idea, a:~<l:rushed out to buy tern integrity, including biodiversity and sane land use, 
computers and get into the plasti~·'pla)tp~rt of the internet! are all utterly dependent on the natural protective barrier 
(I'm not talking about those wh<? wet<Uruly forced to go of physical distance. Real economy, real culture and 
online, for personal economic sut:YtvaLJt's the volunteers community, are all local. Only local people are motivated 
for the playpen that mystify me.) Everyone who cares about to protect the environment they depend on. The Earth 
the future continuity of ariythihg positive in the world simply can't survive globali~ation, which is totally based 
should eschew and resi~f- rAn-tnl1f-.P1" rf.pT'"i.pnrf.Pnr'.P ATl r'An'\T"I11t<>1"~ ; : ,,;., · 

I'm surprised that pro · ; that control of the 
vironmentalists don't :nment propaganda, 
the technologies offere !crecy was all but be-
use their powers Of dis1 .... c . Jle, thanks to the 
to see which are simply . ~ne has access to the 
ible with the surviva reign news service 
Earth-and then shm ~tc., right? But even 
Why are progressi' his idea proved to be 
dazzled by the glamm r pipe dream when 
personal gratification ' no bombing cam-
they can't transcend . went down like ice 
pia,lookbeyondandse m, with very few 
big picture? It doesn't 1 pie probing behind 
ter so much what you ~ surfaces of the ine-
lieve, it matters what y 1 propaganda service 
do. A fascist who refrair inquire into the true 
from buying computer: )sovo background. 
is less harmful than a But since 9/11~ the il-
politicaHy correct en~ · .sion of the internet as 
vironmentalist who · Jwering fountainhead 
buys and uses com put- . rartsparerit · truth 'has 
ers, playing happily in · · · · :' · > ·: ·' ' •.·. revealed as: ut~etly 
seethe bars, butenjoyir · . ;; . ,,!', ·· :,:···:.·· , ·., ·1}; .. ' - ~ '' lpt.MiliionsofAmen" 
nity in the ghostly cyb · _ . . . , . 1 

' _•erial 'reality ofthe US 
There are so many grounds for 'my posit.l6ri: Let · me · ' rble ·in tlie ' :Wotld ·and 'the 'blowback karnia"of- P!lSt ·us 

mention only afew. Pedplewho buy computers are particj- ~ 1: vi,qlen~~ be~~me in$t;,mt1y diserifrarichfs·ed arid sllenced by 
pating in the-creation and maintenance of tq.e planet a.s a the s~ffo<;:at~ng_bianket of dem'eiited, bridn-d2nrlaged jingo
toxic global concentratiort camp. Computers ;and semi- 'ism. If 'just'"doesh1t ihaher in sittiationsi like this wha'tcool 
conductors are profoundly polluting to manufact:ure:, use . · wE!b$ites y~u .fait visit;. ff {Jley preach bnly to the 'cdrtv~rted .. 
and dispose 0f. The price of purchase and monthly servi'ce · It matters only what the masst!s see, ·artd how the ·PavloVian 
fees ·go directly or indirectly toWard implementing high- screws are turned, in the implemerttatidn;dffihely tuned 
tech electroliic surveillance everywhere. This' is mblfe than · . thought tontrol by the;~emiLirivisi~le spinmeisters: , ' • i · 
a consumerist loss of 'privacy issue-it's a' Big Brothett < , : •the :esserttUll :Baby1brt1an' enemies are impetsonaf en~ 
police state threat that is very reaL · : i:, · · . . . , 1 · ·emies, lt-echii6logy intertwiiled' witfii a ·lethal' 'ec~rtoni~c 
' There <n'e inany problems for the individual and society , system. It's Simple-mfrideo 'arid dlrildi~h to foclis 1aga1ris't 

created by the growing immer.sidn m virtual reality.' It will , the indiVidual dorks who ·aie .CEO~·. · chomskrtoldus years 
inexorably pave the · way for · atdeptance of' human genetic • ago how: futile thi's is....;_;CE.Os'cah tl~killed' O'vefArid li>verl>ut 
engineering and utter helloh Earth. Already one can see hoW: . ifhey' Will : simply ' be replaced, I *Hh : a haidening of '~he . 
it dulls the senses, arid delays the nervous system'-'--esj)ecially ,: :ieitgeist ' of •teptessiol1 1bei'ng · the1 (6riiY, effect: · 1Yup, the 
in children-resulting in a .crude, robotic sensibility toward ' 1 ienem~ Jis impersonal,1 out ;peiliaps persorialfsm ;equid :be 
the· immediate: .envi.ronment· and nature· in gerieraL i The: ,, · chann~eled into•6rte fertile patti :<?f d 1tiqtie ht thfs p6iHt: qo 
internet format has also led to a colossal loss of context and : research and reflection to recall who was espousing through
coherence in' what passes for- intellectUal culture; : i' . . : .· :(mttb.e '9-0s the feeble'Jniinded (:lrivel thafthe internet iS a · 

The interneHs far from being·just a 'neutrtll communica~ , ;deCisive fm<Se'foti Iibel;atioh·tiecause =ifis ·ari ov~rWhelming 
tions tool; and• the claims that it is a decentralized; 'demo- ': fourt'fainh~act: ':Of · deri16cracy ·Arid' tntdL ·C&riftBnt tfterti; · 
crati\= force for.liberati(!)h 'are'reany.too ridiculous to even expose them and discredit them. 
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Fighting 
BY MII<AL J AKUBAL 

A movement without a past is 
a movement without a future. 

Does anyone ever stop to wonder 
what ever happened to all the daring, t 
militantactivistswhoshapedEarthFirst! · o 
in its first 10 or 15 years? I suspect that · 
many newer activists are largely un-
aware that EF! has gone through drastic 
transformations over the years and owes 
most of what it is today to people who 
are long gone from the EF! scene. Any-
one who is curious might want to flip ~ 
through back issues of the Journal and • 
note who-was-who over the years. Why · 1n 
have nearly all of these people given up 
on radical direct action? It is a question 
that any serious activist should try to finally acknowledge the undeniable 1 personally don't believe this im
answer because it has important impli- truth that we were losing, that what plies that militant direct action and the 
cations for the durability and effective- we were doing wasn't working. In desire for revolutionary change are 
ness of the EF! movement. the face of such a realization, there merely youthful fantasies, a phase that 

I believe most of my activist co- was no point in continuing as be- everyonewilleventuallymovebeyond 
horts from the '80s would agree with fore. Martyrdom gets old very when they"growup."Mostofusknow 
me when I say that the reason most of quickly. · · of sanctimonious individuals within 
us pulled back from the confronta- Some of those active in the '80s the environmental movement, and 
tional, dramatic activism that made simply dropped out, butagoodnum- hostile opponents outside of it, who 
EF! famous and reshaped the en vi- . ber went on to work with some of the r~adily use this argument to dismiss 
ronmentai movement forever criticism aimed atthem from radi-
wasits lack of sustainabilicy lthinkthatallofusformerEF!militants,at cals. Were it true, ,the obvious 
on a personal level. We, like implication would be that EF!, 
anyone else, had lives to live, varying points and in differing ways, came to the anti-globalization movement 
perso1,1al , growth to nurture, finally acknowledge the undeniable truth that and everyone else should pack up 
ol.d baggage to leave behind shop, forget about systematic 
anP, new dreams to follow. We we were losing, thatwhatweweredoingwasn't change, and:join the Green Party 
sta~ted careers or families, w. or king. In the face of such a realization, or one of the .smaller grassroots 
bougP,t homesteads, contin". groups referred to earlier. 
ued artistic pursuits or went there was n~ point in continuing as before. . How then, do we achieve the 
back to schoo:L We got tired of Mart·y.rdom gets old very quickly. . effectiveness that will sustain us 
livillg out of qumpster~, b~ing as individuals and simultaneously 
in: tl;le clutche.s of. the legal . build that effectiveness into a 
system and . ~itting . t11rougn intermi- new hard-hitting, no-compromise or- movement for radical change? 
nable . :meeti~gs p~a~:n,in,g the ,same ganizations doing mainstream envi- . My attempt to answer that question 
oJd ac~ions. ' Ev~D; the .nov,elcy and · r:onmental activism, education and has led me to the study of strategy. I've 
adrenaline ru~h of high-drama; .ac-. litigation. When I ask tbese ex-block- concluded tbat st;rategy is the single' 
~iors , ev;entually w<;>re <?ff1leaving us . act:ers, rioters and monl,<eywreHchers mostimportantplissingeltlmentinthe 
w'!-nting something wore if we were . what they're up to these . days, they field pf direct a:ction.--'-'-and has :Peen-for 
to continue ,as radica~ activists:. . . , . desc:t;ibe •all the succe~sful, effective the last 40r years or mo_re. A thorough. 

T-h /( ' I n.; , th . h 1 I d ll l f h . b . , e i 1 spmE;t~"1"ng ,~ore1 • . · e_mtss. proj:~cts: t ey,:reinvove . in,aswe .e;!(panation,o strategy:t eoryisO. ·Vl· 
in.g Hn~ ~~ s;usta~n.<\1?~~ activi~m, ;Was: as . the ; variou~ persenal projects ously .not pqssibl~ he·~:e~. but for ~imple 
a~~ ~till~~.- eff~<;tivE:ness, 1tangible .~~- they've pursued alongsiqe tbe~r ~c- : perspective, ima~ne this' Both sides irt 
sults and' a · sense that what we are tivism. Many former civil disobedi- a hypothetical conflict (be it football, a 
q~ipg ,m~~~ers i I .tJ;l;ink ,~J;lat ~11 :9/· u~ ~nee cellmate~ have told me that . ~hess garoe ormilit~ry; battle) are tlqual 
former, EF! ! milftpnts, .~t y<qyi:1jlg ,- they <tre,~".fi~ally saving spmething" , in every ,~espert O:ther than:&.trategy. 
P,~ip.tS anQ ip qi(fering.w:ays, C(\lfle tp after all th:eir years Q~ cl<i:tiVism; '; J• • • . ! ~ ' ' ; i :. COf!ljinu,qd on nex~ page 
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A movement without a past ••• 
continued from previous page 

The side with the best strategy wins 
because that side will be better able to 
organize its resources in an effective 
manner against the otherwise-equal op
ponent. Now picture a social struggle 
in which one side has a near monopoly 
on every resource, making victory for 
the underdog (us) seem a hopeless im
possibility. Folk-song \Visdom aside, 
mere truth and justice are not enough 
to carry a movement to victory. Evil 
routinely triumphs. Having a vastly 

effectiveness in group behavior, orga
nizational structures, information 
flow and so on. In this sense, .the 
movement becomes like a living, in
telligent organism, able to pass on 
experience and knowledge from one 
generation of activists to the next. I 
refer to a movement with these quali
ties as havinga culture of strategy. 

What I believe we have at present 
could be called -a culture of defeat, · 
institutionalforgettingor, simply, anti
strategy. Anti-strategic practices, ideas 

resistance, but has learned how to 
learn. While an individual. opponent 
in a specific campaign may be stupid 
and easily beaten, the system as a 
whole is becoming more efficient and 
lethal by the day. 
· Like a photographic negative of the 

enemy, we are a rather "dumb," slug
gish organism, unable to rapidly learn 
and adapt. This despite the presence 
of many talented, competent and vi
sionary individuals whose attempts 
at promoting change are often met 

with political (or lit
eral!) screaming, kick
ing anq biting. 

Anti-strategyperme
ates every layer of the 
movement. Take this 
hypothetical but com
mon scenario: People 
use "good" consensus 
process to reach a de
cision that everyone 
feels positive about. 
According to most of 
the movement litera
ture on the subject, this 
wm:ild be considered a 
good action plan. But 
good process in no way 
guarantees good strat
egy, especially if most 
of the participants are 
inexperienced. 

Our hypothetical 
group, ready to do 

. battle, hc;)}ds hands 
and "ohms" ·fogether. 

, The participan;.~s go 04t 
into the street, only to 
walk into a' situation 
for which they are to-
tally unprepared. Like 

superior strategy is our only hope of · . and organizational structures 1within ' a magic spell {or slaying. d~agons tha~ 
getting the upper hand in such an the movement take· many forms, all bf was defective from th~ start, .the pia~ 
otherwise lopsided conflict. which act to prevent individual experi- falls apart, peqple are subjected to uri~ 

In order for our movement to de- enceandlearningfrom being respected , l anticipated arrests. and beatjngs, fear 
velop effective strategy~that is, strat- and incorporated into the organism- · and chaos ep.sue, and the ,objective qf 
egy that allows us to stay ahead of, · level consciousness .. Which is .to say, . the action is-not achieveq. Some ver-

. . . ( 

outsmart and defeat the enemy-we they prevent the movement from ever : siolil of this happens. routinely ip th~ 
must be able to learn, not just as being effective. . 1 • · • '. real wmld .when~ver action pla.ps dq 
individuals, but as a movement. We Why? Because; our enemy is a not reflect and prepare people for the 
need to develop what is . sometimes "smart," machine~ like conscio~sness · actual situation in tqe fi~ld . . , .. 
called institutional ·memory, where that has not only' learned how to .in- iWhat ·maJ<es this scenario doubly 
individual learning leads to greater crease ·its domination: and neutralize · tragic is that;c;>ften therear~:expenenced 
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people involved, but their knowledge 
isn't considered valuable enough to lis" 
ten to in any meaningful way. For ex~ 
ample, in a big planning meeting, I 
might be allocated a 30-second sound 
bite-the same as the person next to me 
for whom this is a first-ever action. If I 
arrive alone to a spqkescouncil meeting, 
I will not get to speak at all though 
others with far less experience will be
cause they are representatives of an af
finity group. 

Helplessly fleeing as careful plans fall 
apart is profoundly di.sempowering in 
the short term. In the long run, repeti
tive failure and inability to learn fromit 
will lose the entire struggle. 

Notice the self-reinforcing cycle, 
or "feedback loop," that's been cre
ated here. As individuals my cohorts 
and I learned from experience, but 
our experience did not lead to greater 
effectiveness due to the movement's 

on and the cycle to continue. 
Toward a culture of strategy, will appear 

in the next issue of the Journal and will 
explore possible ways by which to solve 
two particularly difficult challenges: 1) 
building a competence and experienced
based strategy planning structure into 
an anarchistic movement and; 2) in
volving and training new people within 
such a structure. I've been asked to 
include a reading list here. That pre

I believe that most of the anti-strat-Such experiences say to me 
that after 17 years of activism 
and extensive study of strat
egy my perspective is worth 
nothing. Only a martyr or a 
fool would waste time or take 
risks for such a group. 

It is impossible to develop 
sophisticated strategic <;:oncepts 
within TV-commercial-length 
time slots. Giving everyone 
equal air time brings the whole 
group down to the skill level of 
the least-experienced indi
vidual. Being designated a 
spokesperson for an affinity 

egy in the various radical movements 
originates in well-intentioned at
temptstofreeourselvesfromaculture 
of abusive, arbitrary authority. What 
we've ended up with is an ideology of 
empowerment that hides a practice of 
disempowerment. 

sents a problem because there is 
very little material directly rel
evant to activist struggles, and 
none of it is adequate. Aii indis
pensable start however, is Gene 
Sharp's Politics of Nonviolent Ac
tion, all three volumes. Some 
people find it dry, but the infor
mation is invaluable. Chr~sto
pher Kruegler and Peter 
Ackerman's Strategic Nonviolent 
Conflict is more exciting reading, 
but will make more sense after 
reading Sharp's book. Military 
theorists have done the best work 
in the development of strategy, 
but it often can take some men

group does not bestow knowledge, ex
perience or any other real-world quali
fication to plan strategy. 

Other examples of institutional am
nesia include hiding the failure of the 
above scenario behind feel-good self
congratulation; apologizing for fail
tire ("we did the best we could ... ") 
instead of conducting a rigorous post
action critique; not supporting those 
who want to conduct such a critique; 
the failure to discuss individual in
competence if such occurred; anti-in
tellectualism that values simplistic, 
buzz-word solutions over disciplined 
study; the typical failure of the meet
ing to start on time and proceed effi
ciently, making participation difficult · 
for more experienced people (who are 
often older and have lives outside of 
basecamp); and proceeding to the next 
action as if nothing were wrong. 

I believe that most of the anti-strategy 
in the various radical movements origi
nates in well-intentioned attempts to 
free ourselves from a culture of abusive, 
arbitrary authority. What we've ended 
up with is an ideology of empowerment 
that hides a practice ofdisempowerment. 

anti-strategic structure. Unwilling to 
continue with a losing and person
ally unsustainable cause, we went 
elsewhere with our lives. The next 
generation of activists now makes 
the same mistakes, but this time 
against a smarter enemy, who has 
learned from our mistakes. Even 
bigger defeat results, discouraging 
people even faster. Without a past to 
learn from, there is no future. 

None of this is inevitable and we 
need not be prisoners of our past 
mistakes. The first step, and probably 
the hardest for many of us, is to admit 
when we're losing and make a com
mitment to do something about it. 
From there, we can begin to con
sciously develop a self-reinforcing cul~ 
ture of strategy, one that places the 
highest value on experience, learning 
and fighting wisely. Institutional 
memory will allow the movement to 
generate sophisticated, effective strat
egy. Superior strategy, competently 
executed, is the best guarantee of suc
cess in battle. Success will attract new 
people and help retain experienced 
ones, allowing knowledge to be passed 

tal stretching to figure out how to apply 
it to saving trees. There is often consid
erable irrelevant chaff to sift through as 
welL For those who want to go to the 
effort, I'd recommend starting with Sir . 
Basil Liddell-Hart's Strategy and Robert 
Leonhard's Art of Maneuver. 

... is a mO\'CIIlent without a future. 
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BY TINTIN }ONES 

The Primrose Lake Air Weapons 
Range (PLA WR) in Northern Alberta, 
Canada is a favored North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) play
ground where numerous missiles, 
bombs, weapons and aircraft that are 
currently being used in the "War 
Against Terrorism" are being tested. 
Since June 2001, the Dene Suline, 
aboriginal people of Cold Lake, have 
established a camp at the main en
trance of the weapons range. They 
are opposing the theft and destruc
tion of their traditional territory to 
feed the war machine and the oil 
industry. 

Since their earliest memories, the 
Dene Suline have lived peacefully on 
the land that is now the PLA WR. 
Through hunting, fishing, trapping and 
food gathering, the Dene Suline have 
sustained themselves as a people in the 
face of genocide from the Ganadian 
government and NATO. 

The Dene people live from north
western Canada down to Black Mesa in 
Arizona. The US and Canadian govern
ments and corporations have , stolen 
their land, killed their people and forced 
the Dene onto reservations. Like the 
Dineh people at Big Mountain, the 
Dene Suline of Cold Lake have faced 
forced relocation. 

The first Europeans on Dene Suline 
territory were Hudson Bay Company 
fur traders, and by 1867 a treaty, known 
as Treaty Number Six, was forced,onto 
the Dene Suline. In 1952, the Canadian 
government, under the pretense of pro
tecting the freedom and safety of 
Canada, stole the land encompassing 
PLAWR, land that was guaranteed to 
the Dene by treaty. 

When this happened, the Dene Suline 
had a seven-day sit-in at Suckerville, on 
the shores of Primrose Lake, refusing to 
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move until their land was returned. 
After heavy coercion from the govern
ment, a deal was made: a lease of 4,490 
square miles for military use onlywhich 
was to be returned, or a new lease 
negotiated after twenty years. 

government. Not surprisingly, after 
the original 20-year l~ase was up, the 
government still maintained control 
over Primrose Lake and did not rene
gotiate the lease. 

The territory of the Dene Suline is 
being bombed and decimated every 
day. Burial grounds, traplines and 
hunting and fishing grounds are de
stroyed by the greed of the oil industry 
and the bombs of the NATO war ma
chine. Through residential schools, 
poverty, alcohol, destruction of the 
environment and forced assimilation, 
the government has tried to break the 
culture and strength of the people. 

Before 1952, a Huge deposit of oil 
was discovered on their territory and 
by the early '70s the technology had 
been developed to extract that oil. 

NATO, the War Machine and 
Native Territory 

Many other indigenous nations on 
Turtle Island have seen the effects of 

~ the war machine's testing on their 
1, territories. The Western Shoshone 
~ people in Newe Segobia (Nevada) have 
~ suffered from massive nuclear testing 
~ on their lands. Many people have de
~ vel oped cancer and other illnesses from 
~ nuclear radiation and the destruction 
i of the land and the sustenance it pro-
"' ~ vides. Thousands of low-level planes 
[ fly over the territory of the Innu people 
~ in northeast Canada every year, nega
" . tively affecting their environment, 

......... ______ • food sources and culture. 

Since then, the oil companies, prima
rily Alberta Energy Corporation and 
Petro Canada, have been taking bil
lions of dollars worth of oil yearly and 
destroying the environment in the 
process. In recent years further devel
opments in technology have made 
the extraction of oil in the tar sands 
possible increasing .'the oil potential. 
This region has more oil reserves than 
Saudi Arabia. .' 

The voices of opposition from the 
Dene Suline have been ignored by the 

In the SO years since the Depart
ment of National Defense stole this 
land, Primrose Lake has beconie one 
of the largest airforce bases in . the 
world. The "Tomahawk" cruise mis
sile was first tested at Primrose Lake, 
and then used in Iraq, Yugoslavia and 
now Afghanistan. 

As a people who have lived close to 
the land for thousands of years, the 
Dene Suline are intimately aware of 
the impacts of NATO and PL\ /vR on 
their environment. They have seen an 
increase in disease in both humans 
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A NATION BUILT ON GENOCIDE 
and animals. Their lakes and rivers are 
being polluted .by the waste of the oil 
industry and NAJ'O bombs and mis
siles. 

The ancient boreal forest around 
PLA WR is home to moose, elk, buffalo, 
timber wolves and bears. These ani
mals are being killed and displaced by 
the bombardment of their habitat. 

For six weeks every year at the PLA WR, 
more than 18 NATO countries use the 
range for "Operation Maple Flag" in 
which they test new laser and ballistic 
missiles and depleted uranium (DU) 
bombs [see article page 17]. DU is the 
left over element from the fission of 
Uranium 235, which is used for fuel for 
weapons and nuclear reactors. DU con
tains alpha and beta emitters which 
cause damage to cells in the lungs, 
bones, kidneys, prostate, guts and 
brains, eventually leading to cancer. 
Depleted uranium contaminates the 
land, air and water for millions of years. 

The "War Against Terrorism" is colo
nization in the 21st century. Land is 
turned into military occupied zones. 
The environment is destroyed, the 
people are forced to give their oil to 
the hungry western market and as
similate their culture and economy 
into the world capitalist market place. 

What NATO and Canada have done 
to the Dene Suline and their territory 
is what they want to do to the world. 
People have been lead to believe the 
"War Against Terrorism" is a war for 
freedom and democracy, to liberate 
Mghanis and other Muslims from re
pressive governments and radical funda-

mentalists. But the Taliban's treat
ment and oppression of women and 
non-Muslims is no different than 
the Canadian treatment of the Dene 
Suline and other indigenous pe<)ple 
on Turtle Island. As "Operation Eri:
during Freedom" continues, th~r~_ds 
only going to be more genodde ~(lm
mitted against the native people ofTtii;tl~ 
Island and destruction of their temti:J~ 
ries in the name of military testing:·;· 

Dene Suline Resistance 
For the past six months, the Dene 

Suline have asserted their aborigin<!l 
title and opposed the NATO w:iu ma
chine by reoccuppying their traditio!lal 
territory at PLAWR. On June 3, 2001; 
the Dene Suline blocked the Alberta 
Energy Corporation (AEC) access road 
and the weapons range and established 
a camp there. They are re-asser~ing 
their title to their homelands by physi
cally living on them, and by doing s0; 
they are implementing the 1997 
Delgamuukw Supreme Court decisioni 
which affirms the inherent rights of 
native people in Canada. · 

On December 12, the government 
was able to pass through their next 
stage in the theft of Dene land by 
working with the Band Council gov
ernment to pass a referendum which 
gives the Dene $25.5 million and a 
measly 5,000 acres ofland in exchange 
for the 4,500 square miles of their 
territory that encompasses the whole 
weapons range. This works out to 
only $35 an acre and $2,500 for each 
Cold Lake band member. 

.. · · Thls ·d~~I was fasttrack~d past the 
. p~ople by the government and Bartd 
• Co~h<:il w~t11. little infor~ationg~ven. 
about alternatives:. This deal reflects the 

. ' ·ofgenocide 'ill eanada~ 
·. fh~ Canadian government 

wc!~>.witn. mtnct<.;.;louJrlqt~ to rut deals' 
· .. · . .. . :1'Forapeople 

· oppressed for . so . · 
• -;. >r 

..... "'~"''!.~·v"'<> ... . all:d povert}t; . · 
money has an immediate short-term 
appeal and these deals are able to pass 
despite dissent from traditionalists and 
other members of the nation. 

The Dene Suline are not giving up 
or backing down because of this latest 
taCtic by the government. Around20 
people are still at the camp regularly, 
despite bitter winter cold.· They re
cently finished building their first 
permanent cabin and are in the•pro
cess of building more. Dene Suline 
Warriors are promising direct action 
against PLA WR, the government, 
Alberta Energy Corporation and any
one else in support of this deal. The 
Dene people have survived this long 
in the face of genocide and they will 
continue to fight to defend their 
people and territory against devasta
tion by Canada, the oil industry and 
the NATO war machine. 

"We need the world to look closely at 
this act of aggression. We need human 
rights and environmental groups as well 
as the peace/anti-war movements to act 
on their resolutions and defend the 
territories," said Dene Warrior Brian X. 

How to support: The Dene Suline 
are desperately in need of funds. To 
contribute, contact the phone num
ber below; or transfers can be made to 
Cold Lake Dene People's Fund, acct. 
230 6017 Ol~maximizer, Cold Lake 
Credit Union, Cold Lake, AB. They 
need communications gear (video 
cameras, cell phones, radios). You can 
also support by organizing actions 
against any of the government bodies, 
the Department of National Defense, 
corporations and NATO. To join their 
actions on the front lines, contact the 
number below. The Dene Suline want 
this information to get out to people, 
so please help by spreading the word. 

For more info contact Dene Suline of 
Cold Lake, POB 8497, Cold Lake, Dene 
Suline Territory," AB" TOM 1M2 Canada; 
(780) 639-4952; (780) 812-0306. 
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TOXIC DOWNWINDS: No -REDREss 

BY DAVID ORTON 

Saboteurs: Wiebo Ludwig's War Against Big Oil, by An
drew Nikiforuk, published by Macfarlane Walter & Ross, Toronto, 
Ontario, 2001. · · · 

"Extremists are ordinary people with their backs against 
the wall." · 

-DISCIPLINED RCMP SERGEANT 

Utilities Board (EUB), largely financed by industry 
itself, consistently refused Ludwig's request for a pub
lic inquiry, despite the Board's own admission that in 
1998 daily flaring around Trickle Creek "released 
enough gas to heat more than 5,000 homes." Flares are 
described in the book as looking "like giant candles" 
and roaring "like jet engines." Flares can discharge 
through high stacks or at ground level. Apart from this 
incredible waste, there is the pollution, truck traffic 
and other inconveniences associated with industrial 
exploitation, all of which are approved by govern
ment regulatory agencies. 

About 40 percent of Alberta gas is "sour,'~ meaning it 
contains hydrogen sulphide or sulphur. As the author 
notes, those who work around sour gas suffer a num
ber of health problems: "Men who have worked 
Alberta's sour gas fields tend to age rapidly and look 
old before their time." Naturally, the oil and gas 
industry and government have a different view: "Both 
industry and government argue that no conclusive 
body of scientific evidence supports the claim that 
small doses of H2S (hydrogen sulphide) are harmful." 
About one third of Alberta's government revenues 
come from oil and gas. Yet for more than 40 years now, 
as author Nikiforuk shows, rural Albertans exposed to 
sour gas emissions have had bloody noses, respiratory 
problems, premature births, nausea, cancer, asthma 
and dead or sick livestock. 
· Why does flarif\g occur? Nikiforuk explains that "oil 

wells flare to burn offgas that doesn't warrant the cost of 
a pipeline. Gas plants flare to convert H2S into water and 
less toxic sulphuric dioxide. Both wells and plants often 
flare during routine cleanups or emergency burn-offs of gas 
called "upsets." 

What is in the flares? According to a 1994 Alberta 
Research Council study, withheld by the government 
for two years, found "that flares didn't burn efficiently 
and left anywhere from 16 to 38 percent of the gases 
intact. While the burning of waste gas destroyed some 
toxins, it created others-as many as 250 compounds, 

This is a must-read book for anyone who wants to including known cancer causers aqd brain fuddlers 
understand how the oil and gas industry negatively im- such as benzene, styrene carbon disulphide, hydrogen 
pacts people and the environment. sulphide and carbonyl sulphide." 

Saboteurs is grounded in the impacf of the oil and gas Ludwig's experience, and that of others chronicled 
industry over the past 10 years on fundamentaUst in this fine, progressive, yet anthropocentric book by 
Christian Reverend Wiebo Ludwig and his extended Nikiforuk, shows what many rural Canadians have 
Trickle Creek farm-commune family of about 36 per- come to learn first-hand-that there is no permanent 
sons, the "Church of Our Shepherd King," as well as unspoilt space for one's family which cannot be fun
many otherpeoples' experience in Alberta. The farm- damentally disrupted by capitalist economic activity. 
commune (on what originally was an unspoilt 160 In Alberta, only about 10 percent of forest land re
acres) is in the Peace River area of northern Alberta. It mains unfragmented by seismic lines, pipelines, oil 
is a simple, eco-alternative lifestyle, religious commu- ·and gas wells, clearcutting and roads. According to 
nity, seen by Ludwig "as a viable visionary alternative 'saboteurs, in the year 2001 over 20,000 oil and gas 
to the prevailing destructive lifestyles around us." From . wells were to be drilled in the province. Nikiforuk 
1990 onwards, Trickle Creek residents were frequently .: notes that in the year 2000, the regulatory EUB only 
gassed, by flares of hydrogen sulphide from sour gas . turned down one application, out of thousands, to 
wells on and surrounding their farm. The Energy and drill an oil and gas well. 
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The lives of rural residents can often be turned upside adverse environmental or adverse socio-economic im-
down by nearby clearcutting, mining, oil and other so- pacts are likely to occur." , 
called development. In Alberta, Nova Scotia or any other In a wider sense, which Nikiforuk's book does not 
province, while a person may "own"' land under the really cover, fossil fuel is central to the continuing 
capitalist economic system, one cannot own the mineral ecological destructiveness of the global industrial 
rights beneath the land. These reside with provincial economy. George Bush has made it clear that Canada 
governments. Capitalist property "rights" are sold or has a major role to play in servicing the American 
leased on industry's demand. The oil and gas industry colossus. Our Canadian politicians are prostrating them
operates as though the people with whom they must selves to answer Bush's energy call. 
negotiate entry for well sites or pipeline rights-of-way Wiebo Ludwig was eventually sentenced to 28 months 
have no deep attachment to their place of residence or prison time for his ecotage of oil and gas installations. But 
care abour preserving the ecological integrity of the land. this book makes it clear that Ludwig had a lot of support in 
Atlantic lessons rural Alberta. Given the new "anti-terrorist" climate in 

Reading Sabateurs should help to cast away illusions Canada, and the passage oflegislation like bills C-35 and C
about the fossil fuel industry's claims that it can ever be 36, future interference with the fossil fuel industry will 
a "good neighbor" or "co-exist" with commercial , likely be considered "treasonous." 
fishing, eco-tourism or preserving marine habitat. Nikiforuk's book is full of stories of how in Alberta 
Who will be looking out for the inevitable pipeline the industry and the government promote "denial," 
leaks, breakages, well blow-outs, release of toxic drill- not rectification. There is a lot of rage in Alberta, and 
ing muds, human errors, etc.? At the farcical hearings it will be heading to the East Coast. Oil · and gas 
into the Sable gas project, the mountains of company activists and the interested public need to read this 
literature presented to environmental assessment panels book. Knowing the true face of the enemy is part of 
all came to an identical conclusion: "No significant any intelligent battle preparation. 

I MARCHED AGAINST THE: 51.LL CONTINUED. • • 
continued from page 20 

Terrorism is police teargassing, shooting and beat
ing peaceful protesters. It's the police shouting fascist 
abuse in Genoa and using rubber bullets in Gothenburg. 
Terrorism is the police, the government and the corpo
rations. It's what happens day after day, year after year 
in this fucked-up system. It's the feeling of oppression, · 
when you get the sense that something is trying to 
strangle the life out of you. It's the slow torture over 
months and years. It's what we all fight against daily 
in the struggle of rejecting a system that wants at best 
to ignore us, at worst to annihilate us. 

What we need to remember is that the real criminals 
and terrorists are the arrris dealers, and the corporation 
heads: Think of Shell destroying land and lives in 
Nigeria; drug companies controlling desperately needed 
HIV I AIDS treatment in Africa whilst thousands are 
dying; or US and Ul<-led sanctions on Iraq crippling an 
entire country and killing innocent people. Terrorism is 
the oppression bred by the state. It gets me so angry 
because I love this Earth and everything on it. There is 
so much beauty, so much love and there is always the 
capacity for peace. The Terrorism Act will hit us hard 
and bring pain to the community around me but it will 
not stop us. I have absolute faith in that. 

Cat Hemlock is an environmental and peace activist who at 
the moment spends most of her time staring out of bus 
windows at trees and dreaming about climbing them. Like 
most cats, she doesn't really have a home ·and is currently 
traveling around the West Coast of North America. You can 
reach her at cat_hemlock@hotmail.com. 
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Book Review: Memoirs Of An UriHDI Guerrill. 
BY BRIAN BuRCH 

Direct Action: Memoirs of an Urban 
Guerrilla, by Ann Hansen, published by 
Between the Lines, Toronto, Ontario, 2001 
and by AK Publishing, Oakland, CA 2002. 

No matter what has happened in the 
last twenty years, the defining moment 
of my political activist career was the 
bombing of Litton Industries. Their plant 
in northwest Toronto was where Cana
dian complicity in the arms race -was 
publicly revealed. Here, Canadian tax 
dollars were subsidizing production of 
the guidances system for American air
launched cruise missiles. For years the 
Cruise Missile Conversion Project and 
various local expressions of the Alliance 
for Nonviolent Action persistently and 
nonviolently attempted to end this sym
bol of Canadian involvement in the 
arms race. In the fall of 1982 there was a 
rupture, an upheaval in the resistance to 
manufacturing the tools of war -a bomb 
went off at Litton Industries. The group 
Direct Action claimed responsibility. 

The police took this opportunity to 
go after peace activists. Our homes and 
office~ were raided. People were picked 
up off the street and out of movie 
theatres for questioning. False charges 
were filed to pressure them to name 
names. It was a fearful and formative 
time; one that is hard to imagine was 
20 years ago. 

Ann Hansen was one of the members 
of Direct Action. Her book is a slightly 
fictionalized account of the history of 
Direct Action and the political realities 
of the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

Reading Direct Action, one gets a 
hint of Emma Goldman's Living My 
Life. There is a strong, personal narra
tive linked to the broader world of 
movements for positive and compas
sionate social transformation. Cre
ated conversations between known 
activists, sections that are almost di
ary-like in nature and parts that re
semble a newspaper are feature in 
balanced detail-Direct Action is a 
structurally complex work. 

What most struck home was the 
short retelling of the incident of being 
picked up by police who were driving 
an unmarked car. This is, to me, sym
bolic of one of the lesser known reali
ties of the aftermath of Litton-:it's 
effects on the lives of people uncon
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nected to the bombing. For about two_ 
years there was a strong sense of fear 
omong activists, wondering what 
would happen next-who would 
have their home raided? Who would 
face a ~eries of harassing charges? 
Will one of us be charged because 
the police needed to charge some
one? Our partners and families faced 
harassment as well. 

MEMOIIS 0' AN 
UIB4l'4: GUIRNLI.A 

This book doesn't indicate whether 
t~is impact-that fallout from the 
bombing would cause harm to people 
far removed from the action-had 
been considered by any of the partici
pants. I would have liked to see that, 
partly because I know through corre
spondence with the five while they 
were in prison that all of them were 
genuinely concerned about the vic
tims of police actions in the after
math of the bombings. 

What is revealed throlJ-ghout the book 
is a real militant compassion. Ann 
Hansen is good at portraying the range 
of issues that the five participants in 
Direct Action attempted _to address. 
There was no sudden leap from a de
sire for social change to a participation 
in urban guerrilla warfare. Rather, we 
are invited to share in a process that 
reveals why people who were deeply 
committed to a just and ecologically 
sound world would accept the costs of 
bombing as a step toward their ideals. 

Some of Ann Hansen biographical 
details were a surprise. The tapestry of 
her relationships was quite complex. 
Some were intensely emotional, indi
cating a capacity for love that, I think, 
also underlies her own willingness to 
take major personal risks in order to 
make life better for others. 

The details of the various actions, from 
the fire bombing of Red Hot Video and 
the bombing of the Dunsmuir site, to 
armed robberies, are not a romanticized 
viewofarmedstruggleorsabotage. Rather, 
they are pragmatic and, to a great extent, 
they are background details from the 
story of the Vancouver Five/Squarnish 
Five/DirectAction/Wirnmin'sFire Brigade 
from Ann Hansen's personal perspective. 

While Direct Action is a personal 
statement, it is also an historical docu
ment. Twenty years ago, revolution 
was not merely an advertising con
cept. As in the period when the 
Weather Underground arose, there 
were massive, public demands for 
radical social transformation. In 
Nicaragua and El Salvador there were 
large-scale popular revolts against US
backed regimes. In Canada, leaders of 
unions and churches participated in 
demonstrations that were definitively 
anti-capitalist and anti-militarist. 
There was enthusiasm as victories 
accumulated, such as reproductive 
freedom, which had been won 
through mass nonviolent resistance 
to unjust laws. If there were road
blocks to change, was it unreasonable 
to want their removal? If immediate 
harm was going to occur, such as 
building weapons for the US mili
tary, destroying the ecosystem or 
exploiting women's sexuality, was it 
unreasonable for people to try and 
sabotage the actual places where 
harm was occurring? 

Direct Action looks at this reality 
and questions it. In the light of the 
strong anti-globalization movement 
and the US response to the events of 
September 11, I think this is an essen
tial book to read and reflect upon. We 
are in a world where the police have 
recently been given extreme powers 
to crack down on dissent. If nothing 
else, this book will encourage sefious 
thought about effectively resisting 
while considering the consequences 
of resistance. 



Long Live the New lest! 
The lay of the land is slowly yet 

dramatically changing, often in excit~ 
ing b'ursts,.for the emerging New West 
of America. The Old West-the Cow

West-is dying a slogging, recalci
inexorable death. The old 

are going. Not yet gone. 
Let's say, ap-

the seemingly 
"homeonthe 

range" is Times are 
hard and 

.. Formerly having 
floods, fluctuating 
ken down fences and pesky 
ranchers must now additionally 
courtrooms and lawyers. They must 
now face the Endangered Species Act 
and a host of other federal laws that 
stand as obstructions to their hostile, 
century-plus assault on our homeland 
biodiversity-laws that now stand as 
templates of hope for wild plants and 
animals, rivers and mountains, mead~ 
ows and canyons throughout the West. 

Once touted as virile, persevering, 
salt-of-the-Earth folk stamping out a 
living. against all odds, cattle ran<;:hers 
are gradually being exposed for the 
profoundly Earth-destructive mob they 
actually are. Further, the Bureau of Land 
Management and the National Forest 
Service, supposed stewards of our pub
lic lands, are facing similarly daunting 
opposition in the same legal venues as 
ranchers, For the same reasons. 
·For only so long· caD; ranchers, with 

abetment from the Feds, pound our 
Mother to oblivion under the hooves· 
of their cows. For only .so long can 
they get away with fraud, larceny, 

. rap(! and pillage of our Western natu
ral heritage with the mouths, as South
western author Ed Abbey decried, of 
their "hooved locusts;" 

Federally subsidized or free barbed 
wire, fence posts, grazing allotments, 
water tanks, helicopter services, pipes, 
windmills, seeding, herbicide, pesti
cide, predator trapping, poisoning and 
aerial shooting now loom imminently 
as tragedies of the past. 

for them 
tl}eii: 

>LUf\U"U apt~ 
cans, fixing 

picnic tables toilets. 
Traveling the Western backcountry 

auspice of these agencies, seeing the 
damage, onewonders, whileth~re may 
be hundreds of rabid anti-grazing ac
tivists out there, why there · are not 
millions! Here is an industry that is 
more pervasively destructive than any 

·other activity on our public lands. Not 
ATV s, logging, mining or Republicans. 
The cattle industry! 

The malevolent marriage of cattle 
ranching, the ( de).Forest 

(dis)Service and the'Bureau 
of Land "Manglement" 

has spawned a Grim 
Reaper-a destroyer 
of the US's natural 
heritage. Moreover, 
this powerful cabal 
scythes down the 
natural heritage of 
the world-of its in
habitants, human or 
otherwise. For the 

land does not belong to us. We belong 
to the land. We are the land and it is 
us. It is everyone's and it is no one's. 

While the federal government is eas
ily the main culprit in this pathos, a 
strong second for blame lies with cer
tain influential "environmiddle-ist" 
groups. Outfits such as the Sierra Club, 
Audubon Society, The Nature 
vancy and others of 
often spew strong and 

put into 
cattle ranch

. stated policies 
to such a huge 

. Theyprefera 
"middle" ground 

cooperating and compro
..... ~ .. ,,5 With the cattle industry. What 
power might they Wield would they 
simply unite against this problem? 

Middles spawn muddles with the 
devil as sire. 

Yet, despite it all, the New West is 
emerging for the first and final time. 
For the first and final time the Old 
West-the Cowboy West-is sinking 
slowly back into the miasmic, fetid 
soup of its origins. 

At last, the cowpie is turning.· From 
beneath it rises the beginning vestiges 
ofgreen, lustful health. Its arrival sig
nals the start of the final cattle drive. 
Johri Wayne, the Marlboro 
·man and the mythic cow
boy will sooner than later 
drive the last herd ·across 
the lone prairie, into the 
sunset-Over a cliff. 
· Long live the New 

West! Long live 
Mother Earth! 

-TIM LENGERICH 
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Check Out the McKenzie Printers Guild 
A few former EF! Joumalistas and Eugeneans have formed the McKenzie 
Printers Guild, a collectively run outfit that sp~cializes in layout and design 
of environmental literature. We are currently working on various campaign 
newsletters, newspapers, magazines, media kits, etc. We are able to accom
modate your layout needs. If your group or campaign uses ]oe Blow graphic 
designer, it is time to give us a. call. Keep the work in the movement and keep 
it wild! For more information, contact the McKenzie Printers Guild, POB 
10384, Eugene, OR 97440; (541) 683-1645. 

Directory of GE Resistance 
A SEED has re-launched the 

online version of the "Directory 
of GE Resistance/' a guide to or
ganizations campaigning against 

the use of genetic engineering. The 
focus is on groups in Europe, but 

there are many contacts from around the 
globe. You can also add or update your group's details 
online. If your group is not listed, please take time to 
fill in the short form so we can make it an up-to-date 
resource list. The directory is a work in progress, and 
all comments and suggestions are appreciated. 

A SEED GE campaign 
hiotech@aseed.antenna.nl· www.groundup.org 

This 160-page pocket organizer 
has radical dates for every day of 
the year. 
Send $5 to: Slingshot 

312 4 Shattuck Ave 
Berkeley, CA 94705 

Flor y Canto 

Centro Co:munit&rio 
Flory Canto is a not

for-profit coriun.unity 
space intended to 

promote positive social 
change. For more 

information contact 
3706 N. figueroa Ave, 

Los Angeles, CA 90065; 
(323) 276-8350; 

www.florycanto.org; 
mail@florycanto.org. 
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San Francisco Bay Area Anarchist Conference 
The 2002 San Francisco Bay Area Anarchist Conference is now 

asking for workshop proposals. The conference is scheduled for 
Sunday, March 31, the day following the S.F. Annual Anarchist 
Book Fair. The Bay Area Anarchist Conference emphasizes anar
chist theory. 

Persons of diverse demographics are encouraged to present and 
discuss anarchist ideas. ' 

For more information write to asg@onebox.com; 
www.bay-anarchists.org/form.html. 



.e: 

*Nonviolence Training 
*Guerilla media 
*Legal training 
*Issues Relating to Bison 
*First Aid Training 

HANDs OFF MoUNT GRAHAM! 
Help is needed to protect this sacred moun

tain and unique ecosystem in Arizona. The 
University of Minnesota is about to sign a five 

million dollar contract to join a telescope 
project that has received significant interna
tional opposition because development of 

Mount Graham wouid damage the ecological 
and cultural integrity of the area. 

The San Carlos Apache have asked the 
University of Minnesota to consider their 

objections tp this project before they sign on. 
The San Carlos Apache are asking you to do the 

same. We all need to contact the University 
decision makers and let them know they 

should not sign on the Mount Graham tele
scope project. 

To express your rage, contact the University 
of Minnesota President Mark Yudof at Presi

dent 200 Morrill Hall, 100 Church St, SE 
Minneapolis, MN 55455; (612) 626-1616, (612) 

625-005 1; myudof@umn.edu, 
bruin001@umn.edu. 

To get involved with the resistance contact 
the Mount Graham Coali~ion at (612) 384-

4596; emeraldpeak@hotmail.com; 
aguylopez@hotmail.com. 

*Blockade Training 
*Winter survival 
*Banner/Puppet Making March 23rd 
*Mass Direct Action to Stop 

the Slaughter of the last Wild Bison 

Eastern Forest Defense 
Direct Action Camp! 

May 28 thru june 3, 2002 
In Southern Indiana in the middle of the great Eastern 

. hardwood forest. 
The great forests of the eastern half of Turtle Island can 

and will recover if given a chance. However, an impres
sive array of greedheads stand in the way of Eastern forest 
recovery. In fact, these entities are actively destroying the 
struggling remnants of the great Eastern forests . The U$ 
Forest Service, the pulp and paper industry, developers, 

strip miners, genetic manipulators and other greedy 
industrialists are daily engaged in wanton acts of destruc
tion against our beautiful and biologically diverse Eastern 
Forests. We have to mobilize to defend our forest homes! 
These forests are our collective life support systems. Their 

defense is self defense! 
All activists, forest dwellers, concerned citizens and 

others ready and willing to act on behalf of our forests 
are inyited to attend. We want to focus on evolving 

non-violent direct action tactics. Put together affinity . 
groups, forest action groups, etc., come on down .. 
For more info contact the National Forest Protection 

Alliance, POB 1891 Charlottesville, VA 22903; (434) 
971-5990, (434) 970-1806 fax; scurry@firstva.com; 

www.forestadvocate.org. You can also contact Katuah 
Earth First! River Faction Perrin de Jong (865) 673-5083; 

sandinolives@yahoo.com. 
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Popular Education for 
a Free Society 

Interdisciplinary studies to guide social change -year-round 
study options including a B.A. degree in affiliation with 
Burlington College to intensive summer programs, and more. 
Please contact us or visit our web site. · 

~ 
lnstHute for .Social Ecology 

11.1 8'Maplc Hill, Plainfield, VT 0.5667, (802) 454-849.3. info@social-ecology.org 

www.soclal~ecology.org 

A nonprofit, tax-exempt organization which 
funds environmental education media. Donations 

. and funding proposals can be sent to: 

Earth Defense Education Project 
POB3023 
Thcson AZ 85702 

Note: If you would like your contribution to go 
. Earth First! Journal, please note it with your donation. Thank you. 

Where the Earth comes first 
Summer Session 2002 offers 30 courses to prepare students to 
shape future environmental policy. Open to both law and non
law students for auditing, or law and graduate school credi~ 

Study concentrations include: international environmental law 
pollution prevention and abatement • ethics and environ

mental justice law and ecology . ocean and coastal law . land 
use and management law · 

alternative dispute resolution • energy law and pollicy 

Environmental Law Center: Vermont Law School 
(800) 227-1395 x2201. elcinfo@vermontlaw.edu. 

elc. vermontlaw.edu 

FREE! 
$CAMBUSTERS EXPO$ lNG. 

all the latest 
. FRAUDS, SCAMS, lf. RIP-OFFS OF 
OUR.yQJ~SUMER CULTURE 

with the eff~Cts .on our food supply, our health, 

· ~nd -"the rights of animals ' 
Scambusters i ncludes profiles on products, services, 
professions, :Tta(Je Secrets, ':Insider'' Information & 

Tricks Of The. TIJjQe .. ;: : EVEN PREDICTS TERRORISM! 

wwv~:·sca(n.bustersUSA.com 

·· _·Concerned 0inflles 
: li~.ks compatible, socially conscious 

singles who care about 
the Earth, the environment, 

and a healthy society. 

Nationwide • All Ages 
Straight/Gay , Since 1984 

FREE SAMPLE 
b Box 444-EF 

Lenox Dale, MA 01242 
11' 413-445-6309 

Subscribe to the Earth First! Journal ... and get some free music too! 

: Name ___________ 0$500 Lifetime Subscription 0 $40 Surface Mail, International I 
0 $30 Regular Rate ($25 low income) 0 $40 Air Mail, Canada or MexiCo I I Address___________ I 
0 $40 Anonymous Envelope 0 $50 Air Mail, International I 

: City, State, Zip _________ 0 $40 First Class (US $, no foreign checks) 1 
I Tel. ______ Country ____ 0 $75 Corporate or Law Enforcement Rate $ ___ DONATION 1 
I Email ____________ QSend me a free "Keep it Wild!" music compilation tape with my subscription I 
I ·1 
1 Mail to: Earth First! Journal-subscriptions ·Credit Card Orders circle one: Visa I MC 1 
1 . POB 3023, Tucson, AZ 85702 # Exp. ctate---- 1 
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TR NKETS AND SNAKE OIL 

URBAN WILDS: 

IF AN AGENT 

KNOCKS: 

What is political 
intelligence? Do I have to 

talk to the FBI? What 
rights do I have? Find out 
the answers to these and 
many more questions in 

this 30-page booklet. 
English/Spanish-$1 

Gardeners' stories of the 
struggle for land and 
justice-$10 

"'v'·"~-'''""-'v"of songs from seven 
's favorite musicians: Darryl 

, Alice DiMicele, Robert 
Dana Lyons, Casey Neill, 

Millett and Joanne Rand. 
It Wild!" SALE! CD

TAPE-$9 or free with a new 
•"n'.~rr•nt:J•nn. see form page 67. 

Monkeywrench 
Jewelry 

Sterling silver, made 
from old spoons. 

Available as 12-inch 
necklace, lapel pin, and 
post or dangle earring. 

· Necklace $15 
. Lapel pin $10 

Earrings $10 (each) 
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Rosebud "Thundermug 
Honeypot" CD-$12 

Jim Page "Whose World is 
This" CD-$17 

Dana Lyons "Cows With 
Guns" TAPE--$12 • CD-$17 

Silent Agitators 

"Who Bombed Judi Bari?" 
CD-$12 

Spirit Dog "Visions of a Warn or" 
CD-$10 

The $3,LH! Project "A Re
hearsal for the Great Uprising" 
CD-$15 

Small 1.5-inch stickers good for 
bikes or bulldozers! 

Earth First! "Fist," ' 'Tools" or "No 
Deal, Assholes." Thirty stickers, $2 



Cotton Caps 
Desert camo, adjustable 

$12 

Hemp Wallet 
Tan with black and green fist and black 
lettering. Specify wording. 
"Greed Kills" or "Earth First!" $12 

pic~e 
Fists rise above the oattlements. Hands 
share foOd in a dark meal, wrists adorned · 
with bracelets of chain and dangling·· 
carabiners. Camo-clad militants stand· 
in a prayerful circle, holding hands. A 
man swings a pickaxe with all his love 
for the land, ripping and biting into Forest 
Service Road 2408 which was occupied ~~ 

for . II months in · 1995-96 to protect the · 
charred and unscarred forest in the Compatch 
Roadless Area known as W amer Creek, this movil'{ , 
shows the whole story~from the Octobe,, I99J 
arson fire and the efforts to fight it to the arrests.of:four 
women at the Free State in 1996, the jail-house riot that · 
followed and the joyous release of the W amer Four. In between are the stories of other western 
Oregon sales released under the notorious "Salvage Rider." VHS video, 94 rninutes-$15 

Quality three-inch patch 
for your daypack, jacket 

orbutt-$3 

Rattlesnake-Don't Tread on Me--four
color Earth tones on black-blue shirt S, 
M,L,XL-$15 

Direct Action Manual ··' 
The antidote to despair. Everything·youn'eed 
to know about blockading tactics, techniques 
and devices to defend the Earth-froin 
monkeywrenching to civil disobedience. 
Fully illustrated, lots of diagrams and 
graphics, 154 pages, $10 

Earth·F~rst! 
Direct Action 

Manual 

Uo.:ompromising No.11violcnr JU;sisranc: 
in Defense of Mothor F.arth! 

r------------~----~---------, 

Q•wti<y I ~¢on I oo!O< I •ire I pnu ~ 

. all P"".". forei

1

.., .-, odd 15% i 
name: 

address: ------------------

phone: 

mclude shtppmg! · 
\ 

. . Total . 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

VIsi /MC (CIRCLE ONE) 

CARD# -------------
email: EXP. DATE (MONTH/YEAR) . 

Mail to: EF! Merchandise, POB 3023, Tucson, AZ 85702. A.llow 3-4 weeks for delivery. I 
L---------------------~-----~ 
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Tornado Alley Resistance 
(913) 461-8583 
MAINE 
Maine EF! 
5089 Fox Hill Rd, Athens, ME 04912 
MARYLAND 
Two Rivers EF! 
POB 5, Piney Point, MD 20674 
tworiversef@doityourself.com 
MASSACHUSETTS 



Dallas EF! 
POB 820872, Dallas, TX 75382 
!.!IAH 
Wild Wasatch Front 
864 W. 700 St, Brigham City, UT 84302 
Rainbow Bridge EF! 
rainbowbridgeef@aol.com 
VERMONT 
Biodiversity Liberation Front 
POB 57, Burlington, VT 05402 
VIRGINIA 
Virginia EF! 
Rt 1 Box 250, Staunton, VA 22401 
(540) 885-6983 
EF! Collective 
321 S. Laurel St, Richmond, VA, 23220 
(804) 643-5190 
earthfirstRVA@end-war.com 
DC Area EF! 
nightbrigade@girlmail.com_ 
WASHINGTON 
Shuksan Direct Action 
POB 1327, Bellingham, WA 
shuksandirect@hotmail.com 
Direct Action Network 
POB 95113, Seattle, WA 98145 
Olympia EF!/Castadia 
POB 11426, Olympia, WA 
wildcascadia@yahoo.com 
WISCONSIN 
Midwest Headwaters EF! 
31 University Sq, Madison, WI 
(608) 262-9036 
Liberated Zone Info Shop 
308 Nelson Hall-UWSP, Stevens Point, 
54481 
LZIS@hotmail.com 
WYOMING 
Teewinot EF! 
POB 1588, Wilson, WY 83014 
krstnpnt@netscape.net 

lnternationa 
There is an international Earth First{ 

page at: www.snet.co.uk/ef/ 

Zeme Predevsim 
POB 237, 160 41 Prague 6 . 
zemepredevsim@volny .cz 
www.ecn.cz/zemepredevsim 
Car Busters Magazine & Resource Center 
Kratka 26, 100 00 Praha 10 
(420) 2781-0849; 781-67-27 (fax); 
carbusters@ecn.cz 

EIRE 
An Talmah Glas (Green Earth) 
54 Avora Park, Howth, Co Dublin 
353 (0)1 8324087; atgblue@yahoo.com 
ENGLAND 
More than 30 Earth First! and radical ecological 
direct action groups exist in the "United King
dom." There are also a number o( other anar
chist/revolutionary groups and projects. For a 
list or for general news from the UK, contact: 
EF! Action Update · 
POB 487 Norwich NR2 3AL,, 0160-3219811 

In Defense of the Earth 
Towarzystwo Ekologiczne 

, "W Ql;lronieziemi" Domonika Baryla ' ... 
Ul.. Limanowskiego 138/42 91-038, Ipdz 
48-42-653~38•16; goral@tewoz:most.org.pl 
EJ.lSSlA ' . . ' ' . . 

. ~g~~:~~~id: 236000 . ·. . .· 

(0112) 44-84-43; ecodefense@online.ru 
. Rainbow Keepers (10 local groups) 

. POB ~4;-Nizhni Novgorod; 603082 , . 
(8312) 3~32-80 . \ 
Rainbow. Kee~rs (MoscoW) 
(0959.) 5~91-93 .. 

Rainbow Keepers 
POB 52, Kasimov, 391330 
(0913) 14-5-14; rk@lavrik.ryazan.ru 
SCCILAND 
GlasgowEF! 
POB 180, Glasgow G4 9AB 
44 (0)41 636 1924/339-8009 
424 3688 (fax) 
Fife EF! 
c/o 91 South Street, St Andrews, 
Fife KY16 9Q 
0133~477411 
SLQYAKIA 
Slobodmi Alternativa 
Staromests.ka 6/D, 811 03 Bratislava 
SOliTH AFRICA 
Earth Action! 

181034, Dalbridge, Durban 6016 

United 
Korean Ecumenical Bldg. 136-56 

,,.-,Jv""'" Jongro-Gu, Seoul 
82-2-766-4180 (fax); 

r,."~•Pdd & Mon EF! 
The Greenhouse, 1, Trevelyan Terrace 
Bangor, Gwynedd LL57'1AX 
01248-355821 

Prc:Jects & Campaigns 

Bioengineering Action Network 
ban@tao.ca; www. tao.ca/-ban 
Cold Mountain, Cold Rivers 
POB 7941, Missoula, MT 59807 
(406) 

Send d~rectoi-y c"-anges to: 
.. E.(:l,rth ,F.frstt-1 ournal 

. POB 3(}23, Tu~son~ 'Az· 8570~ . . . 



•Jeremiah Rush Bowen, 
Delta, C081416. Serving 
in Boulder, Colorado in 
release date is February 7. 

•Jeffrey "Free" Luers, 
97310. Sentenced to 22.5 
arson of Joe Romania 
Tyree Oil in Eugene, 

•Craig "Critter" 
Blvd., Ontario, OR 97914. 
tence for conspiracy to 
unlawful devices in 
Tyree Oil cases. 

•Helen Woodson, 
Admin Max Unit, Fort 
multiple charges 
money on fire, the Silo 
and for sending bullets to 

• Marco Camenish, 
Serving 12 years for a 
can read French, German, 

• Ifiaki Garcia Koch, 
Apdo.250,31vuv-u 
ing just under five years for 
site of the controversial 

•Silvana Pellissero, Com 
Sanponso, 10080 Torino, 
years for sabotaging a rail 
ern Italian Alps. Silvano 
but not English. 

Indigenous 
• Eric Wildcat Hall, 

Albion, PA 16475-0002. 
arms to Central American 

•Leonard Peltier, #8963 
66048. An American 
two life sentences for the 
the Pine Ridge Siege in 

•Neil Bartlett, FW7083, 
Sussex, BN7 lEA, England. 
hoax bomb threats to 
Novartis, Morgan Stanley 
Council. He is awaiting 

•Dave Blenkinsop, 
Green Rd., Birmingham B 1 
for causing "grievous 
ton Life Sciences and an 
600 guinea pigs from a 

•Mel Broughton, DJ82 
Ave., Bovingdon, Hemel 
Serving four years for 

Prisoner Support Groups 

42 2000 Antwerp, Bel
attemptep arson of a judge's 

's and two arsons against 
have filed additional charges 

a chicken truck in Lint (5/ 
and Antwerp Ouly 99) and 
January 2000. 
Holloway, Parkhurst Rd., 

remand. Accused of arson, 
harassment and conspiracy 
anti-HLS activity. 

inciting a public nuisance 
Animal Cruelty newsletter 

year. 
Highpoint, Stradis Hall, 

England. 
and YOI, Hfghpoint, Stradis 
9YG, England. 
Weston Way, Thamesmead, 

5000, Delano, CA 93216-
-. .... -. ... ~-.-.. to three years impris

Mayday 2001 "Reclaim The 
Beach, California. 

State St., Salem, OR 
"nn,.·rnTvminimum" sentence 

EugeneJune 18RTSin 1999. 
Remand Centre (Haktet), 

Huset), Box 429, 40126 
1sonn1ertt for rioting. 

are listed together, you 
separately: 

, Janet Holloway Africa 
are at SCI Cambridge 

Springs, PA 16403-1238. 
73), Charles Simms Africa 

244, Grateford, PA 19426-

74), SCI Camp Hill, PA 

(AM4984), Delbert Orr 
· Drawer K, Dallas, PA 18612. 

SCI Greene, 1040 East R. 
15370-8090. 
group, was consistently per

during the '70s, culminat
their commune in 1985. The 

the murder of a cop and 
sentence of 100 years each. 

•Anarchist Prisoner Legal Aid Network (APLAN), 818 SW 3rd Ave., PMB 354, Portland, OR 97204; aplan@tao.ca. 
•Friends of MOVE, POB 19709, Philadelphia, PA 19143. 
•Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, POB 583, Lawrence, KS 66044; (913) 842-5774. 
• UK Earth Lib. Prisoners Support Network, 16 Sholebrooke Ave, Chapel ton, Leeds, England LS7 3HB; earthlibprisorter@mail.ca. 
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